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The audio format war 
Derek Cronin 
Introduction 
Recently. two new music carriers have made their way on to the market, both vying 
to replace the common cassette tape which has been in use for thirty years. These new 
formals are Philips/Matsushita's digital compact cassette (DCC) and Sony's min! disc 
(MD}. Both companies have invested large sums of money Into the development and 
marketing of these products. Both are aiming their product at the same market, wanting 
their format to be a companion to the recently established compact disc (CD). the 
accepted standard playback medium. The new formats would be its more compact, 
recordable, robust cousin. convenient but of a slightly lower sound quality than CD yet 
better than the analogue tape it would hope to replace. 
This report alms to explain the differences in audio formats, to show how the 1993 
audio format war reflected a ruthlessness in the music industry, and to question the 
con sumer need for these formats. 
History of music carriers 
From the invention of the phonograph in 1877 to 1963, domestic sound storage 
systems remained reasonably unchanged. With the exception of Edison's early wax and 
foil cylinders (which differed in shape and not concept from their more successful 
counterparts) sound was stored on a flat shellac or vinyl disc. In 1963, the compact 
cassette made its way into our homes. The advantages of magnetic tape over vinyl are 
obvious. Firstly, tt is recordable. Secondly, it is more robust. Thirdly. in the form of 
compact cassette. tape is smaller and easier to manage than bulky 12" LPs. 
It soon became clear that these little boxes carried with them a whole new market. 
With the compact cassette one could listen to music in new places: on the beach or in 
the park, or later in the 1980s, on personal stereos or in the car. Furthermore, it opened 
up a market for 'blank tapes' which never existed before. The compact cassette 
complemented the LP rather than threatened it. The release of the compact cassette 
signalled the origins of a two-sided music carrier market. The existence of two markets 
formed the basis of the 'dual carriers theory' (Bauldie. 1992b: 101). This theory is 
supported by both players in the current war. It claims that the market Is split into two 
strata: the high carrier (CD and previously LP) is bought for home use only while the low 
carrier (analogue tape) is bought for ·on the move' applications such as car and personal 
stereos. Both of the new formats are competing for the 'low carrier' market; both aim to 
replace the analogue cassette. 
There are three reasons for interest in the low carrier market after thirty years of 
dominance by the common cassette. Firstly. tap e sales have dropped over the past three 
years as the CD has become more popular (Christman and Rosen. 1992: 87). This has 
been due partly to the drop in hardware prices and the development of the personal 
compact disc player. Both Sony and Philips/Matsushita believe that audio formats 
generally last about thirty years before the consumer tires of them. This view is based 
upon the amount of time which lapsed between U1~ tlevelopment of the LP in the early 
1950s and the development of the CD In the early '80s (Bauldle; 1992b: 101). 
Secondly. the 'low carrier' is recordable. This generales a market for blank tapes and 
discs. Every year, 1.6 billion blank tapes are sold. outselling the amount of prerecorded 
tapes by sixty per cent (Harris; 1992: 5). Sales of prerecorded software on the low 
carrier. although decreasing, are still very high. In the US, which Is the biggest market 
for prerecorded software in the world, fifty five per cent of all prerecorded software is still 
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bought on tape (Christman and Rosen, 1992: 87}. Overall. the low carrier market is 
worth approximately $1.5b per annum In software (Cron, 1991: 19). Both companies 
involved in these new formats want a bigger share of this important market. 
Finally. to date there are 120 million COs in the world {Bauldie; 1992a: 100). 
However, every year 180 mUilon tape players arc sold (Harris, 1992: 5). That means that 
since the launch of the CD. fourteen times as many tape players as CD players have 
been sold (Bauldie, 1992a:IOO). In Europe, there are 5.7 tape players for every person 
(Svedberg; 1992: 18}. If either of these formats do replace the tape, much of this 
hardware will have to be replaced, creating great moneymaking opportunities. 
DCC and MD : what is the difference? 
Sony's new carrier Is a disc format (64mm in diameter}, Is fully recordable up to 
1.000,000 times. and its tracks are instantly accessible. The latter is true for the CD 
with which it has much in common a lthough the two formats are not currently 
compatible with each other. MD uses two different types of record and playback 
technology. Firstly, laser optical technology (similar to CD} is used to play prerecorded 
software. These discs are not recordable and they can only be used to play. Secondly, 
magneto optical (MO) technology enables the mini disc to be recordable. It Is used to 
make blank mini discs. Both the laser optical and the magneto optical mini disc can be 
played on any mini disc machine. 
Philips/Matsushita's digital compact disc is tape-based. Most importantly , it is 
'backwards compatible'. This means that old analogue tapes can be played on a new 
DCC machine but new DCCs cannot be played on analogue machines. A DCC tape is 
the same size as an analogue compact cassette {see Appendix 1). 
Company versus consumer 
Support from record companies Is the most important aspect of establishing a music 
carrier. Their reluctance to accept new formats is evidenced by slow software support of 
tape in 1963, COs in 1983. and most notably the excellent format digital audio tape 
(DA'Ij, which many believe to be the ultimate consumer format. However, the quality of 
the format or being on the market first has little to do with a record company's support. 
Politics plays an even bigger role. Ninety three per cent of all music sales are controlled 
by six major groups. Three of these are directly related to developers of the new formats: 
Sony Music is owned by Sony Electronics. PolyGram Is eighty per cent owned by Phtllps. 
and MCA Is owned by Matsushita. Philips' partner on the DCC project. The format war 
is affected by this vertical Integration; Sony have the support of four of the six majors 
while MCA and PolyGram. the DCC related companies, have only their own support (see 
Appendix 2). 
The three companies not Involved in format development are not being Victimized by 
their hardware colleagues. All are extremely powerful not only In music but in other 
m edia actiVities such as film and Video. Many have Interests in other fields: theme parks 
and arms manufacture. It is difficult, however, to know if noninvolvement will be 
disadvantageous. Christian Jorg. Head of BMG, New York. claims that his company and 
others like EM! and Warner will lose out because 'any sales lost to increased home 
taping on the software side of the business might be compensated by additional 
hardware sales and royalty Income from patents. if the format they support Wins out' 
(Jorg. 1993: 6). On the other hand, Philip Rowley. Executive Vice President of EMI 
Music, believes the opposite 'that with things like the launch of Mini Disc and DCC. we 
can stand back and look at the format objectively to see which one is going to work the 
best. I don't think I would like to be in the situation where I would have to be supporting 
a particular piece of technology just because we are part of the same company' 
(Redmond, 1993: 10). 
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One thing Is certain: the music industry is dependent on the whims of sf.x major 
companies three of which are owned by hardware manufacturers involved in the format 
war. Each can practically sign, record, promote. distribute and even retail a music (or 
film or video) product In-house. Record companies which are the exclusive signatory of 
an artist have supreme control over music sales which is why three of them are owned 
by the players In this format war. Sony Music, and Sony Electronics bought CBS in 
November 1987 to gain power at the record company level for Its new OAT format -
Matsushita had DCC in mind when they bought MCA at the end of 1990. Marc Eliot 
sums up Sony's $2b buyout of CBS: 'In the time honoured tradition of Western 
capitalism. Sony sought to financially absorb the competition and tum the problem Into 
the solution (Eliot. 1990: 196).' 
While the hardware-related record companies fight it out in the market. and the non-
hardware companies 'sit on the fence', the consumer Is in the middle. A number of 
factors have led the the consumer to choose neither rather than either. The consumer 
will almost certainly have to put up with a price rise. It will become almost as expensive 
to record an album as lt is to buy one. The price of a blank tape or disc will at least 
triple; people will be able to buy less music while hardware and record companies will 
make the same money. 
In this yegard. the 'dual carrier theory' is unconvincing. The CD. the modern 'high 
carrier' , Is small in size. Even the 'robustness' factor does not deter CD: it Is far more 
robust than an LP though possibly not quite as dust. mud or sweat-proof as either the 
MD or the DCC. As for recording, many think that 'the whole business of recording 
music at h()me Is greaUy exaggerated' (Frost, 1992}. Moreover, many people like to buy 
the actual product. At £5 to £7 per blank, people are likely going to think twice about 
recording an album on to MD or DCC even if the quality is excellent. Even if the 
importance of home recording Is not exaggerated. CD could shortly have all the 
recording capabilities of MD and DCC. lf recordable/erasable CD (CD-E) becomes 
avallable It could wipe out all the other formats. Two carriers. one for the home and the 
other for on the move, would no longer be necessary. CD would do it all. 
Mini disc technology works on a combination of CD (laser optical} and magneto 
optical technology. Prerecorded discs use CD technology while the blanks use magneto 
optical technology. It would necessitate a recordable CD player but just as both types of 
MDs can be played on an MD machi.ne so the recordable CD machines could be 
'backwards compatible' as Is DCC. In this scen ario, the dual carrier theory goes up In 
smoke. If the public demanded a smaller disc, Sony claim that the MD could be 
compatible IIIith CD In the future (Colloms. 1993: 22). It would then be possible to have 
a single machine to play mini discs, new recordable/erasable COs and normal COs. 
Philips have suggested the possibility of the CD-E by 1996 (Frost, 1992: 19; Snow. 
1992: 87). In fact, erasable COs have already been displayed at audio shows (Gold. 
1992: 24). What Is currently preventing full production of the CD-E is hardware and 
record company pressure. As an ultimate format, CD-E Is seen as a 'pirate's charter' 
(Frost. 199:2: 19). The record industry may resist recordable digital carriers for as long 
as possible because of fear of pirate taping. 
Future audio carriers 
1. CD: Most expel'ts agJ"ee that neither fol'mat, even lf they survive, wlll Utrcaten U1e 
CD's posiUO'l (Snape, 1992: 20). CD has established itself as the standard high quality 
playback medium. It has also gaJned recognition as a mullimedla carrier. Since a CD 
can carry large amoun ts of digital Information of any sort, it can be used to store 
computer data. books. audio and even video (see Frost. 1993: 15). Currently, CD 'has no 
fewer than Jline different applications' (Bauldie, 1993b: 132). This. along with the future 
possibility of CD-E, should keep CD as the primary format for quite a whlle to come. 
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2. Other formats: Other carriers are in the pipeline. Digital audio broadcasting (DAB) 
Is capable of broadcasting up to 160 digital radio channels by satellite or cable. These 
channels would have no disc jockey; instead a digital readout on the remote control 
would tell the name of the artist and song being played (Bauldie, 1993a: 1 08). 
As compression techniques become more advanced, formats can become even 
smaller. Sony have recently developed the MicroDAT or 'Scoopman', a digital cassette the 
size of a large stamp (Fox, 1992: 19). Within years, 'the technology will certainly be 
available to put our seventy four minute CD on a credit card size solid state memory. 
with no moving parts!' (Comeau. 1992: 73). 
With the possibilities of CD-E. credit card music, and music distributed by cable and 
satellite only around the corner. it is little wonder the consumer is hesitant to buy DCC 
and MD. Ed Bicknell, manager of Dire Straits, sums it up: 'One of the key reasons 
there's public resistance to all lhis stuff is the sneaking suspicion that no sooner have 
you bought X, then Y is going to come along and make X redundant, so people tend to 
do nothing.· 
Some experts believe in the possibility of 'a regionalized evolution where, for example 
MD will take off in the CD mature market of Japan, while in the rest of South East Asia, 
where the cassette is king, DCC will flourish' (Stuart Watson, senior Vice President of 
MCA Records in Swan et al.. 1993: 12). Another possibility is that both formats will 
barely survive in any market causing money. at all levels, to be spread across four or 
five rather than just two or three formats. Another likelihood is that none of these new 
formats will survive. The factors of price, new CD developments, the possibilities of 
better formats around the corner, and confusion caused by both formats arriving 
simultaneously have conspired to create public resistance. 
Conclusion 
The 'dual carrier theory'. which has been proposed as the rationale for the existence 
of two formats, is questionable. There is little actual reason for the consumer to need 
two dtfferent carriers In the twenty first century. The development of the mini disc shows 
that recordable/erasable CD (CD-E) is a possibility which could be the ultimate all-
around format. The audio format war reflects a new ruthlessness in the music industry 
caused by lagging sales and profits. In turn, the consumer has become more cynical 
since the failure of digital audio technology (DA11 and with the knowledge that better 
formats will arrive in the near future. 
Note: This article is an abridged version of a dissertation submitted In part fulftlment of the BSc. In 
Communications. Dublin Institute of Technology. 
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Appendix 2 
THE BIG6 
PARENT CO. PJDLIPS MATSUSHITA SONY TIJ!E.WARNER THORN·EMI BERTELSMAH 
HARDWARZ SIEMENS JVC AIWA 
OWNEJlSHJ.P MARANT'Z PANASONJC 
TECHNICS 
QUASIIR 
SOPTIVARZ POI..YGRAM MCA SONY WEA EMI BMG 
PARDI'TCO. 
RECORD LABELS DECCA A'llJ\NllC COLUMBIA WI\RNER PARLOPBONE RCA 
OWI'IED POLYDOR GEFFEN cas ELECTRA VIRGIN ARIOLA 
PHONOGRAM ISLAND EPIC SIRE CliRYSAUS ARISTA 
A&M GRP EAST/WEST TELSTAR 
MOTOWN N011iiNG CAPITOL K-TEL 
TALKIN LOUD 
ULAnD FORMAT DCC MD UNRELATED 
OTBERDn'l~ FlLM. TELEVISION. TElEVISION. TELEVISION. TELEVISION. TELEVISION. 
VIDEO. flLM. THEATRE. VIDEO. nL.M. RETAIL. ARMS PUBUSH!NG. 
ARMS NA110NAL PARKS. THEME PUBUSHING. MANUfAcnJRE. 
MANUfAcruRE. RETAIL. PARKS. THEME PARKS. UGJiTING. 
UGHTING. 
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TrlonaOuiUhasanMA in li I • • d th I • h I ~~:~~::o~b~~ltumJ e ev1s1on an e rts anguage 
University. 
Trlona Qui 
Introduction 
The controversy which greeted the announcement by Minister for Arts. Culture and 
the Gaeltacht Michael D. Higgins of the forthcoming establishment ofTeilifis na Gaellge 
{TnG) - particularly in view of its cost - has once again put the Issue of Irtsh language 
television broadcasting under the spotlight. 
Critics see lhe new station as an expensive white elephant: some because it seems to 
constitute a return to the days when lrishness was equated with 'Gaellcness'. and others 
because they believe that Irish language policies would be more effectively and efficiently 
served if a three hour time-slot for Irish language programming were initiated on 
Network 2, availing of existing expertise and experience within RTE as well as reaching a 
wider audience. 
Not so. say supporters of the new station. RTE, after over thirty years of experience 
in the field. has signally failed to live up to Its own stated commitments to the Irtsh 
language, far less to the demands of the Irish language lobby. Besides, they argue. the 
new station should not replace existing output of Irish language programmes on RTE 
but rather complement them. thus ensuring a genuine choice and range of programming 
for Irish speakers of all ages. language competence and interests. 
This article explores the extent to which this defence of the new station is justified in 
lhe light of RTE's past performance with regard to the level, range and scheduling of 
television programmes in the Irish language. It also examines the decision to establish 
the new station in the light of broader trends in both broadcasting and language policy. 
and the extent to which Tellif!S na Gaellge Is likely to be able to satisfY the diverse and 
sometimes contradictory objectives which havt: been set for it. 
Methodology 
Despite the considerable criticism levelled at RTE over the years in respect of its Irish 
language television output, there has been a surprising lack of comprehensive and 
comparable data compiled either by RTE or its critics that offers a long-term overview of 
the station's performance. 
The analysis of RTE's performance in this article is based on an examination of the 
RTE Guide at five year Intervals over the period 1963- 1993. For each of the seven 
sample years, I examined the Irish television schedules for the first full week in January. 
March. May. July, September and November {in order to eliminate seasonal variations). 
The information for the six weeks was then averaged in order to arrive at a reasonably 
representative overview for each of the sample years. The criteria analysed were as 
follows: {i) average weekly Irish output; {ii) Irish output as a percentage of total television 
output; (iii) range of Irish language programmes; and (iv) scheduling of Irtsh language 
programmes. 
For the purpose of this analysis, I have defined 'Irish Output' as Including 
programmes such as Trom agus Eadrom. although It couid be argued that the English 
content of programmes like this is such that to describe them as bilingual is stretching 
matters somewhat. 
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RTE's performance has been criticized on two levels: firstly, quantity or output, 
which is relatively easy to measure: secondly, the quality of programmes which is more 
subjective and therefore more difficult to assess. My analysis of the range and 
scheduling of programmes in Tables 2. 3 and 4 gives some indication of the non-
quantitative aspects of RTE's Irish language performance as well as the consistency of 
the station's policies over the years. I also look briefly at audience figures for Irish 
language programming to assess how effective these policies have been and the level of 
viewership for which TnG will be competing. 
The 1960s 
From the establishment of RTE in 1961, the television station faced a number of 
difficulties in respect of Its obligations towards the Irish language imposed under the 
1960 Broadcasting Authority Act. Although the RTE Authority conflrmed its 
commitment to using 'all reasonable means to extend the use of Irish in television 
programming', it also pleaded the danger of going 'too far ahead of the level of public 
acceptance or antagonizing large sections of the audience'. While language supporters 
perceived television as a means of awaking enthusiasm among the Irish population for 
the language, the Authority was less sanguine about the level of tolerance among the 
general publlc for large doses of programmes in Irish. A further difficulty was. and 
remains, the station's dependence 
on commercial revenue to support a large proportion of its 
activities ... to retain this revenue, its programmes in general must 
have considerable audience appeal. 
(RTE, Annual Report, 1963:10) 
Nevertheless, in 1966 the Authority, in a statement issued for the guidance of staff, 
emphasized the station's 'national responsibility to nurture the Irish language by 
presenting It in a sympathetic, positive and imaginative way', as well as extending the 
range of programmes, with particular regard to learners, children and light 
entertainment (Progress Report, 1967:60). 
How did this commitmen t translate into actual performance in the 1960s? In terms 
of output, the level of Irish language programming rose from an average of 1.85 hours 
per week in 1963 to 3.26 hours per week in 1968. and from 4.2per cent to 6.3per cent of 
total television output (see Table 1). However, given the initial low base, the triumphant 
claim of the 1968 Progress Report on the Restoration of the Irish Language that ·more 
programmes in Irish were shown on television in the autumn and winter of 1967/8 than 
In any previous period', was somewhat complacent (cf. Progress Report, 1967:58). 
The report also claimed a viewership for the current affairs programme Feach of up 
to 500,000 people. While viewership for other Irish language programmes did not quite 
scale these heights, it seems strange that RTE should have defended Itself against 
criticism of its Irish language output on the grounds of the inherent non-commercial, 
unprofitable and minority interest nature of such programmes In view of audience 
ratings of this level. The report also asserted that chlldren's programmes were now 
largely bilingual and that plays and serials in Irish now formed an important part of the 
station's output. In fact. in 1968, there was just one thirty minute play in Irish over the 
sample period and the output of children's programmes halved in absolute terms (and 
quartered as a percentage of total Irish output) compared with 1963. Nevertheless, the 
prollferation of programmes for learners of the language seemed to indicate a 
commitment to the restoration aspect of Irish language policy, defined as 'lhe 
displacement of English by Irish usage in as many of the spheres of national life as 
possible' (Bord na Gaeilge, 1983:40). 
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TABLE 1 
AVERAGE IRISH WEEKLY OUTPUT AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL TV OUTPUT. 
Year Tot.al Weekly OUt.put. Irish Weekly Out.put Irish as a % 
(hours) (hours) of Tot.al 
1963 43.5 1.85 4 .2% 
1968 51.5 3.26 6.3% 
1973 52.3 2.80 5 .4% 
1978 72.7 4 .20 5.8% 
1983 109.9 3.40 3. 1% 
1988 126.7 3.70 2.9% 
1993 172.4 4 .89 2.8% 
The 1970s 
This commitment to the restoration of the language continued to be evident In policy 
statements by RTE in the early 1970s. 1n 1971 the RTE Authority. chaired by D6naH 0 
Morain (current President of Gael-Linn) drew up a statemen t. A V i ew of Irish 
Broadcasting, in respect of its understanding of its obligations in the field of cultural 
matters. Whil e the statement reiterated the familiar warning that 'giving a 
disproportional place to lrish programmes could run the risk of creating resentment of 
the objective in view' as well as the equally familiar and ambiguous emphasis on quality 
rather than quantity. it also asserted that, In theory at least, RTE was still commUted to 
the restoration of the language and that this commitment arose not simply because of 
its obligations under the broadcasting legislation, but in terms of its public service 
ethos. It stressed that (p.l4): 
even if the specific statutory provision In relation to the Irish 
language did not exist, the Authority would naturally. in common 
with broadcasting services in other countries catering for dual or 
mnlti-language situations. give d ue recognition to the intrinsic 
cultural value of the Irish la nguage in the making of radio and 
television programmes ... The lrlsh language policy. which has been 
defined as being aimed at making Irish a commonly spoken language 
In the community as a whole, requires fu ll and imaginative 
cooperation from the broadcasting service. 
Despite this statement of policy, by 1973 the output of programmes ln the Irish 
language had fallen both in absolute terms and as a percentage of total output: down 
from 3.26 to 2.8 hours per week compared with 1968, and from 6.3 per cent to 5.4 per 
cent of total television output (see Table 1). 
A s imilar picture can be seen with regard to the range of programming. one measure 
of the 'quality' of output to which RTE referred so frequently. As can be seen from 
Table 2, despite the Authority's emphasis on the restoration of the language, by 1973 
programmes for learners of Irish bad fallen considerably and there were no plays or 
serials at all during the sample period. An Nuacht now formed a lmost forty per cent of all 
Irish output. both because coverage of news had risen to almost double the 1968 level, 
and because Irish output as a whole had shrunk over the period. Therefore, RTE's 
stated commitmen t to the language was being matched by a contraction of both the level 
and range of programmes broadcast and by the domination of 'heavy'. studio-bound 
material which was cheaper to produce. 
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TABLE2 
RANGE OF PROGRAMMING 1963·1 993 (AVERAGE MINUTES PER WEEK) 
Light Curr. Child/ Sport Learners/ News Soap/ Total 
Ent Affairs Youth Educ Drama 
1963 15 31 31 0 0 28 5 1.85 hours 
1968 30 38 14 0 81 30 5 3.26 hours 
1973 37 33 17 0 15 67 0 2.80 hours 
1978 37 36 24 12 41 93 7 4.20 hours 
1983 62 24 33 0 22 60 6 3.40 hours 
1988 33 72 16 17 0 49 0 2.90 hours 
1993 25 99 93 20 5 38 14 4.89 hours 
In fairness to RTE. there are dangers in drawing too many conclusion from what 
were (given the low base) relatively slight shifts In output over a five year period. The 
station's performance also needs to be viewed in the context of a gradual shift In public 
and state perceptions of the language throughout the 1970s from the traditional insular 
'Gaelicness' of Irish identity 1n which language policy had been rooted, to a more open 
view of 'lrishness' within which the language policy had yet to find its feet. This shift was 
noticeable In the broadcasting policies of Minister for Posts and Telegraphs, Conor 
Cruise O'Brien who, in the interests of promoting an 'open door' policy. proposed that 
BBC Northern Ireland (which at the time excluded any Irish language programmes) , 
should be broadcast nationwide in lieu of a second Irish channel. This proposal was 
dropped following a decisive rejection by respondents In a national opinion poll. 
Cruise O'Brien also amended the 1960 Broadcasting Authority Act in 1976 1n the 
Interests of promoting a broader view of Irish culture (particularly In the context of 
violence in Northern ireland). As a result, the Irish language became more marginalized 
In legislative terms: whereas section 17 of the 1960 Act had obliged the RTE Authority I. Emphasis added. 
to 'bear constantly In mind the nationaL aims of restoring 1 the Irish language and 
preserving and developing the national culture', section 13 of the amending legislation 
Instead emphasl.zed the Authority's responsibility to 'ensure that programmes reflect the 
varied elements which make up the culture of the people of the whole Island of Ireland'. 
The 'national aim of restoring the Irish language' was replaced with the vague direction 
'to have special regard to the elements which distinguish that culture, and 1n particular 
for the Irish language'. With the concept of a unified 'national culture' itself being played 
down, the basis for promoting Irish, and particularly restoring it within the context of 
'the national culture' was inevitably sidelined. 
In the face of these developments, RTE remained relatively proactive, at least in 
policy terrns. towards the language, establishing an Advisory Committee in 1977 to 
advise it 'on how lo discharge its statutory and other responsibilities in relation to Irish 
language programmes' (Report to the Ministers for the Caeltacht and Communications, 
1987:8). The establishment of the committee may have contributed to placing Irish 
higher on the agenda within RTE, given that output in 1978 showed an Improvement 
compared with 1973 (see Table 1). 
However. as a proportion of total television output, the improvement was less 
marked, p:rlncipally due to the expansion of broadcasting hours with the Introduction of 
Network 2 towards the end of 1978 with its overwhelming proportion of imported 
programmes. In terms of the range of programmes (see Tables 2 and 3). while sport 
made a brief appearance for the first time, the schedule remained dominated by 
broadcasts of An NuachL 
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The Advisory Committee reported In 1979 and recommended inter alia that (i) there 
should be a full range of programmes. W1th particular regard for children, young people, 
learners of the language, and sport: (ii) that An Nuacht should be broadcast in a 
consistent time slot between 7p.m. to lOp.m.: and (ili) that there should be one 
"Worthwh1le' programme in Irish for adults on television every day. Almost identical 
recommendations had been reported as implemented ten years earlier, according to the 
1968 Progress Report on the Restoration of the Irish Language, ( 1969). 
TABLE3 
RANGE OF PROGRAMMING 1963·1993 
{AS A PROPORTION OF THE AVERAGE WEEKLY OUTPUT OF IRISH PROGRAMMES) 
Light Curr. Child/ Sport Learners/ News Soap/ Total 
Ent Mfairs Youth Educ Drama 
1963 14% 29% 29% 0% Oo/o 25% 4% 100% 
1968 15% 18% 7% 0% 41 o/o 15% 3% 100% 
1973 22% 19% 10% 0% 9% 39% 0% 100% 
1978 15% 14% 10% 5% 17% 37% 3% 100% 
1983 30% 12% 2% 14% 10% 29% 3% 100% 
1988 15% 32% 19% 8% 0% 22% ()OA, 100% 
1993 8% 34% 32% 7% 2% 13% 4% 100% 
The 1980s 
While the Committee's recommendations had been accepted 'in principle' by RTE, by 
1983 Irish language ou tput was once again on the decline. falling from 4.2 hours per 
week in 1978 to 3.4 hours in 1983. As a proportion of total broadcasting hours, the 
decline was even more striking (see Table 1). Despite an improvement tn the coverage of 
Light Entertainment programmes (principally due to Trom agus Eadrom), children's 
programmes had practically disappeared from the schedule, with just one five minute 
programme per week , Dilin 6 Deamhas, broadcast for part of the year. 
These results are to be viewed in the context of RTE's commitment to twenty per cent 
of its home production being in Irish. an objective which, In contrast to its previous 
policy of ·quality not quantity', it had set for itself in the late 1970s. By 1983, with Irish 
language programmes accounting for just 3.1 per cent of total output (or six to seven per 
cent of home production), the target was looking Increasingly unrealistic. In 1987 the 
Authotity announced that it no longer wished to adhere to it, but would instead 'seek to 
implement the objectives of the Report of the Advisory Committee' (which had apparently 
been gathering dust in the meantime). and would aim to provide 'a satisfactory range of 
programmes in Irish spanning the broad spectrum of viewers' interests' (Report to the 
Ministers for the Gaeltacht and Communications, 1987:4). RTE also warned against: 
a somewhat simplistic approach by some people to the whole 
question of television programme-making ... The way to improve Irish 
language programmes - both In quanllty and quality- is by careful 
planning and encouragement with a view to getting lhe public to 
accept these programmes. Evolution, rather than revolution is the 
motto. 
(Report Lo the Ministers 1987:5) 
RTE's reservations were not without justification, given that Irish language 
organizations. like any lobby group. have tended to view RTE output from their own 
perspective and therefore may not have taken sufficient account of general viewer 
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resistance to watching such programmes, as opposed to considering them to be ·a good 
thing' in opinion poll responses. Nevertheless, by 1987 RTE had already had over twenty 
five years to encourage such evolution. 
Throughout the 1980s RTE's fmancial position had been steadily disimproving. The 
passing of the Radio and Television Act 1988 and Broadcasting Act 1990 provided for 
the introduction of legal commercial radio and as yet an unrealized television station 
which undermined RTE's monopoly position. The capping of the station's advertising 
revenue added to these difficulties. In the face of these threats, RTE was anxious to 
under line Its own advantages, particularly its commitment to public service 
broadcasting. Its 1988 Annual Report stressed that: 
RTE believes that broadcasting is not necessarily about profit or 
power or even abo u t huge listenership. The renection and 
stimulation of social and cultural values while holding audience 
interest and loyalty at a substantial level is the core of RTE's 
achievement. 
This commitment seemed somewhat hollow as far as the Irish language was 
concerned. with Irish programmes forming just 2.9 per cent of total television output in 
1988, its lowest ever level (see Table 1). Current affairs and news programmes continued 
to dominate the schedule. although chUdren's programmes showed some improvement. 
While RTE's financial difficulties played a role in Its diminishing production of Irish 
language programmes. it seemed that when RTE was threatened. it used its public 
service ethos (according to which broadcasting is not about 'profit, power or even a huge 
listenersbip1 as a defence against commercial competition, but when criticized for failing 
to implement its stated public service commitments, It quoted low audience figures and 
commercial imperatives in mitigation of its performance. In a pamphlet issued in 1989 
entitled The Future of Broadcasting in Ireland, RTE once again committed itself to 
increasing the level and range of Irish language programmes and added that it 'had 
committed a significant proportion of resources to the achievement of this aim'. Just 
how signifjcant those resources were Is difficult to ascertain given the lack of a 
breakdown between English and Irish language programming costs In RTE's annual 
reports. However, in 1985/6 when Irish language p rogrammes (excluding news) 
constitu ted around 8 per cent of home production, they were allocated only 5 per cent of 
the home production budget, or £278.804 (Report to the Ministers for the Gaeltacht and 
Communications. 1987: 11). 
The 1990s 
While it is too early to make judgements on RTE's Irish language performance in the 
1990s, there seems to have been some improvement. Output has risen to an average of 
4.89 hour s per week (reaching six hours some weeks) but is continuing to decline as a 
proportion of total television ou tput (see Table 1). There has also been an Improvement 
in the range of programmes broadcast, particularly in the area of children's 
programmes and. finally. the production of a pilot series for an Irish 'soap', Ros na Run 
(See Tables 2 and 3). 
Output, range and scheduling 
Taking the period 1963- 1993 as a whole. while the output of Irish language 
programmes rose from an average of 15.8 minutes per day in 1963 to 41.9 minutes per 
day in l 993, progress was far from steady so that it would be premature to see the 
improvement in 1993 as the start of a renaissance. In addition, Irish language output 
has failed to keep pace with the increase in television output as a whole. falling from 4.2 
per cent 1n 1963 to 2.8 per cent in 1993. It is worth noting that in recent years. an 
increasing proportion of RTE's Irish language output has been commissioned from the 
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independent sector, a source which may contract when 1l1G comes on air. Finance for 
RTE':; lrl:oh language output may also be cut back when TnG begins broadcasting, 
particularly if RTE is obliged to provide a s ubstantial share of TnG's daily output In 
addition to Its own commitments. Already, plans for a further series of Ros na Rl1n have 
been shelved because lhe original sponsors, Udaras na Gaeltachta. announced they 
would not be providing funding for the project and RTE were not willing to provide the 
finance themselves. 
As can be seen from Table 4. there have been considerable variations in the relative 
share of different programme types over the past thirty ye~s. To some extent this has 
reflected prevailing emphases. for example, programmes for learners in 1968 which have 
since virtually disappeared from the schedule. In years when the output of Irish 
language programmes was low, news and current affairs programmes have tended to 
domina te. A consistent feature has been the absence of sport in Irish, apart from the 
occasional GM final. Overall, the erratic nature of the range of output highlights a lack 
of consistency in long term policy and objectives. 
Programmes such as Ros na Run are evidence of the importance of scheduling in the 
ability of Irish language programmes to attract viewers: the series attracted an average 
of 380.000 viewers (12 per cent of the total potential audience), far in excess of the 
usual TAM ratings for Irish language programmes. While a number of factors probably 
contributed to Ros na Run's success in this area - such as its novelty value and the 
fact that non-fluent speakers could follow it - the scheduling of the programme 
(immediately following the 6.01 news on RTEl during the Christmas period 1992) was 
also a major factor. 
In the past RTE has been criticized for scheduling Irish language programmes at off-
peak hours or constantly switching their time-slots, thus inhibiting the building up of a 
core audience. From RTE's point of view, there is a temptation to schedule programmes 
with lower audience ratings at off-peak hours. creating a Catch 22 situation: critics have 
argued that if such programmes are broadcast in unattractive Ume-slots or scheduling 
is erratic, the expectation that these programmes will attract few viewers turns out to be 
a self-fulfilling prophesy. In part, of course, scheduling is determined by the type of 
programme broadcast, e.g. children's programmes in the afternoon. While Table 4 
indicates that Irish language programmes have not, by am.J large, been broadcast at off-
peak hours in recent years. there have nevertheless been frequent arbitrary changes in 
the scheduling of individual programmes. 
TABLE 4 
PROGRAMME SCHEDULING 1963-1993 
(AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL IRISH OUTPUT FOR EACH YEAR) 
9 -1pm 1-4pm 4-6pm 6-7pm 7-Spm 8-9pm 9-10pm 10-11 11-12 Total 
1963 0% 0% 32% 13o/o 0% 14% 0% 23% 20o/o 100% 
1968 8% 13% 13% 23% 26% 15% 3o/o 0% Oo/o lOOo/o 
1973 6% 3% Oo/o 10% 56% 3% 15% 0% 7% 100% 
1978 6% 12% 20% 7% 14% 0% 7% 26% 9% 100% 
1983 1% 3% 7% 12% 17% 18% 0% 28% 4% 100% 
1988 0% 9% 7% 5% 20% 55% ()0;6 5% 0% 100% 
1993 6% 28% 7% 17% 36% 4% 0% 0% 2% 100% 
Even An Nuacht, one of the few consistent features of Irish language output, has 
undergone considerably more variations in its Ume-slot. programme length and channel 
than one would expect even over a thirty year period (see Table 5). 
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News programmes are generally one of the most stable features of a station's 
schedule. and it would be unimaginable for RTE's English language news to undergo the 
same degree of change. At best it indicates that Irish language programmes are more 
dispensable in the eyes of schedulers than their English language counterparts. 
TABLES 
SCHEDULING OF AN NUACHT 1963·1993 
Year Length (minutes) Channel Time Slot 
1963 5 RTE 10-llpm or ll-12pm 
1968 5 RTE 7-8pm 
1973 10 RTE 7-8pm 
1978 weekend 5- l 0 RTEl 7-8pm 
weekday 5- 10 RTEl fi-npm 
& 10- 15 RTE 1 10- llpm or 11-12pm 
1983 weekend 5 N2 8-9pm 
weekday 5-15 RTE 1 10-llpm 
Nov 83 weekend 5 -10 N2 7-8pm 
weekday 15 N2 7-8pm 
1988 weekend 5 N2 8-9pm 
weekday 5-10 N2 7 -8pm or 8-9pm 
midyT weekend 5 N2 6-7pm or 7 -8pm 
weekday 5 N2 7-8pm 
1993 weekend 5 N2 6-7pm 
weekday 5-8 N2 6-7pm or 7-8pm 
The fate of An Nuacht is also indicative of lhe shift In Irish language programmes 
from RTEl to Network 2 (see Table 6) . While the creation of a specific two hour niche on 
Network 2 had been recommended in the past as an alternative to the creation of a 
separate lrisb language television channel. it was also recognized that even a Network 2 
s lot could create the danger of ghettoizing the language. cutting down on the possibility 
of attracting less regular or 'chance' viewers. a danger which is even more relevant to 
Teillfis na Gaeilge. 
1978 
1983 
1988 
1993 
TABLES 
IRISH AS A PROPORTION OF OUTPUT ON ATE 1 AND NETWORK 2 
l 0.2% of RTE l output 
1.9% of Network 2 output 
~.7% of RTE l output 
2.45 of Network 2 output 
1.4% of RTE 1 output 
4.8% of Network 2 output 
0.4% of RTE 1 output 
5.6% of Network 2 output 
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Audience 
While the justification for lt:ish language broadcasting on television does not depend 
solely on audience levels - its actual justification being a matter of dispute- audience 
figures do give some indication of how successfully policies are working. Despite RTE's 
thirty years of experience in the field, the station has very little information with regard 
to either who is watching or why. Its main source of audience information is TAM 
ratings, which give purely quantitative information for individual programmes and 
therefore do not provide an overall profile of the lrish language audience. Nor can TAM 
ratings tell us. for example, what proportion of the Irish language audience Is Gaeltacht-
based or whether potential viewers are turned off through lack of comprehension. lack 
of interest, or both. 
Census returns and, more accurately, a number of qualitative surveys carried out 
by the MRBI, the Committee on Language Attitudes Research and lnstitiuid 
Teangeolaiocbta Eireann, suggest that just over two thirds of the national population 
have little or no oral/aural Irish language skills. Of the remaining thirty-one per cent, 
approximately three per cent are fluent , a further eleven per cent have competent 
speaking and comprehension skills and the other seventeen per cent have some limited 
competence in the language (Stokes, Kennedy, Crowley/Udanis na Gaeltachta, 1989: 
19-20). 
A report commissioned in 1989 by Udaras na Gaeltachta suggested that the two to 
four per cent of the population who regularly watch ;pure' (as opposed to bilingual) Irish 
programmes on RTE. were drawn from the fourteen per cent of the population with high 
language competence. The report also suggested that the main audience for the new 
Irish language station would also be drawn from this fourteen per cent core. While TnG 
may have some success in increasing the proportion of this core who regularly watch 
Irish language programmes, its ability to expand such viewership significantly is 
questionable: fluent Irish speakers, no less than their monolingual counterparts, are 
unlikely to be weaned off their current viewing habits simply because an lrish language 
alternative has become available. It is of interest that current viewing levels of Citrsai are 
no higher in the Gaeltacht than in the country as a whole. lf TnG were to be simply a 
visual equivalent of Raidi6 na Gaeltachta, i.e. primarily a regional broadcasting service, 
it might attract more Gaeltacht viewers but it is likely that this would be at the expense 
of losing audience share among l.rish speakers outside the Gaeltacht. Raidi6 na 
Gaeltachta attracts just one per cent of the national audience. 
While TnG's main audience will be the fourteen per cent 'core' of competent speakers, 
it is also seeking to attract a more general audience from among the seventeen per cent 
of the population with some comprehension ability. RTE currently reaches this audience 
to some extent in three ways: (I) bilingual programmes; (ii) expensive productions such 
as Ros na Run and (iii) through 'piggybacking' i.e. viewers who catch a few minutes of an 
Irish programme while waiting for another programmes to start. TnG will be unable to 
avail of the 'piggyback' effect; there may be resistance to the 'dilution' of programmes on 
the new station if bilingual programmes are broadcast; and there is a limit, even with 
substantial funding, to the number of expensive programmes with mass-appeal TnG will 
be able to produce Without compromising the quality of its other programmes. While 
RTE has stated its commitment to maintaining the level of its Irish language output 
when TnG comes on air, such commitments have been made. and broken, in the past 
when the station encountered financial difficulties. lf RTE loses a significant proportion 
of Its core, regular audience to TnG, it may either reduce the level of output or move 
such programmes to off-peak hours to minimize the loss of advertising revenue, thus 
reducing the potential to reach less fluent or committed viewers through 'piggybacking'. 
Therefore. while TnG is likely to result in a greater dioice and range of programmes 
for committed viewers of Irish language programmes. the potential for significantly 
increasing the number of such viewers is limited and its audience is likely to be 
composed in part of viewers 'cannibalized' from RTE. Any gains made in increasing the 
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number of 'core' Viewers may be at the expense of occasional, less Ouent RTE Viewers. 
thus Inhibiting rather than promoting the visibility and extension of Irish in the 
population as a whole. 
Why Teilifis na Gaeilge? 
These dangers raise the question of why TnG is being established at all: is It an 
Implicit recognition on the part of policy makers that the extension of 1r1sh - as opposed 
to Its maintenance- has now been completely abandoned? 
The decision to establish TnG Is a product of a number of factors. not all of which 
relate purely to language considerations. Firstly, the fact that the ·compulsory· nature of 
Irish which informed past language policies is no longer acceptable. This is not to say 
the population has turned against the language, but the majority now view it with a 
benign Indifference: by all means support the language, but don't shove it down our 
throats. Teillfis na Gaeilge will therefore provide viewers who are anxious to watch Irish 
language programmes with the choice of so doing, without Impinging on the viewing 
choices of the less committed. 
Secondly. the demand for a separate station has been influenced by campaigns 
among other European minority language groups such as the Basques and Bretons for a 
reversal of previous attempts to absorb their distinct culture and traditions Into a 
homogeneous national culture. Television, in particular, is seen as an important 'civil 
right' In this context. This trend is evident in the justification given by Michael D. 
Higgins for the new station, viz. that 
every Individual, every people, every language, every culture has basic rights. The 
authorities must recognise these rights and ensure that they are provided with the 
necessary resources for broadcasting and self expression through the broadcasting 
medium (Higgins, 1993a). 
This emphasis on 'rights' has been taken up In particular by the denizens of the 
Gaeltacht, who have located thelr arguments for a separate Irish station within broader 
regional demands against a perceived 'lntemal colonialism' by the Dublin elite, Including 
the field of broadcasting. Consequently, their demands have tended to focus not just on 
a separate station, but a station 'of their own'. The decline in native speakers within the 
Gaeltacht. particularly among children. is seen as sound evidence that unless policies 
prioritize the protection of the core language area, the future surVival of the language is 
threatened. This argument is rejected by those who see a repeat of Raidi6 na Gaeltachta 
audience levels if Gaeltachl pressure yields results. It is the perception that Irish 
belongs only to the Gaeltacht. they argue. that has reinforced its image as reactive and 
middle-aged. precipitating its rejection by the young. 
In addition lo these language issues, the impetus to set up Teilifis na Gaeilge is 
rooted ln wider developments In the field of broadcasting. for example the trend. evident 
In both Ireland and other European countries. to move away from a single national 
broadcasting serVice and towards a more fragmented and competitive marketplace In 
which the 'national' audience has split into local markets or niches. This trend has been 
accompanied by an increased emphasis on the economic as opposed to the purely 
cultural aspects of broadcasting. particularly the Job-creation potenlial in the 
independent production sector. The location of the station within the Gaeltacht can 
therefore be seen as a compromise between Gaeltachl and national demands: the 
station wi] be broadcast to the national audience, but the economic benefits will accrue 
to the Gaeltacht where independent irish language producers are concentrated. 
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Conclusion 
To return to the questions posed at the beginning of this article. it is clear that 
despite thirty years of Irish language broadcasting and RTE's public service and 
legislative obligations towards the language, the station bas been unsuccessful in 
fulfilling its own stated commitments to the language. This in part arises from the 
perception that Irish language programmes are inherently unlikely to attract large 
audiences which, given RTE's depend~nce on advertising and Its need to compete for 
viewers with British and satellite stations, is a significant consideration. Il would seem 
to suggest that if RTE were to be given even a fraction of the proposed running cost of 
Teilifis na Gaeilge (variously estimated at between £18m and '£21m per year) it would be 
able to produce programmes such as Ros na Run which are expensive but which attract 
large audiences, particularly viewers who would not normally watch Irish language 
programmes. To this extent, if the aim were to use television to promote Irish among the 
widest possible audience. it would seem preferable to provide RTE with specific funding 
for Irish language programmes instead of establishing a separate channel. 
Teilifis na Gaeilge, on the other hand, is likely to provide a better range and output of 
Irish language programmes for existing speakers of the language or those willing to 
make an effort to improve their Irish than would ever have been possible on RTE. This is 
because RTE, irrespective of how much money were thrown at it, would be unlikely to 
ever provide the two hours per day of Irish language broadcasting proposed in the 1987 
Report to the Ministers for the GaeUacht and Corrununications (1987:18). RTE's general 
viewership may be happy enough to see a certain amount of Irish language 
broadcasting: the thought of being faced with three hours daily might be greeted with 
less enthusiasm. particularly among audiences without access to alternative viewing on 
foreign stations. 
Despite the problems the new station may face - particularly with regard to 
balancing the needs of the Gaeltacht audience, Irish speakers outside the Gaeltacht, 
and the general population - a more significant threat to both the station and the 
language is the danger of unrealistic expectations. 
The perception that television is incredibly powerful, with the ability to either save or 
destroy a language and culture has informed much of the debate on TnG, just as thirty 
years ago H. influenced lhe decision to establish RTE. English language television has 
been perceived as the most Important factor undermining the transmission of Irish to 
children, and by corollary, a separate station is being hailed as the white knight which 
will save it, not least by Michael D. Higgins who has proclaimed that 'the whole future of 
the Irish language depends on the new Teilifis na Gaeilge service' (Higgins 1993b). 
Despite the proliferation of new minority language stations throughout Europe, there 
is little hard evidence to support this view. While television, in conjunction with other 
policy initiatives, may have a role to play in supporting a minority language, its abilily 
either to penetrate the passivity of most people towards Irish or to modernize its 
perception among children and teenagers may be more limited than is claimed. Too 
much optimism. as past language policies confirm, can sometimes be as lethal as too 
little. 
Note: This article is an abridged version of a clissertaion submitted in part fulfillment of the M.A. in 
Communications and Cultural Studies. Dublin City University. 
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ARTICLES 
Science and technology: the 
media's blind spot 
John Sterne and Brian Trench 
Introduction 
University-based scientists began lo display an unprecedented militancy during 
1993. The newly formed Irish Research Scientists Association (JRSA) complained of 
cutbacks in the already low level of stale funding for basic research projects. JRSA 
members Wghlighted the inadequate grants for postgraduate students and the need for 
more money to equip their laboratories. They a rgued that lhe erosion of scientific 
research was inhibiting the long-term vitality of Irish industry and lobbied government 
ministers for a change of policy. By early 1994 the IRSA campaign had achieved results. 
In particular, when Minister of State Seamus Brennan' established a new advisory body 
- the Science, Technology and Innovation Council - he acknowledged the persuasiveness 
of the lobbyists. 
One side-effect of the academics' protest was the Increased contacts between the 
science community and Irish journalists. The scientists-turned-campaigners had seldom 
before sought press coverage. As part of their 1993 initiative. however, they attempted to 
raise public awareness of their grievances. In this. they were no different from other 
sectional interest groups which supply information to the media and offer comments on 
topical issues. But when practising scientists tried to cultivate their own public profile, 
the handling of their representations by the mainstream media, and especially by the 
print media, was quite different from the treatment accorded to other lobbyists. 
Firstly, the campaign to make a political issue out of national science policy failed to 
register with the political correspondents. They s imply Ignored the unfolding debate. 
Secondly, the newspapers failed to analyse the points raised by the research lobby 
in an Informed and detached manner. They could not; they did not employ specialist 
correspondents with appropriate background knowledge. Structures which had grown 
up in their newsrooms equipped them to deal with lobbyists from the agricultural or 
financial services sectors, from the construction industry or trade unions. But they 
lacked the resources to assess the science lobbyists In the same way. The IRSA 
campaign thus exposed their failure to Invest In journalistic skills to cover science and 
technology. 
Thirdly, the newspapers - though almost exclusively The Irish Times- compensated 
for their Jack of acumen in the newsrooms by giving space to the issue on their letters 
pages. This was lhe most visible manifestation of the campaign, up to the early weeks 
of 1994 at least. Indeed . The Irish Times was alone among print and broadcast media 
In giving anything more than the most cursory coverage to the controversy. It carried 
contributions from a freelance. Mary Mulvihill, an analysis by computer scientist. Roy 
Johnston, who had written a regular science policy column for the paper in the 1970s, 
and news reports by its education correspondent and a freelance news reporter. There 
were also pieces, written by freelance journalists. In the newspaper's education 
supplement. 
The restriction of most of the coverage to the letters columns seemed to reflect some 
doubt that the argument involved any significant issues of policy. Not even when the 
government's Office for Science and Technology entered the debate directly (The Irish 
Times, Letters to the Editor, 22 January 1994) did the arguments break out of the 
letters columns substantially Into the news pages. The succession of professors who 
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paraded their credentials on the letters page failed to make any impression on those 
other sectors of the media which might have been expected to spot the opportunities for 
Top Boffins in Major Row' stories. 
Characteristically. there were two angles to the story that did cause the mainstream 
media to take notice of lhe IRSA campaign. In one case, criticisms from abroad attracted 
some journalistic intervention. An international science journal. Nature (19 August 
1993). carried two articles which were highly critical of Irish government policy on 
research funding. In another instance, the story was made to fit into a more familiar 
domain for the staff journalists by Its association with a re-structuring of state agencies. 
Trenchant criticisms of government research policy from Professor Gerry Wrixon made it 
into the news pages of three of the Republic's five morning papers (16 December 1993). 
But this was because Professor Wrixon, as chairman of Eolas. was representing an 
agency that would shortly cease to exist. 
Coverage of this controversy revealed a blind spot in newsrooms for matters of 
science policy. But when it comes to scientific research the spot extends to almost 
blanket cover. lt also applies to technology issues in manufacturing. engineering, 
software and telecommunications, none of which is lhe object of sustained, informed 
reportage. With some exceptions in the areas of environmental protection and medicine. 
lhe mainstream media do not apply the conventional practices of news gathering and 
assessment to science or technology. 
'Very little publicity is given to our scientific and technical achievements. People 
could be excused for thinking that nothing good or valuable happens in these areas In 
Ireland,' wrote Charles Mollan, editor of the Irish &ientist magazine. of which the pilot 
Issue appeared in January 1994. This publication claims that It ·gtves a flavour of the 
colour and excitement of research, development, and other aspects of today's Irish 
scientific scene.' TeU!ngly. it is produced without employing professional journalists. 
Most of the contributions to the first iSsue came from people employed in lhird level 
colleges and state agencies. who paid for the insertion of their reports on current 
projects. 
The frequently heard criticism from scientists and technologists of mainstream media 
coverage of their concerns and achievements contains elements of the special pleading 
of a particular Interest group. But there is also a wider interest Involved. The mass 
media are the public's main source of information on science and technology: in a world 
where science and technology are an ever-larger factor in crucial polltical and economic 
decisions. and in a society which sees its salvation in technology-led industry, the media 
have a particular responsibility. Put negatively. the Irish media's low level of interest and 
expertise in covering science and technology may contribute to. and reinforce. a wider 
rnisundeTstanding and underestimation of science's place in society. or of the science 
and technology dimension of many major public issues. 
The media have also apparently failed to notice an Increasing public interest in 
popularizing writings by leading scientists. Stephen Hawking's Brief History of Time was 
reported to be a bestseller in lreland, as it was, for much longer. in Britain. In December 
1993. non-specialist bookshops in Dublin were recommending Hawking's new book of 
essays and George Smoot's Wrinkles in Time as 'Ideal Gifts for Christmas'. Some of those 
bookshops also have sections on popular science, displaying the work of authors such 
as Stephen Jay Gould, Paul Davies, as well as Hawking and Smool. In so far as this can 
be taken as evidence or popular interest in science and technology It is barely reflected 
in the mainstream media. 
Commercial, cultural and political factors provide part of the explanation for the 
prevailing editorial policy. But it is also necessary to look at the Information flows from 
scientists and technologists and ask whether lhese have helped or hindered critical 
coverage. We shall consider each of these points, compare Ireland wilh other European 
countries and suggest how the gaps in coverage might be filled. 
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Fluctuating fortunes 
Science and technology journalism was much healthier in the mid-to-late 1980s than 
it is today. At that time, a number of initiatives raised its profile in the general media. 
The Irish Times appointed its first science correspondent; The Sunday Tribune initiated 
its Innovations page; RTE broadcast several series of science-based programmes on 
teleVision; Business and Finance instituted a TechTalk section, focused on information 
technology; The Sunday Business PosL was launched, With a Science and Technology 
page included; two RTE Radio 1 current affairs programmes had regular contributions 
on science and technology. 
Interviewed for Technology Ireland (May 1987). Conor Brady, then recently appointed 
editor of The Irish Times, spoke of introducing a weekly science page. He blamed the 
media. rather th<l!l scientists, for poor coverage of science and technology. He declared 
h is intention to increase the proportion of Irish Times' journalists With a science 
background from less than two per cent to ten per cent. And he cited ScandinaVian 
papers wttb full science supplements, rather than British titles. as his model. 
With very few exceptions. the science reporters and technology columnjsts of that 
period were freelance journalists. Because they worked for a number of publications. 
they could develop their skills as specialist writers, building up contacts and deepening 
their background knowledge in specific areas of activity. When the Irish Science 
Journalists Association (ISJA) was established in its present form in 1989, most of those 
who became active members were freelancers. These arrangements suited 
indiVidual/freelance writers, who were able to write about subjects in which they were 
interested, while avoiding the organizational constraints associated With staff jobs. 
Ultimately. though. the predominance of freelances proved damaging for science and 
technology coverage in general. 
One by one, from 1990 onwards. the newspapers cut back on the space and budgets 
allocated to these subjects. Objections were seldom raised inside the publications, 
because the cuts had little effect on staff journalists. Today all of the science and 
technology sections or pages, all of the specialist 1V programmes and almost all of the 
specialist contributions to radio have gone. RTE Radio l's nine-week series of shorl 
interViews With scientists broadcast in late 1993 and early 1994 is one of the very few 
counter-examples. At the time of writing. none of the newspapers nor RTE has a science 
or technology correspondent on its staff. although The Irish Times does have a small 
number ofjournalists, and regular freelances. With science or engineering backgrounds. 
In none of the other publications. however, has the loss of designated science and 
technology sections been compensated in mainstream news coverage. 
Many of those who were specializing in science and technology in the mid- and late 
1980s now spend most of their time writing about other topics. Despite the success of 
an Eolas scholarship scheme in draWing more science and engineering graduates into 
postgraduate journalism studies2 there are few opportunities for new entrants to the 
profession to develop specialist skills in these areas. The depressed state of the labour 
market for science and technology writers mirrors that for research scientists. 
Editors may have assumed that their readers can find out about these subjects 
through imported sources. ln particular, British Sunday newspapers and BBC and 11V 
teleVision channels which carry extensive science and technology coverage are Widely 
accessible in this country. 
Moreover. most of the material which appears in the Irish titles is derived from 
international agencies and syndication services. As in other areas of intellectual life, but 
perhaps to a higher degree in science, the fact that a topic is covered in an international 
journal seems to give it added weight. This was demonstrated by the reaction to the 
reports in Nature about Irish government policy. 
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With their inferences that science and technology are foreign, the mainstream media 
give little or no recognition to the work, or even the existence, of Irish scientists and 
technologists. The journalistic convention that a story gains by being 'localized' by 
reference to local experts is rarely applied in these areas. The reluctance to seek relevant 
local comments or observations on subjects like in vitro fertilization, natural pesticides, 
the origins of life or CFCs add to the representation of science and technology as 'un-
lrlsh activities'. 
Narrow range 
Within the range of Imported material certain preferred categories of science and 
technology subjects can be identified: 
• environment, particularly climate change; 
• sexuality, particularly new reproductive technologies; 
• genetics. particularly engineering of the future child's characteristics: 
• health. particularly cures for diseases; 
• inventions. particularly gadgets with everyday application. 
In this last category, the ·gee-whiz' story on new devices for the everyday, often offers 
futuristic visions. Thus, reports on the development of broadband telecommunications 
become reduced to forecasts that all homes will have access Lo 110 TV channels In 
twenty years time, while research into artificial vision gets extrapolated into fantasies 
aboul cars that steer themselves and never crash. 
Stories of medical cures occasion some of the more sensationalist reports. notably 
when it comes to Aids. Here. the media. even the specialist reporters. may reflect the 
public Impatience over the failure to fmd a cure. The occasional lapse into gross over-
simplification or the failure to enter the necessary qualifications and cautions, as In 
some reporting of the 'failure' of the AZf drug, irritates scientists, and drives them back 
into their shells. So too do reports on eccentric boffins and crackpot research projects -
t11ese are less prevalent in the Irish media, however, than in the British popular press. 
The following are some examples of science and technology stories carried in Irish 
publications which illustrate both the concentration on certain subjects and the absence 
of a local reference. 
Example 1: The Irish Times (25-26 October 1993) carried a report on in vitro 
fertilization. on a World News page. The dateline, which specifies the country of origin of 
the report, was 'Science'. The report concerned experiments at a university hospital in 
Washington, DC, but it was taken from the London Independent Service; the 'local' 
reaction came from British scientists. 
Example 2: The Irish Times (11 November 1993) took a report from the London 
Independent Service on research Into differences between different types of sperm 
conducted In Australia. The research has possible implications for the ·sexing· of 
babies. The report, based on an article in Nature, was amplified by reference to related 
work In Britain. 
Example 3: The Star ( 25 October 1993) reported under the headline-as-conundrum. 
'Plant Drugs Insect Pests', that 'cocaine is a natural Insecticide'. Spraying larvae on 
tomato plants with a cocaine solution got rid of the pests. 'scientists have found'. The 
story by 'Star Reporter' did not specify where the research was done; the reference lo 
'scientists' already Implied that It Is foreign. 
Example 4 : The Irish Independent (30 December 1993) carried a report, with news 
agency-supplied graphic, on the development in the United States of a self-cooling beer 
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can. The principle was stated to be the same as that used in the widget device for 
canned 'draughr beer developed by Guinness 1n Dublin. This was mentioned tn passing 
only: there was no evidence of the reporter having spoken to the Guinness researchers. 
Example 5: The Irish Independent (18 October 1993) gave a full page to a feature on 
the origins of life, complete with a diagram indicating the time from the formation of the 
earth and moon to the emergence of human beings. The main piece was written by J. 
Madeleine Nash, and referred exclusively to American research. No source for the 
feature was indicated. 
Example 6: The Irish Times (27 August 1993) carried a feature on decline in damage 
to the ozone layer, largely based on an article in the previous day's edition of Nature, 
published in Britain and available in Ireland. The feature was taken from The New York 
Times Service. 
Example 7: The Irish Times (25 June 1993) reported on BrlUsh mathematician Dr 
Andrew Wiles's solution to a longstanding mathematical puzzle, Fermat's Last Theorem; 
the report came by a circuitous route from a Cambridge University conference via The 
New York Times Service. 
Even stories with an Irish origin can take around-the-world journeys to find their 
ways to Irish media: the announcement by Hitachi In May 1993 in Dublin, London and 
Tokyo that Its Dublin laboratory had developed an optical neural computer was covered 
In Belfast media on the basis of news agency reports of the Tokyo announcement I 
In relying on the New York Times News Service for much of ils news features material 
with a science or technology content. The Irish Times reproduces a phenomenon found 
elsewhere in Europe: the New York Times News Service Is cited by many European 
science journalists as their primary source. 
The Irish Times. however. also swam against that current when it examined issues of 
medical genetics (8 January 1993) largely on the basis of interviews with three Dublin-
based specialists. 
PR apparatus 
Locally generated science and technology coverage is more narrowly defmed than 
that taken from international sources, and frequently marked by crass errors. A 
BJ.LSiness and Finance report (26 August 1993) referred to 'Sun selling ils range of 
SPARC operating systems' - SPARC is a microprocessor. a piece of hardware, not 
software. An Irish Times report (22 June 1993) on problems in Apple Computer stated 
that Microsoft is the dominant PC supplier- Microsoft develops software. not hardware. 
Much of the locally generated science and technology coverage is led by public 
relations activity, focusing on 'breakthrough' achievements, Industry investments, 
research grants awarded or personality profiles. PR-Ied tlems make limited demands on 
editorial resources and are easy for the mainstream media to handle. 
One example of such coverage came when the Irish Press and The Irish Times ( 10 
February 1994) reported a discovery by Trinity College researchers relating to the 
mechanisms of the brain as an actual (Irish Press) or potential (The Irish Times) 
'breakthrough' in the development of treatments for Alzheimer's dementia. An abstract 
of the researchers' article In Nature, however, referred more circumspectly to the 
possibility that the discovery 'may open the door to major discoveries for our 
understanding and treatment of Important diseases'. 
PR-Ied coverage peaks annually at the time of the Aer Lingus Young Scientists 
exhibition, which lakes place in early January - when 'hard' news is perceived to be 
scarce. Local and national media are now programmed to cover the event extensively. 
The exhibition's finely tuned public relations apparatus caters for the specific needs of 
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provincial papers, local radio stations, Sunday papers, daily papers, etc. Media coverage 
of the 1994 Young Scientists exhibition was, if anything, even more fulsome than before. 
The photographs, the interviews with bright, articulate students and the descriptions of 
sophisticated projects filled pages, perhaps accounting for as much editorial space as a 
half-year's coverage of projects undertaken by professional scientists. The Irish 
Independent's coverage focused on students' development of gadgets, including a voice-
activated computer and a pick-up for guitars. 
This generous coverage might tend to suggest that all is well in the world of science. 
For the first time in January 1994, however. another message could be heard. The Irish 
Research Scientists Association mounted a presence at the exhibition, protesting over 
the Low Level of funding for basic research. Pat Upton, one of the four TDs with a 
scientific background, was reported as saying that the aspirant scientists had few job 
prospects due to cuts in research expenditure. 
While the Young Scientists exhibition has done as much as, if not more than, any 
other initiative to maintain and increase public awareness and understanding of 
science. the media coverage of the event creates a misleading image of Irish science. The 
volume of coverage is disproportionate to the participants· contribution to scientific 
research and the equation of ·youth' with ·science' is in stark contrast to the middle-aged 
profile of the scientific workforce - a direct result of the recruitment embargoes which 
have hit research institutes and university faculties. 
Closely related to PR-led coverage is that which appears in an advertising support 
context. Technology subjects in particular are disproportionately represented among 
those chosen for advertising features, sponsored profiles, and similar, where the 
reporting is inevitably compromised by the relationship with the advertisers. 
Symbolically, these features, generally prepared by non-specialists, frequently occupy 
spaces in the newspapers which were previously filled by specialist reporting. 
The relatively narrow focus of media reports on science and technology issues, and 
the failure to cultivate specialist skills. also mean that the science and technology 
dimensions of mainstream news stories are frequently missed or misunderstood. 
Coverage of the troubles of some computer systems manufacturers, for example, has 
been marked by a narrow focus on job numbers in their Irish subsidiaries and a 
singularly poor appreciation of the industrial strategies and technological trends at issue. 
When Digital Equipment Corporation announced early in 1993 that it planned to 
phased out hardware production in Galway. the mainstream media dramatized the story 
as a battle between Ayr and Galway, and an eleventh-hour effort by the government to 
dissuade Digital. They very largely failed to lake adequate account of Digital's corporate 
restructuring, the refocusing of its business in areas other than computer hardware and 
the wider industry context. 
As noted in a study of that coverage, the information technology business has a 
similar weight in the irish economy to tourism or the beef industry, yet it is not the 
object of similar specialist reporting (Trench. 1993). 
British Nuclear Fuels' plans to commission the THORP plant at Sellafield. and the 
ESB's plans to install high-voltage power lines in the north-west. have been very largely 
reported as ·rows' between the companies. on the one hand, and environmentalists or 
local res1dents. on the other. Contentious scientific questions about the effects of low-
level radiation have nol been referred for independent assessment to those with 
expertise in the area. 
International comparisons 
lreland"s publications are out of step With their counterparts in other countries, 
where science journalism is a well established specialism. Its strength in the United 
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States. in particular. is reflected ln the growth of a substantial theoretical literature over 
two decades which has examined the particular characteristics and challenges of 
science journalism. Some of that literature is a subset of the wider consideration of 
relations between journalists and sources. which become especially sensitive in the 
context of specialized news-gathering and reporting. 
In recent years. the first academic courses in public understanding and 
communication of science have been offered in Britain. Issues in the communication of 
science are being debated at international conferences (eg 'When Science Becomes 
Culture', Montreal. April 1994). and are being studied at specialist research and training 
institutes in the Netherlands, Germany. Italy. Mexico and Argentina, among other 
places. An element of this research and training focuses on the media's role in 
disseminating the results of scientific endeavour to the wider pubHc. 
The media material for such research has expanded dramatically in recent years as 
science supplements and. in some cases. environment. medicine and technology 
sections. have become a common feature in the continental European and British press. 
These have provided informed coverage of news stories from Challenger to Chernobyl. 
and from Aids to air crashes. The supplements have also introduced a broad readership 
to scientists' discourses about the origins of the universe and events in the outer 
reaches of space. 
A 1988 survey of 1V viewers and journalists in three Australian cities showed a 
significant discrepancy in their rating of the importance of science coverage. The 
journalists were asked to rank a list of 15 different news subjects. frrst in terms of their 
own interests, and then in terms of what they thought their audience's interests were. 
They ranked science and mediclne sixth in their own list, but thirteenth in their 
estimate of their audience's Interests. Viewers themselves ranked science and medicine 
as first in their list of interests. (Cited in Metcalfe. 1993) 
Pierre Fayar d , co-ordinator of an international working group on public 
communication of science. has surveyed science sections in eighteen European daily 
papers. His point of departure was the growing acknowledgement by the major 
European papers of the importance of science. What he also established, however, was 
that this recop;nition reflected a public concern. Almost all of the papers surveyed 
Increased their print runs on the day of their science supplements. Almost all of them 
have increased the size of those supplements since their Introduction, and almost all 
have increased the editorial resources devoted to them. 
Among the newspapers Fayard surveyed were: 
• Volkskrant of Amsterdam. which publishes its science supplement. established in 
1980. on Saturdays. the day of the Largest sales: 
• La. Vanguardia of Barcelona. which also publishes its tabloid sixteen page Science 
and Technology supplement In full colour on Saturday: 
• El Pais, of Madrid, whose science section. introduced 1985. has grown from two to 
eight, sometimes twelve or sixteen pages: 
• La. Stampa. of Turin, which gathers the material from Its weekly supplement In a 
special publication every slx months; 
• Le Monde, of Parts. which employs two full-time archivists/researchers in its science 
supplement team. 
Many of the British daily and Sunday papers treat science, health, technology and 
environment as separate spectalisms, allocating them distinct sections. as well as having 
their specialist correspondents contribute to the main news pages. BBC Radio has over 
a dozen programmes with a special Interest in science and technology. At any g1ven 
time. either BBC or 11V is generally broadcasting at least one science-based 1V series. 
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Despite the gains, however. science journalists and science communications 
professionals meeting in Geneva in December 1993 noted that the expansion observed 
by Fayard in the continental European press has halted. In some cases. science sections 
and the associated specialist staff have been reduced. This has not generally meant that 
overall coverage of science and technology subjects has been cut, but rather that it has 
been displaced. The narrower range of issues deemed to be of interest to the mass of 
readers and viewers is being covered by general reporters. 
The British media were said to be an exception, having generally maintained the level 
of specialist science and technology coverage they reached in the late 1980s. In Britain. 
however, the debate about the gap between science and the arts, initiated by CP Snow in 
Two Cultures, published in the 1950s. has been stirred again. Snow's book has been 
reissued and political commentator Martin Jacques complained (The Sunday Times, 30 
May 1993) that 
the problem remains as acute now as when Snow first coined the 
phrase. The consequence is a society that is barely scientif1cally 
literate. companies which have few scientifically trained personnel in 
their boardrooms. and an education system that is desperately short 
of good science teachers. 
Jacques had earlier (The Sunday Times, 2 May 1993) stressed the low representation 
of scientific skills among the political elite - 'not a single member of the cabinet has a 
science training. Not a single permanent secretary in the civil service has a science 
degree'. 
Political agenda 
If such comments are in any way valid in relation to Britain, with its government-
funded programmes to promote public understanding of science. well developed science 
journalism. science broadcasting and popular science writing, they would apply to a 
much higher degree to Ireland. 
The Irish media. in their comparatively weak interest in science and technology 
subjects. may merely be reflecting the weak representation of science in public affairs. 
As mentioned earlier, there are just four IDs with a background in science. 
The weak representation of science in public affairs has been explained by some in 
cultural-historical terms. 
At the time when the current wave of national ideology was formed, 
about the 1900s, few of the people concerned were aware of the 
potential role of science and its applications in the resolution of the 
problems of a new state in a post-imperialist situation, 
wrote Roy Johnston {The Irish Times, 13 December 1993). echoing Professor Richard 
Keamey, who delivered a paper on the subject to the Tyndall School in Carlow in July 
1993. It is also fair to observe that most of those Irish scientists who did attain 
international status in the years before independence and even after - among them. 
William Rowan Hamilton. John Tyndall. Ernest Walton - came from a Protestant, if not 
ascendancy. background. 
Science did not feature on the political agenda in the first four decades of the new 
state. Not until 1968. at a time of increasing industrialization. did science and 
technology policy structures start to take shape with the setting up of a National Science 
Council (NSC). This council was made up of academics rather than politicians. The 
scientists still occupied a space outside the political process. 
Technology-based manufacturing activity grew in the 1970s and 1980s. 
predominanUy inside the foreign-owned firms attracted to Ireland by the IDA (Industrial 
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Development Authority). The operations of these companies depended on th e 
explottaUon of scit:nce, but executives outside this country selected the products and 
processes for the new factories. A 1985 report on innovation policy in Ireland by the 
Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development commented on the 
importance of tapping the skills inside these companies and applying them for the 
benefit of indigenous firms. 
Political attention, however. stayed focused on the search for Inward investment to 
build new factories. Little consideration was given to the broader issues of building up a 
technological base or establishing technological support services. These matters were 
left to agencies such as the IDA and the NSC's successor, the'National Board for Science 
and Technology. 
The situation changed in the mid-1980s. when the Flanna F<Hl party. then in 
opposition. identified a political opportunity In science and technology. Claiming that a 
coherent policy in this a rea could help to alleviate the high rate of unemployment, 
Flanna Fail drew up a strategy to create a 'high-technology. high-Income economy.' 
offering specific proposals for individual industries (1985 Flanna Fail policy document). 
When the party returned to government In 1987, it raised the political profile of 
science and technology. creating an Office for Science and Technology and establishing 
a junior ministry with lhat portfolio. It soon became clear, though. that the Flanna Fail 
strategy was not going to revitalize Irish Industry within the lifespan of a Dail - never 
mind provide a quick fix for the lengthening dole queues. 
Most of the new initiatives, moreover. Involved participation in European Union 
programmes. From 1988 onwards. there was a steady increase In the funds coming to 
Ireland through the EU 'framework programme' of research and development initiatives. 
In addition, the structural funds for less developed member states were tapped to 
subsidize new national 'programmes in advanced technology.' Both sets of programmes 
appe.aled to research groups in higher education or in the small firms, usually with 
academic connections. which specialized in contract research. Medium- to large-size 
enterprises - the companies which, whether foreign-owned or native, carry the most 
weight In the economy - were largely untouched by the new round of investment In 
science and technology. 
The very fact that inward investment by multinational corporations and EU funds 
and EU research programmes have played such a large role In maintaining the 
research base in Ireland may have reinforced the view that science is something 
imported from abroad. 
By the lime, Culliton delivered his long-heralded report on Industrial policy in 1992. 
underlining the importance of technology In developing the Industrial base, the 
momentum In developing political support for science and technology was lost. Since 
1989, the Office for Science and Technology has been reduced In size and status, and a 
wider, weightier commerce brief has been added to the responsibiltties of the Minister of 
State. Eolas, the government's science and technology agency. has been absorbed Into 
Forbairt. And in 1994, the budget for the Office of Science and Technology was reduced 
for the first time in eight years. 
The repeated emphasis throughout 1993 from Minister of State Seamus Brennan on 
the commercial applications of research. on shifting the balance further from basic to 
applied research and his off-hand description of scientific research as 'pet projects for 
academics' have, if anything, Increased the cultural distance between researchers and 
politicians. 
The minister's comments may reflect a wider anti-Intellectualism In political culture. 
But they also illustrate the cooling of poLitical enthusiasm for science policy since the 
mid- l980s. And they h elped make the media less inclined to devote resources to science 
and technology. 
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On the other hand. when the minister changed tack slighlly and deCided to seek a 
high profile for his review of science policy rather than carry this out admlnistratlvely. as 
he indicated earlier that he might. the media responded. Brennan's initiative in setting 
up the Science. Technology and Innovation Advisory Council in February 1994 made it 
into the mainstream news in print and broadcast media. 
In so far as the media can be said to have an agenda-seltlng role for society as a 
whole. it is clear that their agenda is. at least in this instance. largely borrowed from 
government. The peak in media coverage of science and technology in the late 1980s 
corresponded with the intensification of efforts by the 1987-89 government in this 
domain. The first signs of a new Interest in science and technology. folloWing a decline. 
reflected the government's hesitant response to the newly militant research science 
lobby. 
Mutual mystification 
The low status of science and technology on the political and media agendas is not 
only due to the attitudes of government ministers and newspaper editors. It can also uc 
seen as a failure of the Irish science community. That community Is only now arguing Its 
case In public because it is forced to defend threatened positions. It is generally 
restricting its argument to the need for more funds: the relationship between research 
and job creation has barely begun to be articulated. Wider issues about the social value 
of scientists' work are generally avoided. Scientists are not trained. or generally disposed. 
to take account of the social, ethical, political or commercial implications of their work -
and 1l is these aspects which are most likely to inform journalists' questions. 
On those occasions when journalists do have contact with scientists - and nowadays 
it is as likely to be a non-specialist journalist as a specialist who does - the respective 
points of departure can lead to serious difficulties. A scientist approaches an interview 
with certain expectations of what sort of article should result. These expectations can be 
quite different from what the journalist has in mind . There can also be some element of 
mutual mystification at work - the scientist assumes the journalist \vill have difficulty 
understanding what he/she is talking about, and the journalist assumes likewise. 
According to the cultural norms of the scientific community. communication with 
peer groups is privileged, to the point that communication with outsiders is not 
considered. Students learn specialist vocabularies which make it difficult for other 
people to understand their discussions. Scientific journals apply rigorous controls to the 
publication of research find ings. Their articles are drafted and re-drafted to ensure their 
precision and attention to fine detail. Coming from this background, the deadline-driven 
world of journalism can seem very alien. 
There Is a similarly fundamental difference In the scientist's and the journalist's 
attitude to expert sources; a scientific source gains In authority within science according 
to the years spent in research and the amount of material published: a sci.entlflc source 
gains In authority within journalism according to the newsworthiness of the work they 
do, the range of topics they can address. and the facility they have for expressing 
themselves in popular terms. 
In addition. scientists often distrust those from their own community who appear to 
seek publicity. The cold fusion fiasco Is frequently cited as a case of publicity-seekln~ by 
scientists. to which the scientific community. through Its own communications 
networks, quickly applied the necessary corrections. The media. meanwhile, were 
running the story of a majo1· breakthrough under banner headlines. 
In the few domains where scientists and the citizenry or at least civic interest groups. 
come In direct contact. the scientists' deportment is often superior and intolerant. This 
is especially so In environmental controversies where scientists taking a certain 
perspective are inclined to denounce others. sometimes including scientists. as 
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'unscientific', a term frequently used as a term of abuse. Such exchanges demonstrate a 
:streak of anogance within the scientific culture. 
On the other hand, scientists may have good reason to distrust the media's alms and 
objectives. Journalistic methods. involving the simplification of complex information or 
the pursuit of a unique angle for a story, make them wary. Scientists may see 
sensationalism where journalists believe themselves engaged in legitimate 
dramatization. 
Certain science-related topics have been the subject of sensationalist reporting. 
However, as continuing studies of the British press's coverage of Aids have 
demonstrated, the conflicts of opinion dramatized in press reports reflect measurable 
and tangible differences among those - including scientists - most immediately 
associated with the issues surrounding Aids (Bernhard, 1993). 
Scientists may feel uncomfortable with the media's penchant for quick fiXes. for clear 
and unambiguous statements. or for stories centred on a two-dimensional conntct. The 
world of science does not fit neatly into these frameworks. Nor does it easily fit into a 
central requirement of news reporting that it should focus on events, and. above all, 
recent events. The stories of science are those of gradually unfoldlng discoveries. and 
very rarely of physicists leaping oul of baths shouting 'Eureka!' 
On the other hand. those journalists who are willing to recognize the difference of 
science often have difficulty obtaining relevant Information, either because science 
institutions do not present il well or at all, or because the individual scientists they do 
come into contact with speak in complicated and roundabout terms. Fayard, in his 
commentary on European science journalism. notes that science journalists often 
complain that they frequently receive poor information from research institutions. They 
also complain of scientists' inability to deal with media questions - they often need a lot 
of coaxing, and then talk in a very complicated fashion. 
Any anti-intellectual or technophobic tendencies which journalists are liable to 
display are only likely to be reinforced when confronted with someone who appears 
unable or unwilling to acknowledge the terms on which journalists work, notably the 
constraints of time and space which impose unavoidable compromises on 
completeness. 
Checklist for communicators 
The formation of the government's new advisory council has signalled a return of 
science and technology onto the political agenda. This may be an appropriate time, 
therefore, for the Irish media to re-consider the allocation of resources to these areas. 
Science and technology journalism Is not homogeneous. There Is scope for a variety 
of content types, writing styles and presentation formats. As il Is practised by many 
exponents around the world, this field of journalism has set examples that publications 
In this country could emulate: - it Is pioneering new modes, for instance, In the use of 
'infographics' and of electronic information sources: - more than most other types of 
journalism It is based on multiple sources and rigorous verification of information: -
more than most other types of journallsm it focuses on structures and processes. rather 
than on arbitrarily selected personalities and singular events. 
Considering the options facing media executives It seems to us. first. that. with the 
political context of research activity receiving some attention, due to the IRSA campaign 
and the government's response, this should be balanced by more coverage of the content 
of research activity. This would improve public understanding of t.he diverse Interests 
and emphases under the science and technology umbrella. It would also lease out the 
relationships. which are often referred to but seldom analysed, between research and 
development projects in this country and the successes and failures in Irish industry. 
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There Is also space for a special interest journalism aimed at the participants in 
science and technology in Ireland - not just those in the academic sector and the state 
agendes but also those who work in the manufacturing and service industries. In many 
cases this audience receives regular information about international developments, 
thanks to the rapid growth and accessibility of computer networks that carry special 
interest news. But the readers are often unaware of what is going on inside Ireland. 
The mainstream media could seek a balance between their coverage of science and 
technology in special columns or supplements and their treatment of the science and 
technology aspects of stories on their general news pages. The experience of the early 
1990s showed the weakness of a strategy that failed to embrace both styles of coverage. 
In practical terms, this comes down tc finding a good mix of freelance writers with 
specialist background knowledge and newsroom staff who might be encouraged to 
become more familiar with specific topics. 
There has been considerable discussion at international meetings of science and 
technology journalists about the need to include these subjects In the newspapers with 
the largest circulations. Can a 'tabloid' style of technology writing evolve, reporting on 
the debates among specialists in words and images that any reader can comprehend? 
This Is perhaps the most exciting challenge for journalists working in the field. 
Note: This article Is based on a paper delivered to Science and Communication. a one-day 
conference organized by the Irish Science Journalists Association and held at Dublin City 
University in November 1993. A short report of the conference is available from the authors of 
this article. 
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Promoting a healthy lifestyle 
through public communication: 
experiences and results of the 
Kilkenny Health Project 
Peter Murray et al 
Introduction 
In 1985 the Kilkenny Health Project was initiated with the aim of reducing coronary 
heart disease among the people of County Kilkenny. Coronary heart disease is the 
biggest single cause of death In Ireland (Kilkenny Health Project 1992: 4-1 0). The risk of 
developing it is widely agreed lo be related to how people live their everyday lives - lo the 
diel they eat, to whether or not they take exercise, lo clgarelle smoking, etc. (World 
Health Organization 1982). Many premature deaths and episodes of serious illness 
could therefore be prevented by changes in currently prevailing lifestyles. The Kilkenny 
Health Project aimed to promote changes In lifestyle-related risk factors and to estimate 
the extent of such changes. It Included intervention and communication programmes as 
well as community health research. The Project concluded atlhe end of 1992. 
Health communication campaigns have been described and analysed most fully In 
the cases of the USA and of Third World countries. A very wide variety of issues -
including AlDS, sexually transmitted diseases. alcohol, drug and other substance abuse. 
seat bell usage as well as cancer or coronary heart disease risk factors - have been 
addressed in the US context. In lhe case of Third World activities. concerns such as the 
control of tnfectious diseases and family planning have been to the fore (Rice and Atkin 
1989; Atkin and Wallack 1990: Backer. Rogers and Sapory 1992; Backer and Rogers 
1993). Health campaigns have been undertaken In Ireland, usually in the past two 
decades under the auspices of the Health Education Bureau or, since 1987, of lhe 
Health Promotion Unit of the Department of Health. Only a couple of brief accounts of 
the Irish experience (Crawley, McLaughlin and O'Connor 1985; Harkin 1990) an: 
available, however. bolh of which deal with advertising campaigns aimed at a statewide 
audience. The Kilkenny Health Project. by contrast, provides an example of a multi-
faceted campaign which operated at the local community level of a county. 
Kilkenny Health Project: community action and research aspects 
The choice of Kilkenny as the Intervention programme's host was influenced by a 
number of factors. The county has a history of community development and Is well 
known for its civic spirit and county pride. There is a mixture of urban and rural 
communities in lhe county. It was accessible to the academic and other national 
Institutions whose support for the development and evaluation of programmes was 
needed. The South Eastern Health Board, within whose region Kilkenny is located. was 
willing to collaborate with the Project. 
Within Kilkenny, Project intervention took a wide variety of forms. the principal ones 
being use of mass media, innovations in the ways in which health services are provided. 
courses for adults and young people within the educational system and work with 
community groups. In the mass media field the Project from the outset established !Inks 
with the local press. ln November 1985 a 'Healthy People' column was initiated in the 
weekly Kilkenny People newspaper. Articles on healthy eating were also regularly placed 
In the Kilkenny Standard after Its appearance on the scene In 1989. In May 1986 the 
Project launched its own free newsletter CATCH of which three issues were usually 
produced each year. CATCH was distributed with the Kilkenny People and was also 
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available through outlets such as doctors' surgeries and local health centres. With the 
advent of licensed local radio broadcasting. Project staff became regular contributors to 
a lunchtime chat show on Radio Kilkenny. The Project also devised a series of 
Information leaflets on coronary heart disease risk factors. produced videos on how to 
make healthy food choices and published its own cookbook (Kilkenny Health Project 
1986: 1987: 1989: 1990: 1992). . 
The Project's brief was not only to stimulate change at community level but also to 
evaluate the effects produced by Its actions. Project evaluation took the form of a 
quasi-experiment in which a 'treatment' community receiving an intervention 
programme (Kilkenny) is compared with a similar 'control' community which was not 
exposed to the intervention (Offaly). The comparison was intended to encompass 
changes in the extent of public knowledge concerning coronary heart disease, In 
lifestyle behaviours. in major coronary heart disease risk factor levels. as well as In 
coronary h eart disease morbidity and mortality. Data were collected in both of the 
communi ties, p r incipally through disease registers and through baseline (pre-
programme) and termination (post-programme) surveys carried out with random 
samples of the population aged 35 to 64 (O'Mahony. Conroy. Shelley et al. 1991: 
Shelley. Daly. Graham et al. 1991: Murray 1992). 
Other research studies were also carried out in the course of the Project. Some were 
formative in character. gathering Information in order to tailor the design of the 
programme to the needs of the community which was to receive it. Some focused on the 
process by which change occurred in the course of the programme's implementation. 
Others had the summative purpose of estimating at a time point what had been 
achieved by implementing the programme. A full listing of the research u n dertaken by 
the Project is set out in Table 1. Drawing on Lhe database created by this research, the 
phases of development In the communication campaign and the degree to which 
different facets of the campaign reached thelr Intended audience are discussed below. 
Table 1 
CLASSIFICATION OF THE KILKENNY HEALTH PROJECT'S EVALUATIVE RESEARCH 
Formative 
Baseline survey of coronary heart disease knowledge. behaviours 
and risk factors in adults. 
Seven day weighted dietary survey in adults. 
Community analysis. 
Attitudes study in lnistioge district. 
Study of comprehension of nutrition terms. 
Survey of attitudes and behaviours In post-primary school pupils. 
Process 
Regular examination of all activities, operational strengths. weaknesses 
and perceived effectiveness. 
Feedback from public. professionals and Project committees. 
Postal surveys on Project awareness and participation, health-related attitudes 
and behaviour. 
Summative 
Pre- and post-programme survey of coronary heart disease knowledge. 
behaviours and risk factors In independent population samples of adults 
In Kilkenny and in Offaly. 
Follow-up survey of 1985 Kilkenny cohort. 
Repeat survey of post-primary pupils. 
Registration of coronary heart disease and stroke events in Kilkenny and Offaly. 
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Formative phase: launching the campaign 
The Project was set in motion with a staff of four - a project leader, a health 
education officer, an administrative officer and a secretary. This later increased to six 
with the appointment of a dietitian in 1987 and of a second secretary in 1989. From 
1989 two part-time dietitians also provided counselling support to a Health Assessment 
Programme based In general practice (Shelley, Drynan, Conroy et a! 1991). The 
registration of heart attacks and strokes had a separate budget and staffmg (a medical 
officer and a secretary). 
Within these staffing limits the Project had to address a 'triple agenda' of 
development and training, implementation of programmes In Lhe community and 
evaluation of the Project. The stretching of resources that resulted was particularly 
acute at the outset while the project was tackling the absence of educational materials 
appropriate for an Irish population at the same time as it had to organize a very 
extensive baseline survey Ln both Kilkenny and Offaly which involved a large population 
sample attending special centres to have biomedical measurements taken and 
questionnaires administered. 'Triple agenda' overload had a direct impact on the 
manner In which the communication campaign was launched. The five year Interval 
flXed between baseline and termination measurements reflected the limited funding 
available rather than what previous action research experience suggested to be the most 
appropriate evaluation tfmeframe. Consequently. the Education Committee, to which 
responsibility for communication work was assigned within the Project's organiZational 
structure, could not afford to wait for detailed results from the baseline survey before it 
began to design and disseminate messages. 
Another requirement of the project's quasi-experimental evaluation design further 
constrained communication campaign strategy. Communicating intervention 
programme messages through channels accessible to both treatment and control 
communities risked ·contaminating' the quasi-experiment. This consideration led the 
Project to initially adopt a policy of not actively seeking the attention of what anticipated 
communication effectiveness would otherwise have made a prime target - the national 
level broadcasting and print media. 
The baseline survey was. in retrospect, over-weighted towards biomedical 
information and contained relatively few items that explored channels of communication 
or 'lay' health attitudes and concerns among Kilkenny people. Communication campaign 
planning did benefit from a qualitative. ethnography-influenced study of attitudes 
towards coronary heart disease which was carried out around the village of lnistioge 
during the autumn of 1985 (Kilkenny Health Project 1986: 35-36). But, because the 
information collected In this study did not refer to a sizeable and representative sample 
of the county's population. the extent to which general conclusions could be reliably 
drawn from Its findings remained uncertain. 
The launching of the Kilkenny health communication campaign was thus beset by a 
number of difficulties (for more detailed discussion see Wallace 1989). In particular, 
formative research had not been extensive enough to provide a well d eveloped 
understanding of the target audience's likely reaction to messages concerned with 
lifestyle change. However. the Project's process evaluation component provided a means 
by which weaknesses in early media communication impact could be identified and 
addressed. The way in which the Project used poslal surveys to do this is described in 
the next section. 
Process evaluation and the modification of the campaign 
For process tracking the principal Instrument used by the Kilkenny Health Project 
was the postal survey. The Project first carried out such a survey in its second year of 
operation, 1986. This had a sample size of 400 and achieved a response rate of forty 
four per cent. Sixty slx per cent of Its respondents had heard of the Kilkenny Health 
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Project although, on the basis of responses to an open-ended probing question. only 
two-thirds of these were judged to have an accurate Idea of Its nature. Indications from 
the data that awareness of the Project was substantially lower In the more rural parts of 
the county than in. its larger towns or Kilkenny city prompted the organization of an 
awareness campaign, or 'blitz'. In eight rural districts during 1987. Led by the Projecl's 
communications consultant. staff held informal discussions with local people as well as 
distributing car stickers. children's badges and leaflets (Kilkenny Health Project 1987; 
Wallace 1989). 
Further postal surveys were carried out before and after this 1987 'blitz· with 
samples of 400 drawn only from rural parts of the county: both of these surveys had 40 
per cent response rates. The second survey recorded a rise in people reporting that they 
had heard of the Project (78 per cent compared with 69 per cent in the pre-blitz survey). 
The accuracy of people's perceptions of what the Project was about was probed in these 
surveys. through 'true or false' responses to a series of presented statements. Awareness 
of some specific activities undertaken by the Project increased substantially over the 
period of the 'blitz'. Thus endorsement as true rose from 24 to 43 per cent for 'The 
Kilkenny Health Project is bein~ run in schools', from 64 to 81 per cent for 'You can ring 
up the Kilkenny Health Project for advice'. and from 51 to 67 per cent for The Kilkenny 
Health Project holds meetings and classes'. However this was accompanied by only a 
margmal rise in appreciation of the project's relevance to all sections of the community 
with endorsement as true of ·only certain people can take part in the Kilkenny Health 
Projecl' falling only from 22 to 20 per cent. 
Public response to the Project's longest-established mass media vehicle - the 'Healthy 
People' column in the Kilkenny People newspaper - was also explored in these rural area 
surveys. Information from Where The Regional Press Data Book 1987 showed this 
newspaper possessing a household penetration level close to 100 per cent in Kilkenny 
city compared with levels of between 63 and 79 per cent In the county's rural districts. 
Regular readership of the Kilkenny People varied markedly between the two Project 
postal surveys with 90 per cent of respondents in the spring and 70 per cent of 
respondents in the autumn putting themselves in this category. In both surveys about 
80 per cent of those who regularly read the Kilkenny People reported reading the 
'Healthy People' column at least ·sometimes'. ln both surveys 80 per cent of those who 
had read It rated the column 'Interesting· and three-quarters of the respondents rejected 
the proposition that the column contained too much about cookery. Thinking the 
column Interesting and thinking It did not have too much about cookery were associated 
in both surveys but no consistent association was found across the surveys between a 
positive rating of the column's interest and the regularity with which it was read. 
In conjunction with other forms of feedback from Project activities, the information 
provided by interactions during the course of the 'blitz' and by the postal surveys led to 
a number of changes being introduced by the Project from 1986 onwards. First. a better 
understanding of concerns on the ground in rural areas prompted a switching of 
message emphasis from increasing life expectancy by making lifestyle changes to 
making these changes In order to remain active for as long a portion of one's life as 
possible. Second, to make itself more identifiable, the Project adopted a slogan and a 
logo which were prominently featured on all the materials it subsequently produced. 
Third, a new charmel of communication was created by the launching of the Project's 
own newsletter CATCH which featured human interest stories. high quality illustrations 
and competitions. Fourth, the techniques which were seen to be helping CATCH make a 
favourable impression were also applied to the presentation of material placed in lhe 
Kilkenny People in order to enhance its attractiveness to readers. Fifth, opportunities to 
work with the media in new ways which materialized towards the end of the Project's 
evaluallon period in the form of a new local newspaper and licensed local radio 
broadcasting were also availed of and a more positive attitude was adopted towards 
attracting coverage from the national media (although a tendency on the part of national 
media gatekeepers to perceive the Project as a subject of limited , and largely provincial. 
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interest operated to limit the amount of coverage received). 
Finally, and again toward the end of Its evaluation period, the Project's involvement 
in video production became the focus of its work with communlty groups. In the autumn 
of 1989 a range of community groups which had previously hosted a speaker from the 
Project were contacted and asked if they would like to view the video HeaLthy Food 
Choices. with a Project dietitian attending to present the video and facilitate a discussion 
of healthy eating after it had been viewed. Over a twelve month period beginning in 
September 1989 forty-six presentations of the video with a dietitian in attendance took 
place all over County Kilkenny. The total attendance at these meetings was 804 people, 
the majority of whom were women. 
Summative evaluation and the campaign's impact 
A set of questions about knowledge of the Project and the channels through which 
this had been acquired were included in the termination survey carried out in Kilkenny 
during 1990. The responses to these questions. which are summarized in Table 2. show 
a fairly clear gradient for audience consciousness within the 35-64 year age group from 
which the sample was drawn. Knowledge of the Project's existence had reached almost 
everyone through one source or another. The Kilkenny People articles, CATCH and 
Project leaflets reached around two-thirds of their potential audience. Local radio and 
material distributed in schools brought the attention of around half the potential 
audience to the Project. For RTE radio, the national television channels and the Project's 
cookery book. an awareness impact is reported in less than a third of cases. Meetings 
drew In twelve per cent of the potential audience at some time or another while the 
videos. which were used in conjunction with such meetings in the later part of the 
Project's evaluation period, were seen by six per cent. 
To analyse variations In Project awareness three dependent variables were examined . 
Because of the multiplicity of channels through which the Project's messages were 
transmitted, the number of different sources which contribu ted to the creation of the 
respondents' project awareness was considered to be important. To measure this an 
Overall Awareness Score was computed. In this score a ll Lhe 'yes' answers to the 
questions listed in Table 2 were added together. Possible values of lhe Overall Awarem:ss 
Score therefore ranged from 0 to 11. and a ll of the awareness Items carry the same 
weight within this overall score. Among the individual generators of awareness 
aggregated to form the Overall Awareness Score. readership of the Kilkenny People 
column and of CATCH were of particular interest since both these media bad offered the 
Project recurring opportunities to communicate messages Its own staff had framed 
throughout most of the evaluation period and separate analyses of these variables were 
also carried out. 
The independent variables whose influences on the three dependent ones were· 
examined using multiple regression techniques can be grouped under the four headings 
of: 
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Socio-demograpbic variables: 
age, sex. marital status, age left school or full-time study. Irish social class (see 
O'Hare, Whelan and Commins 1991). current employment statu s and area of 
residence. 
Variables that might be expected to increase the receiver's sensitivity to the 
Project's heart health message: 
having received medical treatment for heart disease, having symptoms suggestive of 
heart disease and having a family history of heart disease. 
Health Habits Score: 
this was caJculaled in a similar fashion to the Overall Awareness Score described 
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above and ranged in value between 0 and 7. A point was scored for engaging in 
vigorous physical activity for at least 20 minutes once a week or more often; for 
eating fresh fruit seven times weekly and also eating vegetables other than potatoes 
seven times weekly; for adding no more than two teaspoonfuls of sugar to drinks or 
cereals per day; for being in the ·acceptable' range f?r Body Mass Index; for not 
smoking and for having an alcohol intake within the recommended 'sensible drinking 
limits'. A further point was scored for having a positive rather than a negative rating 
on at least seven out of the ten other healthy eating indicators. 
Present physical condition : 
self-rated by respondents on a scale ranging from 'very good' through ·good','fair', and 
'not very good' to 'bad'. 
Table 2 
AWARENESS OF THE KILKENNY HEALTH PROJECT THROUGH ITS DIFFERENT 
FORMS OF ACTIVITY OR OUTPUT (PER CENT) 
Question Yes No Unsure or 
Don't Know 
Before you were asked to take part In this survey, 
had you heard of the Kilkenny Health Project? 93 
Have you read the articles in the Kilkenny People newspaper 
which are written by the Kilkenny Health Project?• 70 
The Kilkenny Health Project's magazine Is called CATCH. 
Did you read CATCH?•• 66 
Have you seen a Kilkenny Health Project leaflet about diet 
or smoking or heart disease? 67 
Have you . or has someone in your household, seen the 
Kilkenny Health Project cookery book? 29 
Have you, or has someone In your household, seen a 
Kilkenny Health project video about choosing or cooking 
healthy food? 6 
Did you ever hear someone from the Kilkenny Health Project 
on RT& radio? 29 
Did you ever see anything about the Kilkenny Health Project 
on television? 28 
Did you bear anything about the Kilkenny Health Project on 
Radio Kilkenny or on any other local radio? 46 
Have you ever attended an ICA meeting. aVEC lecture or 
had any other meeting where someone from Kilkenny Health 
Project was speaking about the Project or about health 
lifestyles and preventing heart disease? 12 
Did you see any of the leaflets or posters or other materials 
which were distributed in schools by the Kilkenny Health 
Project? 49 
•Yes = Read Kilkenny Health Project articles regularly' and 
'Read Kilkenny Health Project articles sometimes'. 
6 1 
30 0 
34 0 
26 7 
57 14 
88 6 
64 7 
60 12 
48 6 
87 1 
46 5 
No ·saw Kilkenny Health Project articles but did not read them', 'did not 
see any articles written by the Kilkenny Health Project' and 'Do not read 
the KUkenny People newspaper'. 
*'Yes 'Read CATCH two or three times a year' and 'Read CATCH sometimes'. 
No ·saw occasional CATCH but did not read it' and 'Never saw CATCH. 
The detailed results of the multivariate analyses carried out will not be presented 
here: instead. only their main substantive fmdings will be highlighted. These were that 
Kilkenny city residence, female sex and having more good health habits consistently had 
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a strong positive relationship to awareness of the Project's messages while manual social 
class wembership and early school leaving hnd a similarly consistent negative 
relationship. As noted earlier. data from its process evaluation surveys led the Project to 
address an imbalance between its impact on Kilkenny city and that on other parts of the 
county by the mid-point of its evaluation period. The imbalance persisted, however. in 
spite of the efforts made lo redress it. Area of residence was coded inlo three categories -
Kilkenny city and environs, Other Urban and Rural - and for nine of the eleven 
awareness items set out In Table 2 frequency of contact was greatest in the case of city 
residents. The exceptions were the interlinked 'seen a Kilkenny Health Project video' and 
'attended an I CA. .. or any other meeting' items where conta~t was highest among those 
resident ln Other Urban areas. 
Working in conjunction with organizations such as the Irish Countrywomen's 
Association. as well as placing emphasis through its media messages on healthy food 
choices and preparation methods, the Project's attraction of a disproportionately female 
audience was to be expected. Female respondents reported more contact than male ones 
for all eleven awareness items. Eighty per cent of female respondents read the Kilkenny 
People articles and CATCH at least 'sometimes' while 19 per cent had attended a meeting 
or lecture at which a Project representative spoke. But males were by no means wholly 
indifferent lo the Project's messages. In both of the 1987 postal surveys described above 
over 70 per cent of male readers rated the column 'Interesting', a slight majority of male 
respondents agreed with the proposition that the column was more interesting to 
women than to men in the autumn but 60 per cent of them rejected it in the spring and 
on both occasions the proportion of men who dissented from the view that the column 
had too much about cookery was close to 70 per cent. From a regression equation in 
one of the termination survey analyses it was calculated that (within a possible range of 
0 to 1) the probability of a female resident in Kilkenny city who had left school aged 15 
or older and had a Health Habits Score of 3 being a CATCH reader was 0.86: the 
probability of being a CATCH reader for a male respondent with the same characteristics 
was 0.66. 
Table 3 
LIFESTYLE COMPONENTS: CLASSIFICATION OF CURRENT STATE 
AND EFFORTS AT CHANGE IN THE PAST FIVE YEARS 
Healthy, Healthy, Unhealthy, Unhealthy, 
No Change Change Change No Change Row 
Attempted Attempted Attempted Attempted Total 
% % % % % 
Exercise 7 8 34 51 100 
Fruit and Vegetable 
Intake 15 27 28 30 100 
Fat Intake 18 51 15 16 100 
Weight Range 28 7 36 29 100 
Sugar Intake 42 23 13 22 100 
Cigarette Smoking 66 10 16 8 100 
Alcohol Drinking 67 10 6 17 100 
The positive association found between message exposure and positive health habits 
might suggest that the Project was largely engaged in preach ing to the a lready 
converted. This can, however, be shown to be a misleading conclusion. The Health 
Habits Score is based on a series of distinctions between what, in the light of current 
advice on healthy lifestyle promotion, constitutes a desirable or an undesirable pattern 
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of behaviour. For mosl of the component parts of this Score, the termination survey 
inquired whether the respondent had during the past five years attempted. successfully 
or otherwise. to change his or her lifestyle. Table 3 combines this information on 
whether or not change was attempted with the previously described classification of the 
'healthy' or 'unhealthy' current state of the habits. There Is no simple division between 
the conforming and the uninterested: those who have tried to make positive changes In 
U1e past five years with regard to exercise, weight and dietary composition range from 
one-third up to two-thirds of respondents. 
The negative association between awareness and manual social class membership or 
having left school at an early age reflects a common pattern in health education research 
and could in the present context be interpreted in either a more or a less optimistic way. 
The most innuential theoretical perspective in the health communication field, 
Innovation-diffusion theory (Rogers 1983: Macdonald 1992), suggests a model of U1c 
process of social change whereby an initially small number of innovators. influenced by 
living abroad or by information communicated through lhe media, embark on and 
maintain healthier eating. drinking, smoking or exercise habits. Improved quality of life 
reinforces the new pattern. A threshold is crossed when innovative behaviours move 
from their initial adopters to the 'early majority' as the media and commercial concerns 
come to see healthy lifestyles as credible norms for this particular society. This early 
majority is possibly influenced by ils peer group experiences of changes in morbidity and 
mortality from heart disease. cancers and the other chronic diseases that dominate the 
modern pattern of ill-health. Continuing communication of the message that behaviours 
have changed and health has improved reinforces the commitment of the early majority 
and continues the wider diffusion of lifestyle innovation throughout the community. 
Uneven responses from different social classes and levels of education would 
therefore be envisaged after less than five years intervention by innovation-diffusion 
theory. Al such an early stage, success in influencing a community's opinion leaders to 
make lifestyle changes rather than their across-the-board adoption within the 
community is what this theoretical framework would propose as the appropriate focus. 
However, a less optimistic view of response unevenness might also be put forward. 
According to tills view, some groups do not merely lag behind in the adoption of lifestyle 
Innovation but are in danger of being altogether left out of the process of change. 
thereby deepening the documented health inequalities (Cook 1990; Nolan 1990; 
Johnson, Jennings, Fogarty et al. I 991: Whelan, Hannan and Creighton 1991) that exist 
In lr!sh society. 
The available information on Irish health attitudes and beliefs is now more than a 
decade old (McCluskey 1989: 3-4) and the scale of llfestyle changes suggests the need 
for fresh studies in this area. When new research is undertaken. investigation of 
whether atutudinal or other barriers to change in health behaviours exist among the 
population sub-groups of young people and those experiencing socio-economic 
deprivation should be given a high priority. ln relation to the communication media that 
might be used to target messages at these groups it is noteworthy that a pattern of the 
three non-manual classes at the top and the three manual classes at the bottom 
prevailed for nine of the eleven awareness items in the Kilkenny termination survey. The 
questions where a manual class reported greater awareness than a non-manual one 
were the ·ever see anything ... on television' and the 'see any of the leaflets ... or other 
materials which were distributed in schools' ones. 
Conclusion 
When the Kilkenny Health Project began in 1985 its formative evaluation research 
indicated an incongruity between people's knowledge of the factors associated with heart 
disease risk and lheir own behaviour as well as a lack of practical appreciation of the 
extent to which heart disease Is preventable. There was a perception that 'experts' were 
always changing their opinions and advice and people seemed unconvinced that the 
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benefits of changing behaviour, in the form of improved health and well-being, would 
outwetgh the costs, such as pleasures foregone and the additional financial costs 
healthier lifestyles were believed to entail. Project messages sought to provide 
reassurance that healthy lifestyles were compatible with good quality of life. were 
feasible without major financial ouUay and were culturally acceptable in Kilkenny. 
Wherever possible, messages· with a positive content were sent and these were 
illustrated using the experiences of Kilkenny people. 
Up to the mid-l980s the level of coverage of health topics in the Irish media was 
relatively low and there appeared to be a perception by the media that such topics were 
either boring or involved an unpopular concentration on decrying pleasurable activities. 
Recent experience has contradicted this with Check Up, a programme on disease and 
health. proving to be a popular part of the national television station's winter 
programme schedule. Across the media spectrum, there is greater coverage of health 
issues, although its quality remains variable. Specialist health correspondents are few, 
the extent of medical consensus tends to be belittled by the disproportionate attention 
paid to issues of controversy and the information conveyed is often trivial and 
occasionally inaccurate. 
The only directly available form of access for health promotion messages provided by 
the Irish media is paid advertising. With regard to public service obligations, the Irish 
system is regulated in terms of minimum news/current affairs output stipulation rather 
than access for community or non-profit organizations. This situation contrasts in 
particular with that which exists in the USA where Public Service Announcements 
(PSAs) on radio or television are donated free of charge by stations in order to meet 
licensing requirements set by the Federal Communications Commission. PSAs play a 
central role in US health promotion campaigns {Rice and Atkin 1989; Atkin and Wallack 
1990). In other countries a media strategy for health promotion is emerging which 
eschews expensive advertising in favour of programme-making collaborations. Such 
collaborations are not necessarily on serious programmes but are taking place in the 
lighter entertainment field as well (Bennett, Smith, Nugent and Panter 1991). Pioneering 
work in this area is being done by the Health Promotion Authority for Wales. Series 
arising from its collaborations have often been networked across the whole of the United 
Kingdom. however, and it is not clear whether the economics of Irish television 
production are such that a supply of potential partners would be available to collaborate 
in developing such a model for health communication here. 
The Irish media system has, until recently, tended to be highly centralized. The 
situation is changing but in the mid- 1 980s it presented the Kilkenny Health Project with 
quite limited options for developing links with the media. Given the timing of its advent, 
what appear to be promising opportunities for health promotion work presenled by the 
operation of local radio stations could not be fully explored by the Project. The addition 
of further community and special interest stations to the network licensed by the 
Independent Radio and Television Commission may increase these opportunities. 
Development of lhe use of mass media for health promotion in Ireland is, however, 
hampered by the lack of a formative research/message testing infrastructure of the sort 
lhat exists in other countries - for example lhe US Health Message Testing Service run 
jointly by the National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute and the National Cancer 
Institute (Atkin and Freimuth 1989) or the Scottish Advertising Research Unit {Hastings 
and Haywood 1991). 
In terms of access through the media to the public, social marketing exercises are, 
and will for the foreseeable future remain, dwarfed by conventional marketing ones. In 
the last decade a wide range of new products have been introduced and promoted on the 
basis of their health benefits to Irish consumers. Much information about healthy 
lifestyles thus originates from commercial sources. While this information has often 
been useful in encouraging people to initiate and sustain healthy behaviours, it is 
important that the availability of health information should not become dependent on 
considerations of commercial strategy. It is in the public interest that lifestyle 
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information should be readily accessible from sources that possess good scientific 
standing and institutional independence. 
Note: The authors of this article are: Peter Murray, Economic and Social Research Institute; Emer 
Shelley,Department of Epidemiology and Preventive Medicine, Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland; Leslie 
Daly, Department of Public Health Medicine and Epidemiplogy, University College Dublin; Claire Collins, 
Department of Epidemiology and Preventive Medicine, Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland; Barbara Wallace, 
Barbara Wallace Public Relations; Ronan Conroy, Department of Epidemiology and Preventive Medicine, 
Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland; ian Graham, Department of Epidemiology and Preventive Medicine, 
Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland. 
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The future of Channel Four after 
the Broadcasting Act 1990 
Amanda Dunne 
Introduction 
Television operates in the mutually-influencing realms of economics, politics and 
culture. Across Europe, huge changes have occurred at the indefinable point where 
culture and economics meet, and politics seeks to mediate or. more often, impose an 
agenda. This has brought about the deregulation of the television industry and, in its 
wake, re-regulation (Siune and McQuail 1992: 192, Silj l 992: 1 7). 
The resulting conflict has manifested itself most obviously in the clash of public 
service broadcasting and its commercial rivals. Here the British situation becomes 
interesting as Channel 4 was set up as a hybrid of the two forces shaping British 
broadcasting - a commercial station fulfllling a public-service role. The viability of this 
role is now often questioned (Leith 1991: 15, Davis 1992: 17, Keighron 1992:33. Miller 
1992:5). Public service broadcasters are caught in the double-bind of statutory 
requirements and forced increased commercialism. Channel 4 is no exception. 
It cannot be denied that public service broadcasting requires protection in the 
climate in which it now operates. In fulfilling certain public service obligations, I argue 
that this protection should be extended to Channel 4. As Smith (1992:63) argues, it 
would be inconceivable to leave the health and education of the population to market 
forces and broadcasting, in its role of informer, educator, entertainer and forum for the 
people should not be left to the mercy of the market. 'The broadcasting system of a 
society is, next only to Parliament, its most important institution.' (Smith, 1990:11}. 
'The public interest' 
Observing the tide of change that swept broadcasting in Europe, during the 1980s, 
the British began the slow march towards deregulation, an inexorable process from the 
inception of the Peacock Committee in 1986, to the White Paper of 1988 and the 
Broadcasting Act of 1990. A cynic could argue that an articulate social sector with 
access to a mass medium - a forum for its views and arguments - would not sit easily 
with that patron of hegemony. Margaret Thatcher. Hence, improved opportunities for 
private enterprise and increased commercial pressures on television could be used to 
deflect attention from the politicized social role of television. As Smith (1989:14} argues. 
could the shift of emphasis from public to private sector be seen as being 'in the public 
interest?' The 'public interest' has been proffered on innumerable occasions as a 
justification for the Broadcasting Act of 1990. How well it serves that interest is yet to be 
determined. The dominant forces concerned put forward the view that ·public interest' 
values have led to an over-regulated situation. but. the irony of this only becomes 
apparent u pon examination of the 1990 Act. 
To be fair, it is not only the government who have been accused of failing 
broadcasting. Broadcasters have 'failed to offer a coherent statement of the social 
purpose of broadcasting' according to David Elstein, Director of Thames Television 
(Murdock 1991:18}: the rhetoric of consumer choice and competition has held sway. 
Access to the culture represented in television and thus participation in its shaping has 
often been denied by a dominant elite. However, the concept of a ·national culture' has 
long been attacked in Britain as different gender, ethnic and social groups have gained 
expression - not least through Channel 4 and its contribution to the legitimization of 
media usage by gays, lesbians and various ethnic minorities in British society. It surely 
provides a forum for expressing varied experiences and attacks stereotypes (Murdock 
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1991:18). To fulfil the myriad social roles that many commentators would assign It, 
broadcasting, in this case televis ion, must be independent from external control. This Is 
not to deny the need for certain controls to be exercised , for example, in terms of the 
range of programming from factual to fiction. Independence is a prerequisite for free 
expression- a debate that has affected the BBC and ils licence fee for a very long lime. 
There are many idealized notions about broadcasting - that it remedies some 
deficiency of knowledge or experience (Dyson 1988:66). There is often a conflict between 
what we think ought lo be on television and what we like to watch - it is the eternal 
conundrum of the consumer versus the citizen. 'We should not expect that television 
programmes which respond to viewer's choices will also be the programmes that meet 
the greatest needs.' (Dyson 1988:66). This does not negate the existence of 'worthy' 
programmes or programmes that lack mass appeal, nor should it, since television 
should aspire to be more than a 'trite' medium. It is, In fact , the enormous power 
attributed to television by politicians and those in authority that has led to their 
preoccupation with the medium and thus their desire to 'bend' It to their own ends. It is 
U1ls preoccupation that caused the Tory government under Margaret Thatcher to bring 
about a period of unnecessary instability in British broadcasting (Snoddy 1993). 
Strategy for survival 
The hope for the future for Channel 4 depends on several factors but prominent 
among these is audience segmentation. The very nature of the channel - providing 
programming for various minority groups - has resulted in a ready-segmented audience. 
quite clearly defined and often very desirable to advertisers. In1Ually, critics failed to see 
beyond Channel 4's relatively small audiences - Brookside. one of the most popular 
programmes gets an audJence of approximately 3.9 mtllion - and hence. thought that 
the channel would lose out In the advertising war: il simply does not deliver large 
audiences. They failed to note the 'quality' of those audiences: The Word, Viua Cabaret, 
Whose line is it anyway? all attract a young and upwardly mobile audience. 
Furthermore, Channel 4 News has very strong upmarket appeal (Llfe 1993a:4) and. at 
7.00pm is neatly scheduled to catch those just in from work. 
An audience 'segment' comprises viewers who display dependable viewer behaviour 
(Ang 1991:62) and as such. are highly desirable to advertisers. Naturally, depending on 
the characteristics of this audience, a relatively small audience could be worth more, in 
real terms, than a very diverse. large audience. The problem Is that there is no way to 
foretell precisely the ratings performance of a new programme (Ang 1991:64)- but if the 
audience profile is already known, an advertiser can purchase advertising time around a 
programme that 'targets' the audience he/she seeks to reach. This has led to a 
proliferation of audience proftling techniques. 
If segmentation is the art of grouping together people who share a certain need 
(Corstjens 1990:24) there have to be methods of Identifying these people. Early profiling 
techniques grouped audiences in terms of age, geography. gender, etc. (Percy and 
Rossiter 1980:20/ 1). This has become far more sophisticated; now, in addition. 
educational level, socioeconomic group. type of housing or presence of children is 
factored in. In surveys or questionnaires people are asked for attitudinal indicators. 
dividing the population into groups that are more ·meaningful' to advertisers (Corstjens 
1990:29). While this can be seen as a sinister development, It may well be the salvation 
of Channel 4. 
Taking profiling as a fact of life in advertising today. it then follows that an advertiser 
chooses bis/her slot carefully. depending on the required market. In Channel 4's favour 
is the reality that the total audience delivered is far Jess Important than the ·effective 
audience' (Mandell 1984:367). As programmes are targeted for certain groups -
particularly in the case of Channel 4's multicultural programmes or gay and lesbian 
series - so too are advertisements. The concept of a 'waste audience' does not work in 
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I1Vs favour as there Is no point in paying for a big audience if only a small percentage 
of them are the targeted group (Mandell 1984:369). Fewer than one In fifteen 
commercials is of relevance to the average viewer (Fletcher 1991:15) . The cost of 
advertising time Is calculated in relation to the magnitude of the audience watching at 
that Ume. 
Channel 4 appeals to upwardly mobile. AB socioeconomic groups. Unfortunately. 
these people watch less television than other social groupings. In order to capture their 
interest. Channel 4 will have to continue to broadcast the quality. innovative 
programming that they enjoy. It has been contended that Channel 4's attraction of AB 
and the 25-34 year olds is a myth (Phillips 1991:22) and that their ability to supply 
decent-sized audiences has diminished. This view has not been borne out by any of my 
research to date. An audience's value is in its spendable income and Its propensity to 
spend that income on particular goods and services (Gandy 1990: 168). The rates the 
channel can charge for programmes are quite low comparatively speaking. but the 
audiences are heavily targeted - 'We do sort of trendy. young, "how to garden in a 
!lowerpot" sort of gardening programmes' (Thomson 1993). These are aimed at young 
audiences. just as if you wish to advertise to the Asian community. for example. the only 
relatively guaranteed way of reaching them is by advertising around an Asian drama or 
discussion programme- which you will most likely fmd on Channel 4. If you want to 
reach a football fan. Channel 4 offer coverage of ·sene A' - the Italian soccer league. 
which draws around two million viewers. 
Channel 4 is cleverly exploiting its ready-segmented audience and current 
advertising theory and strategy verifies it as a pragmatic and successful way to sell 
airtime. The programmes made for the elderly or people on supplementary benefit 
broadcast by Channel 4 are far less attractive admittedly but, they should be subsidised 
by the rest of the output without too much difficulty (Thomson 1993). Perhaps the best 
indication of their success Is that 11V are accusing them of stealing its revenue with 
more popular scheduling; the TTV profile is older and less upmarket than that of 
Channel4 (Burnett and O'Carroll 1993:15). 
What hope for Channel4? 
The channel was forced to become more mainstream in order to attain an audience 
share of ten per cent which would render it viable (Thomson 1993). Critics alleged that 
the channel was increasingly using repeats and American Imports such as Kate and 
AlLie and The Wallons to fill the schedules at the expense of original, domestic material 
(Phillips 1991:22. Graef 1991:22). The much lauded Jeremy Isaacs (first Chief Executive 
of Channel 4) had noted that ·television isn't just an industry. but ills also an tndustry' 
(Kustow 1987:90) and indeed the channel relied as much on imports in his day as under 
Grade (Snoddy 1993). 
The channel met the challenge with a variety of adaptations. More commissioning 
with specific Ume slots in mind was introduced and the need for more co-productions 
was noted (Tobin 1990b: 1). Sponsorship became an option: Shell International agreed lo 
sponsor an educational documentary series (Tobin 1990b:l). However. Grade 
maintained his wariness of sponsorship deals. 1992 saw the first ever season of 
mainstream. American box-office hits on the channel: Dirty Dancing. Good Morning. 
Vietnam and The Last Emperor among them (Baker 1992b: 14). The channel also 
repeated Its most successful Films on Four - Letter to Brezhnev and Uoom with a View, 
etc. (Baker 1992b:l4). 
The phenomenon of station 'branding' has grown In the 1990s. As U1e number of 
channels increases. external diversity decreases and it becomes important for a channel 
to have a distinctive brand Image (Collins 1990:95). Stewart Butterfield. Channel 4's 
Oireclor of Sales and Advertising, has recognized the value of a distinctive brand Image 
for television stations (Bell 1993:26). It is to its advantage that Channel 4 already has a 
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distinct image in the minds of viewers (Bell 1993:26). something that results directly 
from its distinctive nature. Whether it is a blessing or a curse is difficult to discern as 
many people regard it as a channel that is more likely to show sex or swearing than 11V 
or BBC but even its imports such as Roseanne, Cheers or Golden Palace are seen as 
being somehow 'different' (Thomson 1993). 
If il does over-rely on imports, it has to be recognized that the channel has used 
them cleverly. new audiences have been created for old shows (Collins, Garnham & 
Locksley 1988:27)- series like Happy Days and Little House on the Prairie among many 
others. As a cost cutting measure, the channel stopped commissioning morning shows, 
repeats will fill the gap (Moncrieff and Nkovocha 1990:1). As is freely admitted. the 
channel uses more mainstream material, imports and repeats to bring in revenue to 
subsidize its other, 'worthier' programmes (Snoddy 1993, Thomson 1993)- in short, lhe 
programmes demanded by the remil. In fact its more innovative programmes fulfil one 
important aspect of television productions - the need for novelty (Collins, Garnham & 
Locksley 1988:28). Though audience segmenlation may prove to be the key to Channel 
4's survival, it is seen by some as a desertion of the channels obligations to some 
minorities in favour of more affluent audiences (Kerr 1990:49). l have noticed an 
increase in 'trendy' programmes on the channel: Viva Cabaret and Bruce Morton's Seven 
Deadly Sins are prime examples of programmes aimed specifically al younger, yuppier 
audiences. In direct contrast to this, is lhe dropping of commissioned morning shows. 
This implicitly negates housewives and the house-bound as a valid audience. that is to 
say, an affluent audience and could be seen as a change of emphasis by the channel. 
Overheads were cut at the station by about eight per cent this year and the channel 
is budgeting for sixteen per cent of lhe advertising pool (Thomson 1993). The station still 
has to learn to manage the auclience through the ad breaks so they do not change 
channels. The hiring of sixty staff bas increased expenditure but staff levels are not 
expected to increase, in fact it is hoped to cut staff numbers in the next two-three years. 
reducing internal expenditure. These staff cuts are likely to be on the programming side 
as the advertising department is growing in importance as time progresses. There is a 
risk that staff in the arts and entertainment areas could be lost to higher salaries but, 
'factual' staff are likely to remain as the BBC -which pays similar salaries - is their only 
real alternative (Thomson 1993). The belief of the staff of Channel 4 in what they are 
doing - in the remit - is inspirational. 'Therefore a ll the pressures, aparl from the 
crudest financial ones, are going in the r ight direction to maintain a channel of 
character and influence and individuality' (Snoddy 1993). 
lTV -friend or foe? 
Without doubt, Channel 4's relationship with lTV will have a big impact on the 
station's future. There is a degree of bitterness perhaps related to Channel 4's protected 
position. LWf's Managing Director, Greg Dyke. has vowed not to sell archive material to 
Channel 4 or other commercial rivals. Michael Grade however advocates Channel 4 and 
lTV standing together to ward off the threat of BSkyB and the BBC (Baker 1992a:14). 
Channel 4 intends to build up a cata1ogue of shows in order to reduce its dependence on 
lTV among others. The situation is not ameliorated by lTV's belief that the channel is its 
main advertising rival and Dyke is nol the only lTV chief who is hostile. Other executives 
have called for a bidding war (Broadcast 1993: 1). 
Channel 4 is not being decimated by lTV as bad been feared . Their Big Brealifast is 
eating into GMTV's audience (Bell 1992:23) and their share of advertising revenue is 
growing steadily lBroadcast 1993:1). The GMTV versus Big Brealifast battle has led to 
bad relations between the companies and the situation is generally tense: 'Their sales 
forces have been very cut-throat about running us down· (Thomson 1993). lTV clearly 
see Channel 4 as the competition . while Channel 4 regards BBC2 as their main 
competitor for audiences. The situation is complex as revenue must be won from lTV 
but. in order to attract advertisers. Channel 4 must maintain its more 'BBC2-style' 
programmes. 
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I1V, though not dramatically altered overnight on 1 January. 1993 has of necessity 
become more populist.• The enormous cost of the franchises has put severe pressure on 
them and thus. they are determined to get lhe largest possible audience on every 
occasion (Snoddy 1993). The likelihood is that lTV will increasingly rely on safe. 
formulaic drama and situation comedy. Carlton. a leading I1V company is scheduling its 
current affairs programme Storyline against Eastenders: This appears to be a cynical 
manoeuvre to place current affairs in a losing position. 
While the two channels are clearly competing for advertising another area of 
competition has been thrown up by the Act. As lTV must now take twenty five per cent 
of its output from independent producers, they will obviously be competing against 
Channel 4 for the best ideas. The channel's remit which seeks innovation in form and 
content will attract more off-centre proposals but It will no longer have the pick of 
Independent projects. The reality remains that I1V have about £515 million to spend on 
programmes which greatly exceeds Channel 4's £194 million (Snoddy 1993. Burnett 
1993c:3). This cannot but affect the channel's ability to access the best independent 
productions. Many companies who received their first commissions from Channel 4 
such as Channel X and Planet 24 are now producing programmes for f1V. Raymond 
Snoddy cites the example of Jonathon Ross, now to be seen gracing our screens on 11V, 
was originally a Channel 4 protege and is one of British televisions bigger stars. 
If Channel 4 retains its ten per cent share of the audience, and that audience is of 
the character il is currently getting, it should not have financial or quality problems 
(Snoddy 1993). On the other hand, 11V will only pay prices for programmes that reflect 
the value of the advertising revenue they will bring In (Plowright 1992:6). This raises 
serious questions regarding lhe calibre of lTV's programmes in the future. The Storyline 
example cited above may increasingly become the norm. A good track record with The 
World in Action and This Week (now defunct) among others is being undermined by 
commercial pressures. Already, 11V has been warned by the lTC that it wlll be fined or 
It's licences withdrawn if it continues to relegate its public service programmes to 
graveyard slots (Burnett 1993b:3). This warning was more to remind 11V that they are 
being monitored but. David Glencross. Chief Executive of the lTC recognized the 
temptation to go that extra inch for a little more revenue (Burnett 1993b:3). Whatever 
sympathy we may feel for 11V or Channel 4 in their new circumstances. the attrition of 
public service programming should not be allowed. 
Terminus a quo? 
Announcing that Channel 4 has become more mainstream is hardly revelatory. The 
channel is more mainstream (Thomson 1993) and unashamedly so. Cheers, Roseanne 
and the domestic soap Brookside brlng in more viewers and hence more advertisers. In 
order to continue producing programmes that honour the remit, Channel 4 is using 
more populist programming to subsidize lheir 'worthier' efforts (Thomson 1993). Under 
the 1990 Act. Channel 4 is charged with responsibility for financing and commissioning 
schools television - and the budget must stretch to this (Andrew 1992:29). The channel 
hopes to exceed fourteen per cent of the advertising revenue pool in order to use some of 
the surplus to enhance their services. ·we had to emphasize some of the quirkiest, least 
accessible programmes and equally we had to attract a viable audience to survive' said 
Chris Griffin-Seale. Chief Press Officer. Channel 4 (Andrew 1992:29-30). In addition. 
Michael Grade has buill audiences for the channel's factual strands by creating 
dedicated slots (Davis 1992:17). It was only under Grade that the channel managed to 
attain the ten per cent audience share necessary for survival (Thomson 1993). 
Channel 4 has demonstrated U1at there is a new way for a station lo exist - as a 
'publisher' service - and its approach has been widely imitated (Summers 1992: 15). 
BBC2 has grown in similarity to Channel 4 over the years; their Screen 2 slot is very 
similar to Film on Four and is also Improving the lot of British film. The channel is one of 
Britain's leading film producers through its subsidiary. Film on Four International (FFI) 
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(Collins. Garnham & Locksley. 1988:29). In answer to crillclsms noted earlier of Film on 
Four, its budget was to increase by forty per cent ln 1994, w!U1 U1c possibillty of more 
money if airtime sales continue to grow. This increase will be in the form of more money 
per project. not in more projects (Burnett 1993c:3). The channel has helped finance 
many Irish films including Angel and The Crying Game. and the director of both films. 
Neil Jordan paid it quite a compliment 1n saying, 'If you want to stimulate the film 
industry here you need to disestablish the entire RTE organization ... I would try to make 
it work along lhe lines of Channel 4' (Burke 1993:21). In addition, Channel 4 in 
association with Lloyds Bank Is sponsoring young writers to develop their scripts - the 
resulting productions were shown on the channel in April/May 1994. 
Any perusal of the station's catalogue of new commissions and undertakings 
demonstrates the level of commitment to the station's remit and its function on the part 
of the staff. Hailed as the last bastion of the documentary. the channel continues to 
commission In this area, something it is hoped will not be undermined by its new 
financial situation (Day Lewis 1990:6) The channel has many strengths: it has led the 
field in multicultural programming in granting the area a department and budget of Its 
own (Dhondy 1992:30) and this continues to be a strong part of the Channel 4 schedule. 
The commissioning process, by its very nature offers lhe prospect of pluralism and 
editorial diversity - a requirement of the remit. It Is highly unlikely that the channel wiU 
abandon its publisher status. In fact, it would be impossible. Thus, diversity Is almost 
guaranteed. 
Using current developments to give an overview of the channel's situation at present. the 
remit has not become obsolete. It must continue to provide a distinctive service in order to 
be true to itself (Isaacs 1993:4). 'You do see interesting, different things on Channel 4' 
(Snoddy 1993). The channel's new direction is, in the main. fmancial, its programming 
remains innovative and to a great extent, faithful to the altruistic ideals of 1982. 
Note: This article is an abridged version of a dissertation submitted In part fulfilment of the BSc. In 
Communications, Dublin Institute ofTechnology. 
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Introduction 
Michel Saint-Lauren 
Gaetan Tremblay 
This article examines lhe financial contribution of private television companies to the 
development and production of authentic Canadian programmes. Until the beginning of 
lhe 1980s. all Canadian television stations were under an obligation to produce as wetl 
as broadcast lhe great majority of lheir programming. This constituted a disllnctive 
feature of Canadian broadcasting when compared to what had always been the case in 
the United States, not to mention a fundamental aspect of Canadian broadcasting policy 
since 1958. (It is important to note, however, that for the past several years private US 
television stations have been obliged to use independent producers so as to conform to 
FCC (Federal Communities Commission) directives aimed at blocking the total monopoly 
over programme production and sales by large networks). Needless to say, this approach 
gave rise to heated. and at times acrimonious, debates between supporters of state 
intervention fostering national unity and the expression of Canadian culture by way of 
an indigenous audiovisual sector and advocates of laisser-faire economic policies. Thus 
from 1952 until 1961. the structure of Canadian television was composed of an English-
language and French-language publlc service. In 1961, taking inspiration from Great 
Britain, the state licenced private stations, obligating them to respect the same 
regulations governing the public service. Beginning in 1968. distribution of television 
signals by cable underwent considerable growth, eventually becoming an important 
component of the Canadian broadcasting system. Finally, in 1982, the flrst pay 
television services appeared. to be followed six years later by several specialty channels 
(see Appendlx 1). 
The first section of this article will review the major legislative and regulatory stages 
of Canadian television, stages which testify to lhe government's firm desire to 
canadianlze the television industry. explain the partial lack of success (close to seventy 
per cent of English-language air time Is given over to American programmes), and, above 
all, allow for a better understanding of the strategic change in this regard which 
occurred in the early 1980s. 
The second section will analyse the reaction of Canadian broadcasters to this 
strategic change. It is Important to note that at the beginning of the 1980s, the 
Canadian government modified its main rule of fmancing for television production: from 
that point on, private television companies were obliged not only to contract out a 
portion of their programme production to independent production companies. but also 
to participate in the fmancing of this production. 
It is precisely the financial participation of these broadcasters that this article will 
examine. As such, it will depict the main aspects of this new form of financing. 
Throughout, it will take Into account the fact that the Canadian television industry, 
particularly in recent years. has been beset by structural (small market size and the 
proximity of the powerful American audiovisual industry) and conjunctural (the recent 
arrival of new speciality services and a drop in advertising revenues) difficulties which 
have at times weakened Its economic performance. 
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Legislative Measures 
The 1958 Broadcasting Act 
At the close of the 1950s, the Canadian government found itself confronted with a 
major problem: the 1936 Broadcasting Act, adopted when only radio existed, was 
outdated. A new and clearly lucrative technology had begun to attract the interest of 
Canadian business people. Television was assuming an increasingly greater place in the 
home and was more or less rendering the old Act outmoded. Also, in the strategic spirit 
summarily described above, the government attempted to respond to an immediate 
exigency: the recognition of private television while attempting to define its role and. 
above all, to circumscribe the interest in purchasing American programmes and lllms -
already abundant and lnexpensive- by the largely English-language television sector 
devoted to making profits rather than to the development. of Canadian culture. Its plan 
for a new Canadian broadcasting system. incorporating the private television sector. was 
articulated around lhree major themes: the creation of a national public service in both 
English and French, which was to contribute to the development of Canadian cu lture 
and serve as a model for the private sector; the establishment of common obligations in 
the area of television production for the public service and the private sector; and, lastly. 
the modification of the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation's (CBC) role with a view to 
responding to wishes and criticisms formulated by the private sector. It should be noted 
that. from 1933 to 1958, the CBC had administered the public radio service at the same 
time as it regulated the development of private radio companies. These latter. as well as 
later advocates of the private television sector, considered the CBC's role In reconciling 
the often divergent public objectives and private goals as being one of connict of interest. 
Legislatively. in 1958. parliament adopted the Broadcasting Act. which contained a 
major change: the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation/Societe Radio-Canada 
(CBC/SRC) no longer regulated national broadcasting, the role which had Irritated the 
private sector. The regulation of national system was turned over to an agency 
independent of the CBC/SRC, the Bureau of Broadcast Governors (BBG). Nevertheless, 
the CBC/SRC's preponderant role in the development of Canadian television production 
was maintained , a role which was intended to stimulate the private sector to do likewise. 
Moreover, th e Act expressed the principle that Canadian radio and television 
broadcasting conslitu ted a 'single national system' in which private enterprise was 
supposed to collaborate or at least coexist with the state-run network. To the notion of a 
'single national system'. was associated the principle of 'balanced programmlng'. By this 
was meant a programming variety in which, during a given week, each Canadian could 
find something of interest. Finally, this 'single national system' was to be 'fundamentally 
Canadian in its content and Its structure lour translation)'. 
The 1968 Broadcasting Act 
ln Canada, the late 1960s were a time of a very active nationalism characterized by 
an ambitious programme of canadianization of the ownership of cultural industries, 
with the intention of reinforcing national unity and of employing cultural lndustrtes as a 
fulcrum for the country's economic development. ln political terms, for the newly elected 
( 1968) Liberal government, it was above all a means of countering Quebec nationalist 
demands and of imposing a Canadian presence in the cultural industries - cable and 
cinema, to name but two - whtch until then had been dominated by American 
ownership and products. As well, the government equipped itself with fnsUtulional tools 
(the creation of a Ministry of Communications, the transformation of the Bureau of 
Broadcast Governors into the Canadian Radio and Television Commission (CRTC). 
which was controlled by the Secretary of State for Culture and Communication). 
legislative Instruments (e.g. a law pertaining to the canadianization of ownership of 
cable companies). and financial measures (e.g. a tax deduction for Investment In 
Canadian film production) with a view to realizing its programme. The new Broadcasting 
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Act was inscribed in this project: for the government. it was less a matter of innovating 
than a recall of the political foundations of the Canadian broadcasting system. 
In adopting the 1968 Broadcasting Act, Parliament intended to reaffirm its major 
objectives in the area of radio and television broadcasting while adding important 
nuances. These can be summarized as follows: the system must be 'single': it must be 
'effectively' owned and controlled by Canadians' so as to 'safeguard, enrich and 
strengthen the cultural, political. social and economic fabric of Canada'. It was to 
provide a general and varied programming which offered a 'reasonable, balanced 
opportunity for lhe expression of differing views on matters of public concern·. The 
programming of each broadcaster was to be of 'high standard' and must '(use! 
predominantly Canadian creative and other resources'. 
The 1991 Broadcasting Act 
For the Liberal government. in power since 1968, the early 1980s was a time of 
disillusion and of taking stock. The disillusion derived from the fact that its cultural and 
communications policies, while vigorously promoted, had only enjoyed a relative 
success. While its policies had at least attained Canadian ownership of the major 
broadcasting media (radio, television and cable), they had quite clearly failed in other 
areas: these media, now in Canadian hands. broadcast a large proportion of foreign, 
essentially American, products. Three factors can explain this failure: 
• a real absence of political will in securing the interest of the private sector; 
• this absence of political will manifested itself in the less than vigorous application of 
Canadian content norms by the CRTC; 
• the resistance of the private sector, English-language for the most part, which 
preferred low-cost American productions. 
In short, in the early 1980s the review of the situation was disappointing: il became 
necessary to create a Canadian audiovisual industry. But the Canadian state, caught up 
in a severe economic crisis , no longer had the means to realize its policies and , 
fortunately in its view. the failure of the 1980 Quebec independence referendum. had 
forever. it hoped. removed the threat of Quebec nationalism. As such. a new strategy 
slowly articulated itself, which would be maintained and at times amplified by the 
Conservative government (1984-1993) : lhe disassociation of the state from the 
audiovisual sector to the benefit of the private sector or, in other words, a de-
politicization of this sector to foster a greater commercialization. Among other things, 
the 1991 Broadcasting Act confirmed this objective. 
This version of the Broadcasting Act adopted in 1991. while not questioning prior 
legislative gains concerning Canadian ownership and the primacy of Canadian content, 
nevertheless contains important modifications. For the first time, the government 
explicitly recognized that the Canadian broadcasting system is composed of three 
elements: public, private and community. Moreover, the distinct character of French-
language television was underlined: 'English and French language broadcasting, while 
sharing common aspects. operate under different conditions and may have different 
requirements'. Lastly. and not without interest for the present analysis, great care was 
taken to indicate that the programming should 'include a significant contrtbutlon from 
the Canadian independent production sector'. 
The regulatory agency 
At the same time as it adopted its 1958 Broadcasting Act, Parliament created the 
Bureau of Broadcast Governors (BBG). This agency was given a mandate to oversee the 
operation and the development of the Canadian broadcasting system while 
simultaneously regulating the public service and lhe private radio and television 
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industries. While the increase of Canadian content was not the Bureau's only objective, 
its first measures, as well as those which were to follow, were aimed at establishing 
programming norms. To cite but one example, the BBG, following a process much too 
complex to describe here2 , sought to Impose a general norm: 55 per cent of programming 
was to be Canadian in terms of its character and tenor. But, given the avalanche of 
protests by private broadcasters, the Bureau found itself obliged to adopt a series of 
modifications that would diminish the reach of this norm. 
In 1968, the Canadian Radio and Television Commission (CRTC)- the mandate of 
which remained unchanged except for the 1976 addition of the telecommunicatipns 
sector. that is, the regulation and management of the national broadcasting system now 
included the public service (radio and television) and private radio, television, cable, 
telephone and satellite broadcasting industries - took over from the BBG, without. 
however, faring any better than its predecessor. While it succeeded in imposing a general 
norm of sixty per cent of Canadian content for the public and private sectors as a whole 
- the rule is, however, fifty per cent during prime time (18:00 to 24:00) for private 
broadcasters - the CRTC remains an object of passive resistance by private television 
broadcasters. 
Radio and television broadcasters 
Composed primarily of owners of private radio and television networks. this group 
has always been opposed to any form of government intervention in the domain of radio 
and television broadcasting, and it has never appreciated the various regulatory efforts, 
particularly with regard to Canadian content. Partisans of a laisser-faire philosophy, the 
owners have always preferred to rely on market forces. For this reason they never cease 
to advocate values such as the freedom of choice of citizens and the diversity of sources 
of programming, thereby occluding the low-cost acquisition of largely American 
programmes. They favour the pursuit of maximum profits and regulations which allow 
offering viewers what 'they' want. ln brief, they will never accept the idea of becoming 
'the defenders of the national conscience,' except, obviously, when the CRTC adopts 
measures and norms that coincide with their own interests. 
As for television broadcasters, seduced by the American audiovisual model 
separating the diverse functions of the production process, they have never entirely 
accepted the triple responsibility incumbent upon them by law and by regulation: to 
become producers (invest financially in the creation of Canadian programmes), 
programmers (conceive a programming fare that allow considerable place for Canadian 
produ ctions). broadcasters (develop an infrastructure and the technical means to 
provide high-quality signals to local and regional audiences). For them, culture (a 
political project) and economics (the obligation to maximize projects) must never be 
confused. 
Thus, since the creation of the CRTC, lhe private sector", largely English-language, 
though its francophone counterpart has not always been beyond criticism in this regard, 
has never ceased to express many reservations about Canadian content. On the one 
hand, private broadcasters have employed various means to get around the major 
obligation imposed upon them by law: minimal investments in the production of 
Canadian programmes; permanenl contestation of CRTC regulation s; programming 
strategies - especially during prime time - which minimally respect the letter and the 
spirit of Canadian content norms. On the other hand, the CRTC could not r emain 
indifferent to these tactics: it constantly revised its quantitative norms concerning 
Canadian content; 1t also issued serious warnings to the private sector and establish ed 
precise production conditions for licence holders. It must be admitted that these 
measures did result in a certain level of production of Canadian programmes. The CRTC 
has perhaps countered its own initiatives by its at times sympathetic, some would say 
realistic, attitude vis-a-vis the private sector's economic arguments. Others would argue 
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that the regulatory agency has simply been lax in not disciplining broadcasters resistant 
to policies aimed at CanadianiZing the airwaves. 
In 1979, the CRTC could only note the failure of its policy regarding the 
canadianization of the airwaves and lbe preponderant influence of American 
programmes. This recognition, it needs to be said, is paradoxical in light of the CRTC's 
simultaneous condemnation of the public and private sectors. In lhis connection, let us 
recall, by means of an excerpt from the CRTC decision cited at the beginning of this 
article, the somewhat surprising assertion 'the relative inability of the public and private 
elements of the system to produce sufficient distinctive Canadian programming .. .' 
This paradox is not Without interest since it contains a euphemism ('the relative 
inability'), if not an omission: the real causes of lhe failure. The CRTC's inability to 
constrain or at least convince private broadcasters to assume fully their responsibilities 
as well as the latter's reluctance significantly contributed to weakening a distinctive 
characteristic of Canadian broadcasting vis-a-vis the American system: the producer-
programmer-broadcaster. This characteristic, for most of the public sector. did not 
disappear but was significantly diminished. 
This acknowledgement of failure was laden with consequences. To begin with, it led 
to the CRTC's new strategy: in attempting to occlude its own weaknesses, or to limit 
their impact. and in not insisting on the private sector's willful inertia, it shifted the 
blame onto the shoulders of the system as a whole. Because the system failed, there was 
a need for a global solution: whence the idea of resorting to the independent Canadian 
audiovisual production sector for certain types of programmes. 
The 1980s 
The federal government, Liberal u ntil 1984, then assumed by the Conservatives. 
seized upon the CRTC's severe criticism of the system as an occasion for profoundly 
rethinking the broadcasting strategy elaborated at the beginning of the 1960s. It needs 
to be mentioned that, at the time, a neo-liberal ideology infused the national political 
sphere, and the state - faced with a severe recession - was in serious financial 
trouble. These two factors influenced the decision to re-examine the state's Intervention 
in the televisual sector. Llttle by little, by means of policy statements, based on the 
CRTC's assessment and the recommendations contained in the Report of the Federal 
Cultural Policy Review Committee (1982). a new strategy was developed, one which can 
be summarized in four main points. 
1. Conceiving new objectives 
Through a series of policy statements•. the following objectives are articulated: 
• There is an attempt to specialize the activities of public corporations such as the 
CBC and the National Film Board (NFB). The CBC ls invited to play a role 
complementing that of the private sector while contributing to the development of the 
private television production industry by a more frequent recourse to independent 
producers. And. the NFB is pressed to de-emphasize its production activities in 
favour of slowly becoming a specialized centre for training and research in the art 
and technique of film and video. 
• Secondly, there is a fostering of the consolidation of the independent production 
sector into television and cinematographic domains. The private Canadian film and 
video industry is viewed as the key to growth within the perspective of an economo-
technological tum. 
The 1984 election of a Conservative government only served to reinforce the trend of 
directly supporting the private audiovisual production sector. 
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2. Transformation of the public production sector 
For reasons of coherence. this new orientation entailed a progressive disengagement 
from the production sector. As such , the State substantially reduced its financial 
support of public undertakings such as the CBC and the NFB, while obliging them to 
contribute significantly to stimulating and fostering the development of Independent 
production companies. ln fact. the State's intervention has increasingly tended to 
concentrate on the consolidation of the various components of the independent film and 
Video industry. As we shall see below, the 1983 transformation of the Canadian Film 
Development Corporation (CFDC) into Telefilm Canada, the creation. in 1983. of a 
Canadian Broadcast Programme Development Fund and the 1986 creation of a Feature 
Film Fund bear witness of the transformation of the State's role into that of financial 
backer of independent production. 
3. ReguJatory constraints 
As mentioned above, In 1979, the CRTC drew a sombre portrait of the results 
obtained by the policy of Canadianizing the airwaves which had been in place for several 
years . Also, when the Canadian government took to the idea of developing an 
independent audiovisual production sector, adopted an attendant policy, and 
established financial mechanisms to support its new actiVities, the CRTC. once again for 
reasons of coherence, could only support this initiative. Since then, the CRTC's strategy 
has reposed on two major elements: licence conditions and the granting of new licences. 
With respect to the former, television broadcasters, whose new role is to invest in 
independent audioVisual production, are now given investment conditions by the CRTC. 
This type of constraint has two aspects: for private broadcasters, the CRTC can either 
determine the global amount they must allocate to independent production during the 
period of their licence or specify annual spending as well as the categories of programme 
to be targeted5 • For the public sector, that is, CBC/SRC, rather than fixing a global sum 
for the licence period, the CRTC bas established a quantitative norm for programme 
purchases. As for the accordmg of new licences, the CRTC's objective is quite clear: by 
means of the multiplication of programming niches, particularly the creation of 
specialized or thematic networks, it attempts to increase as much as possible the supply 
of Canadian programmes and thus set in motion a momentum favourable to 
independent production6 • 
Broadcasters were now investors and partners in a government initiative. Their role 
of broadcasters evolved and was submitted to new rules of the game: it was the State, 
through the CRTC, which now sanctioned the amount television broadcasters would 
devote to independent audioVisual production. 
4. Establishment of a financial instrument 
The federal government's strategy is quite s imple: it chose a single agency- Telefilm 
Canada - to manage the funds earmarked for the development of audiovisual 
production. ln the tradition of Canadian politics, Communications Canada7 designated 
the agency's major objectives in order to control its actiVities at a distance. 
As su ch , since 1 July. 1983, following an agreement between Com munications 
Canada and CFDC, the latter has overseen a fund- the lion's share of which comprises 
the Canadian Broadcast Programme Development Fund and the Feature Film Fund -
intended to support the growth of a privately owned Canadian independent production 
industry. 
Notwithstanding the fact that CFDC's (since known as Telelllm Canada) mandate has 
been modi.fied and clarified over the years, i t has always pursued, with respect to 
teleVision, two major objectives. The first8 aims at increasing the number of high-quality 
Canadian programmes with a View to attracting a Canadian audience during prime time 
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viewi ng hours - particularly the anglophone audience attracted by American 
programmes. The second9 seeks. by a massive injection of money. to develop a televtston 
production industry in the Canadian private sector and to redress the structural 
problems this sector has always had 10• To this end, Telefilm Canada has always invested 
money in three major categories of television programrnlng: drama. variety. and 
children's programming, to which documentaries were added ln 1985. 
Called upon to play a major role as an investor in and a broadcaster of mainly 
Canadian programming, have television broadcasters subscribed to this new orientation 
enshrined in the national broadcasting policy? Have they come up with significant 
amounts of money in order to support the emergence and maintenance of an 
independent television industry? 
In attempting to answer these questions, we have dfvtded the next section into two 
parts: in the first, we describe, with the help of statistical data. the behaviour of 
television broadcasters with regard to the financing of independent television 
production. In the second part, we attempt to isolate certain factors which explain this 
behaviour. 
Major financing trends 
Overview 
According to our calculations. based on Teleillm's 1985 to 1991 armual reports". 
$1.5 billion was officially spent for the production of independent Canadian 
programmes. While Telefilm Canada invested $472.2 million, television broadcasters 
collectively came up with $212.2 million. The balance came from various sources: the 
NFB, provincial funding agencies (SOGIC, SDICO. B.C. Film Fund, etc). and private 
investors. 
Public sector 
The public sector's (Francophone as much as anglophone) financial input is far from 
negligible: more than $127 million or roughly sixty per cent of television broadcasters' 
Investments. Investments by francophone public broadcasters amounted to $42.8 
million out of more than $127 m111ion (thirty four per cent), and were made tn two 
phases: a reduction followed by an increase. During the first phase. 1985- 1990, there 
was a considerable drop: funds earmarked for independent production went from $7.5 
million to $2.9 million. In the second phase, 1991 and 1992. the increase was 
spectacular: respectively $7.1 million and $12.3 million in investments. 
For anglophone broadcasters. the inverse was the case: sustained growth from 1985 
to 1990 ($10.6 million to $17.7 million, for a growth rate of sixty seven per cent). 
followed by successive reductions In 1991 and 1992. which established the budget for 
independent productions at $12.9 million. 
Private sector 
This sector. t.l-Je francophone component of which accounted for thirty two per cent or 
$26.9 million. did not follow the same trends as its public counterpart. From 1985 to 
1990, investment is uneven. ofien increasing. while at times dropping. but displaying an 
Interesting feature: the significant participation by private francophone investors more 
often than not attenuated reductions by private anglophone investors. Despite this, 
however. the gap, in 1990, was considerable: anglophone investment ($13.5 million) is 
a lmost six times greater than francophone investment ($2. 3 mlllion) . Afterwards, 
however, a new trend develops: francophone private investors financed so much 
independent production Lhat. in 1992, in contrast to their $7.1 million invested, 
anglophone investments dropped to $5.6 million. It Is worth noting here that Quebec's 
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population, 80% of which is francophone. accounts for 25.3% of Canada's total 
population 12 • 
This overview of public and private investment activity provides an interesting 
observation- though it is too soon to know whether it represents a new, and perhaps 
persistent, trend or a purely conjunctural phenomenon: despite its difficult beginnings, 
Investment by francophone television broadcasters seems to be increasing; between 
1985 and 1992, there was a considerable increase in sums invested by public 
broadcasters (a gain of $4.9 million or sixty five per cent) and a more than sharp 
increase in private broadcasters' Investments (an increase of nearly $6.3 million or m?re 
than 700 per cent). With respect to the latter group, it must be pointed out that their 
investments at the beginning were practically non-existent. As for anglophone investors, 
after a promising start, there was a serious slow-down: between 1985 and 1992, public 
sector Investment was reduced by 22 per cent (a loss of nearly $2.3 million), and cuts In 
private sector investment were considerable: $7.9 million or 58 per cent. ln sum. despite 
considerable population differences. francophone broadcasters are now investing more 
than anglophone broadcasters in independent audiovisual production ($19.4 million 
versus $18.6 million). 
Causes of the observed trends 
While It Is true that both public and private investment allowed for an increase in the 
number of Canadian programmes broadcast on television. this increase did not stem the 
flow of American products and the attrgction they had for English and, at times, French 
viewers in Canada. However, it Is Impossible to quantify the cost of purchases of 
American films, tele-serles, variety programmes and video-clips by Canadian 
broadcasters. Given intense competition and programme strategies, these data are 
highly confidential. Nevertheless. two serious indices allow for the measuring of the 
influence of American products on Canadian broadcasting. The first concerns English-
language viewers: over the past several years, surveys conducted by Nielsen and the 
Bureau of Broadcast Measurement (BBM) - two companies specializing in radio and 
television audience analysis - regularly shoJ.. that in English Canada, on a weekly basis 
for the fall and winter seasons, nine out the ten most popular programmes are produced 
in the United States. The inverse Is true for French Canada, principally Quebec: nine 
out of the ten most popular programmes are produced locally. From time to time a very 
successful American programme (e.g. Dallas) will find itself in the top ten. Another 
index, this time economic: C1V. Canada's major private network, has for years respected 
only the letter of the law requiring fifty per cent Canadian content during prime lime 
viewing hours (18:00 to 23:00). Despite criticisms, C1V insists on showing the better 
part of Its American programming between 20:00 and 22:00. The reasons? Large 
audiences generate significant advertising revenues. 
This being said, several factors can account for the various investment trends that 
we have analyzed. But the purpose of the present article Is not to give an exhaustive 
account. Rather, it is to give a succinct account of the main causes of these fluctuations. 
French-language public sector 
This sector consists essentially of the French-language division of the CBC (Societe 
Radio-Canada (SRC)) and Radio-Quebec, an educational broadcaster. In 1987, these two 
organizations proposed important measures intended to foster the development of 
12. Source: Statistics 
Canada. catalogue 91-210. 
independent production. The first Involved an ambitious project to 'canadianize' 13. cRTC. 1987:103. 
television programming in which at least forty per cent of certain programme categories 
would be filled With purchases of Independent Canadian productions'3 • The second 
proposed that at least twenty per cent of production be given over to independent 
production companies". Despite serious financial efforts to attain these objectives, for a 
time both projects were cutback. Severe budget cuts imposed by the federal and 
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provincial governments on their respective broadcasting services, as well as a drop in 
advertising revenues (a drop which rendered SRC vulnerable because of tts increasing 
reliance on the small French-language advertising market10). slowed the initial rate of 
investment. 
English-language public sector 
The CBC Is practically the only agency to invest Important sums In Telefilm Canada's 
programme. The amount invested by educational broadcasters Is almost insignificant. 
Despite the budget cuts mentioned above. CBC managed to see its way clear. Wilh 
higher advertising revenues than its French-language counterpart and by a series of 
administrative moves 11 , not only did It realize its 'canadlanization' objectives and 
substantially increase Its Independent production budget. but it now purchases fifty per 
cent17 of Its programming from independent producers. 
French-language private sector 
Initially, Tele-Metropole, the major private French-language broadcaster, was 
reluctant to invest In a development fund, the main objective of which was to aid 
English-language production, and half of which was reserved for the public broadcaster. 
Nevertheless. the obtention of a broadcasting licence in 1985 by CFCF- a Montreal 
corporation which already held a licence for Quebec's only English-language television 
station (affiliated with CTV) - to operate a second French-language network In 
Montreal, as well as the January 1987 acquisition of Tele-Metropole by the Groupe 
Videotron (also known for its activities in cable and in telephony in the London region) 
should have resulted in a massive injection of money into independent production. In 
effect. the promises made by these two organizations to the CRTC amounted to almost 
$25 million. And, indeed, for a brief period CFCF and Videotron did increase their 
investments in Telefilm Canada's programme. Afterwards, however. the situation 
changed. Citing difficult economic times. an important drop in advertising revenues, 
Intense competition among French-language broadcasters - Including educational 
television and specialty services - for advertising dollars18, not to mention unfair 
competitive practices by SRC with regard to programming (i.e. an at times similar 
programming schedule which resulted in a drop in viewers). these two corporations 
reduced their investments in independent production. However, in 1991, they began 
anew to invest heavily in independent production, having undoubtedly understood that 
the Telefllm Canada fund could, from time to time, serve as a financial lever for the 
production of programmes the costs of which are constantly rising. 
English-language private sector 
The CTV network, leader of the English-language private sector, has always been very 
reticent with respect to the production of Canadian programming. In its view, it stands 
to lose millions of dollars by broadcasting Canadian programmes instead of American 
19. Girard-Peters. 1991:41. productlons19• In spite of this stance, at its March 1987 licence renewal, the CRTC 
imposed precise conditions regarding investment in Canadian production. The network 
was obliged to broadcast, In 1991-92, a weekly minimum of 4.5 hours of dramatic 
programming during prime time viewing hours. However, the network did not comply 
with this minimum, invoking the reasons given above. Once again. in 1993, in studying 
CTV's five-year licence renewal application, the CRTC discovered (sic!) CTV's non-
compliance of its earlier directives. This time, the CRTC 'demanded' that CTV broadcast. 
on an annual basis, forty eight hours of dramatic programming, mini-series and series. 
as well as invest. during 1994-95, $18 million for Canadian variety programming. 
Though not necessarily representative of all English-language broadcasters. CTVs 
attitude Is indicative of a malaise. When it is noted that over a period of six years 
English-language viewership of programming financed by Telefilm Canada went from 
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four per cent to twelve per cent (a slight increase of eight per cent"0), it is not difficult to 
understand the reticence of many broadcasters. 
Certain factors of varying degrees of Importance can explain the behaviour of these 
broadcasters: the sharp increase, In the English-language sector. of the hourly cost of 
programmes. which went from $499 thousand in 1987 to $711 thousand in 199021 ; the 
fact that the GLOBAL network - now owned by Canwest (Winnipeg) - reluctant to pay 
broadcast rights of 30 per cent in order to gain access to Telefilm Canada funding, opted 
to negotiate directly with independent producers22: and. finally. Telefllm Canada's stated 
objective of backing programmes wfth wide-audience appeal went against the lnterest of 
independent television stations and English-language educational broadcasters with 
small markets and narrow mandates». 
Summary 
In light of the above. can It be maintained that the CFDC's (Telefilm Canada) 
objective of involving television broadcasters ln the financing of independent national 
production was successfully achlc::vc::d? 
It cannot be derued that. lf only quantitatively. Investment In the production of 
Canadian programmes, public and private. francophone and anglophone, resulted ln the 
growth of the national repertoire of television programmes vis-a-vis the imposing supply 
of American programming. This growth also resulted in the attraction of more viewers, 
particularly English-language ones. But this is a limited gain. 
Another equally modest gain is to be found in the increased participation of 
francophone broadcasters in audiovisual production. In 1985-86. the total francophone 
production budget was close to $65.5 million. Telefilm Canada contributed $23.7 million 
(36.2 per cent). while $8.3 million (12.7 per cent) came from television broadcasters. 
Today, the same budget has grown to $112.4 million, Telefllm Canada's subventions 
having Increased by $4.3 million - proportionately speaklng, however. this sum now 
only represents 29.7 per cent. Between 1985 and 1992. the share of television 
broadcasters increased by $11.1 mllllon, that is, from 12.7 per cent to 20.7 per cent. 
This increase partially fulfils Teleftlm Canada's objective of replacing, while keeping 
economic realities in mind, State support by a more active participation of the television 
mllieu. 
We speak here of a modest gain or a partial success because in the more Important 
anglophone market, this objective has not at all been attained. Between 1985 and 1992, 
Telefllm Canada reduced its participation from 37.7 per cent to 30.9 per cent, though Its 
aid in absolute terms went from $42.4 million to $45.8 million. However. private 
broadcasters did not support the State's dlsengagement24 : out of a total budget of $14 7.9 
million. for 1991-92, they only accounted for $18.6 mlllion or 12.5 per cent. But, in 
1985, they contributed $24.2 million or 21.5 per cent of the total budget for independent 
production. 
To be sure, it is undeniable that the nature of their market influences the behaviour 
of television broadcasters. Despite a difficult economic situation - drastic budget 
reductions in the public sector. heightened competition with the arrival of new channels, 
drops in ~dvertising revenues, etc .. francophone broadcasters have little choice25: given 
that the market has been shaped by local products. if only because of linguistic factors. 
they are obliged to invest In these types of projects to satisfy the tastes of their 
audiences. As for anglophone broadcasters. the situation Is different: not having 
experienced a real economic crisis, television broadcasters seem to have lost interest in 
Independent production. 1\vo questions arise: Is the CBC's ambitious project of giving 
half of Its production over to the privale audiovisual sector running out of steam? Does 
the private sector view its investment as unprofitable because of the slow growth of 
viewers for Canadian English-language programmes and the always preponderant 
attraction of American programming? 26 
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Nevertheless. one fact, not the least, is clear: the weak participation of private 
broadcasters in the nnancing of programmes produced by independent production 
firms. We understand that a funding policy and programme aiming at the development 
of a private Canadian television production industry entails a long and complex process. 
But after nine years of existence, for six of which we have relatively complete data. 
Telefilm Canada has hardly generated enthusiasm among private broadcasters, who, il 
must be admitted, have had to face various problems. These latter have accounted for 
only six per cent of the total budget for independent production. If we add together State 
funding. that is, Telefilm Canada's thirty two per cent and the nearly nine per cent 
furnished by public television, we come up with forty one per cent. And this percentage 
does not include past and present government largesses tn the form of tax shelters and 
tax credits. While the economic Impact of these measures is difficult to measure. 
according to well-informed sources tn the audiovisual milieu it has nevertheless been 
significant. 
All of this indicates just how wide the gap is between State support and investment 
by private television broadcasters. In other words, the State - primarily the federal 
government - remains lhe major player in its own policy. Let us reformulate the 
CRTC's recognition of the state of affairs in its 1992 version: · ... the real ineptitude of the 
private sector to invest sufficiently tn the production of a Canadian programming of 
excellence and wide appeal'. 
Note: English language translation by Richard Ashley. 
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Appendix 1 
The Canadian Broadcasting System 
Public Sector 
Public Broadcasters 
CBC (National English-Language Service) 
Societe Radio-Canada (National French-Language Service) 
Educational Broadcasters 
Radio-Quebec (French. mostly in Quebec) 
'IVOntario/La Chaine fran~se (French and English. mostly in Ontario) 
Access (English. mostly in Alberta) 
Knowledge (English. mostly in British Columbia) 
Sen (English. mostly in Saskatchewan) 
Private Sector 
Conventional Broadcasters 
C1V (English. national private network) 
C1V - Affiliates (English) 
Canwest Global (English, mostly In Ontario and Western Canada) 
CBC - Mfiliates (French and English) 
Independent Stations (English) 
Tele-Metropole (French. mostly in Quebec) 
Television Quatre-Saisons (French. mostly in Quebec) 
Pay Television 
First Choice (English, movies) 
Super Channel (English. movies) 
Super Ecran (French, movies) 
Family Channel (English, children and family-oriented programing) 
Specialty Services 
Canal Famille (French, children and family-oriented programing) 
1V5 (French, programmes from France, Belgium, etc.) 
Vision 1V (English) 
Y1V (English. children and family-oriented programing) 
Much Music (English. video clips) 
Musique plus (French. video clips) 
The Sports Network (English, sports) 
Le Reseau des Sports (French. sports) 
Meteomedia/Weather Now (French and English. continuous weather reports) 
Newsworld (CBC. national English-language news and information service, 
24 hours a day) 
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Devils and angels: the rise of Irish 
telethon television 
Eoin Devereux 
Introduction 
In this article I wish to examine the Issue of how the media portray the Irish poor 
with particular reference to the emergence of fund-raising or telethon television. This 
study is part of a larger project which examines how the lr1sh national public service 
broadcasting organization, Radio Telefts Elreann (RTE), portrays poverty and the poor 
through an examination of fund-raising television, factual television (news, current 
affairs and documentaries) and fictional accounts of poverty (television drama) over a 
twelve month per1od. My project represents a significant departure from the existing 
debate about poverty and the media In an Irish context in that previous research' has 
almost exclusively focused on newspaper coverage of this question.2 In this article I 
discuss the emergence of charity television in Ireland; the form and structure of RTE's 
bi-armual telethon People In Need; I then discuss the messages about poverty and the 
poor through an examination of four filmed segments3 which were broadcast dur1ng the 
telethon In 1992; I conclude by questioning the appropriateness of media responses of 
this sort to problems such as poverty and need. 
Emergence of charity television in Ireland 
Although particular examples of charitable activities by RTE television and radio may 
be found If we sift through the annals of its history', there have been radical changes in 
the activities of RTE and other media organizations since the mid-1980s.5 The 
emergence of fund-raising or telethon television represents a significant shift for RTE 
not only In terms of a change In programming style, but also In terms of Its perceived 
role and function. It is perhaps no accident that telethon television has emerged at a 
time when the Irish State is retreating from its provider role and adopting a strict 
monetarist stance in relation to spending. As we w111 discuss later on in this paper, 
whether RTE as a public service broadcasting organization should be seen to shore up 
such activities through organizing large scale fund-raising activities with little or no 
reference to the causes of such problems, or should in fact be more concerned with 
uncovering the sources of inequality remains an important issue worthy of 
consideration. For our more immediate purposes however, the telethon Is a new 
television genre to which RTE gives over a great deal of its time and resources0 on a bi-
annual basts, and In doing so is forced to acknowledge repeatedly over a period of 
usually twelve to fourteen hours that Inequality and poverty exists In Irish society. 
The telethon is different from other television genres in a number of respects: (1) it 
marks the entry of contemporary television into a fund-raising role; (2) it involves the 
suspension of normal television programming; (3) it Is particularly lengthy, usually 
taking on a 'marathon' format; (4) It involves the participation of well known 
personalities from the worlds of entertainment. politics and sport; (5) it has a significant 
amount of audience participation in terms of both the audience as fund-raisers and as 
subscribers; (6) it offers the opportunity (theoretically at any rate) to gain a greater 
Insight Into the world of the poor through the use of filmed segments and interviews; (7) 
it does not attempt to challenge the status quo, and proffers the notion that charitable 
solutions are lhe answers to social problems such as poverty and unemployment; (8) it 
places great emphasis on the (heroic and sometimes unusual) activities of individuals. 
groups and communities who have raised moneys for ·good causes'. 
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In a brief but very useful critique of the emergence of telethon television in a British 
context. Peter Golding notes the paradox which is involved In this type of television 
programming. 
The paradox for the government is that in unleashing the charitable 
tiger it has barely held on to Its tail. The land is alight with stark and 
forceful images of homelessness, child abuse, the old, the sick and 
the lonely as the iconographers of plenty have been let loose on the 
underside ofThatcherite Britain (Golding, 1991:51). 
Paradoxically. Golding notes that despite all the coverage given to the poor on these 
television spectaculars. the actual amount which the public are giving to charity has In 
fact decreased from £1.97 per month in 1990 to £1.28 per month in 1991. With the 
exception of recent work by Ruddle and O'Connor (1993) there is in fact very little 
known about charity trends in Ireland. A pertinent question for future research to ask 
might be whether existing charities have been affected by new fund-raising of the 
telethon ldnd. 
We can trace the devdulJmc:nl uf ldt:lhon television back to the early 1980s. Elayne 
Rapping (1983) for example notes In an American context that in excess of sixty 
television stations around the US had by 1983 devoted some of their prime time slots to 
'Job-A-Thons'. 7 The 1985 'Live Aid' fund-raising concert however represents a major 
shift in the media's role and relationship towards poverty and inequality. Seen world-
wide by millions of viewers, this spectacular televized rock concert raised millions of 
pounds for the starving and destitute of the developing world. For a very brief period of 
lime iL focused the developed world's attention on African poverty and inequality, 
although Its critics were quick to point out the contradictory Images of millionaire 
conscience stricken rock stars telling their audience to give to the African poor, of whom 
we were given only occasional glimpses. throughout the event. The dominant messages 
of 'Live Aid' were: (1) existing political structures both in the developed and developing 
worlds have failed the starving and poor of Africa; (2) charily represents a (short-term) 
solution to these problems; (3) the communications industry, whether it be through the 
record/music business or through television, radio and newspapers have a role to play 
in attempting to alleviate poverty and inequality through fund-raising. 
Given the amount of media attention dedicated to this event and the central role 
played by an Irishman (Bob GeldoO In Initiating both the Band Aid organization and Lhe 
'Live Aid' concert, it is nol surprising that RTE gave this concert Its full support. Perhaps 
more Importantly for our purposes. is the fact that the format adopted by 'Live Aid' was 
to be used as a mechanism by RTE and other media organizations in the new fund-
raising role in which they found themselves. In Britain 'Comic Relief and 'Children in 
Need' have emerged as an annual feature on television, whUst In Ireland. 'Live Aid' was 
to be followed up by three home based telethons; 'Self Aid' In 1986 which was directed at 
solving unemployment; 'A Light In the Dark' in 1992 to raise funds for the starving of 
Somalia, and 'People in Need' which had a broader focus on disadvantaged groups In 
1988. 1990 and 1992. 
The 'People in Need' telethon Is organized by RTE In conjunction with the 'People in 
Need''l'rust which was established in 1988. According to Its chairman Dr. P. J. Moriarty, 
the trust has the objective of· ... raising money on a national scale for the smaller and 
lesser known charitable organizations which, for one reason or another, were unable to 
raise sufficient funds for themselves.' In May 1992, the third 'People In Need' telethon on 
RTE television raised £2 million which was distributed to 644 organizations in the 
Republic of Ireland, including those providing services for the handicapped, the 
homeless, the elderly and deprived children. The telethon Idea has not been without lts 
critics however. During the broadcast of the programme upon which this paper Is based, 
a group of unemployed people picketed the gates of RTE protesting against the idea that 
charitable solutions were the answers to serious social problems such as u nemployment 
and poverty! Added to this. were further criticisms of the event from the broadcaster 
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and champion of the rights of the disabled. Donal Toolan. In an interview between 
Toolan and Joe DuffY during the 1992 Telethon programme. Toolan criticized telethon 
television. Liking the telethon to Christmas, he said that · ... the people who give mosl at 
Chrisbnas, are the people who need most. People with disabilities aren't terribly happy 
with the notion of fund-raising as a mechanism of solving whal are political Issues' 
adding that we should realise that the telethon · ... is not going to solve the poverty Issue 
in this country'. 
C'mon Everybody? People in need 1992: form and structure 
The 1992 'People in Need' telethon was broadcast by RTE 1 and Network 2 on 8 May. 
Lasting over twelve hours it raised £2 million for Irish charities. For several weeks 
beforehand, the programme's advertising campaign was heavily featured in RTE's 
advertising schedules. Having adopted Eddie Cochrane's rock and roll classic song 
'C'mon Everybody' as its anthem, the campaign encouraged 'everybody' to get Involved In 
no matter how small a way in the telethon's events. The advertising campaign featured 
familiar faces from RTE's radio and television networks and suggested to the viewers to 
organ12e fund-raising events in the.ir localities, workplaces or schools. The telethon was 
promoted therefore by an advertising strategy which gave the impression of being 
inclusive. The notion of involving 'everybody' is patently at odds with the very reason 
why the telethon might be deemed to be necessary in the first place, namely that there 
a re groups of people who are poor by being both materially deprived and socially 
excluded. 
In terms of the form and structure of the programme itself, the 1992 'People in Need' 
telethon had three distinct features: (1) a major part of the programme was based in the 
main RTE television studio, where audience members could ring in to a group of celebrity 
telephonists and pledge money for the telethon's fund; (2) the programme had a series of 
links with other celebrities at various locations throughout the country who reported on 
the fund-raising activities in the region from which they were reporting: (3) the programme 
also featured a nwnber of filmed segments of people who were in need of charity. 
The studio based part of the telethon featured an auction of otherwise expensive 
household goods for which viewers could pledge money. Sponsorship by native and 
multinational companies played a central role in the make up of the programme. thus 
offering us the message that the business sector were doing their bit for charily. 
Throughout the programme we were reminded of three things; ( l) we (the Irish) are a 
great nation of givers; (2) the money pledged was going to ·good causes'. or in other 
words only to those who deserve our assistance or charity; (3) the donations made were 
guaranteed to be given to groups at work in the area/region in which the donors live. 
The links to the telethon studio from the outside broadcast units throughout the 
country again underpinned this notion that the Irish are ·great' when it comes to giving 
to deserving causes. Given the fund-raising function of the programme, there was 
perhaps understandably a great deal of attention on how much money had in fact been 
pledged by the viewers. Thus the programme was interspersed with accounts of how 
much the latest tally amounted to, reaching a crescendo when £2 million pounds had 
finally been reached. 9 
The outside broadcast links featured Individuals and communities involved In 
spectacular, heroic or unusual events. Schoolchildren raised money by paying to be 
allowed to come to school in casual clothes: In another instance a man bungt-jumped on 
a bicycle. Invariably, when companies sponsored a particular event or were simply 
making a donation to the telethon fund. they would present the programme reporter 
with a cheque exaggerated In its physical size. emblazoned with the company logo. thus 
availing of free advertising on the national airwaves. 
The third, and for our purposes most interesting, feature of the form and structure of 
the telethon was the fact that the programme featured nine filmed segments of groups 
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and Individuals who needed our help. Given the marathon length of the telethon. the 
segments themselves, taken together. lasted a mere eleven minutes and four seconds, 
and even allowing for the fact that a number of them were repeated twice during the 
telethon, it is clear thal the programme's primary function was to focus on the activities 
of the helpers of the 'deserving' and not on the 'deserving· themselves. Just who the 
programme makers chose as examples of people in need and how their story was told is 
perhaps of more fundamental importance. It is the deserving poor who get most 
attention in these segments and even where groups who might otherwise be demonized 
such as the young homeless, the young unemployed and the long term unemployed are 
given coverage. they are portrayed as the deserving poor because the examples used are 
those of the homeless and unemployed who are doing something about their situation 
with the help of the subscribers to 'People in Need'. Those segments fitting neatly into 
the 'deserving' poor category were ones which dealt with a child abuse programme 
(1:57); the mentally handicapped (1:57}; the physically handicapped (1:28); autism 
(1:30): the elderly (1:28); cancer care (1:30). In the remaining three segments which 
dealt with a youlh unemployment project (1 :25): the personal experience of 
unemployment (1 :27) and a centre for homeless boys with drug addiction problems 
(1:57), the stories dealt with groups and individuals who are often rejected as the 
undeserving poor. Yet in all three cases the segments again featured those who were 
doing something about their situation and thus deserving of our help. In all but one of 
the nine appeals shown throughout lhe telethon, the filmed segments featured what I 
have referred to earlier in this study as the agents of the poor. A great deal of time was 
given over to those who are working either on a professional or voluntary basis for the 
poor or needy. Given the specific fund-raising function of these pieces of film. an 
identifiable set of production techniques were used by the programme makers, ranging 
from using 'appropriate' background music and songs with relevant lyrics, to using 
different styles of fllming. Those who are the agents of the poor are shot speaking to 
camera in real time, whilst the poor themselves are shot In real time, in s ilhouette, and 
In the particular case of those suffering from a mental or physical handicap in slow 
motion. In the following section I examine in greater detail the messages of four of these 
nine filmed segments. I have chosen to examine the three pieces of fllm that make 
appeals on behalf of those who might otherwise be considered to be examples of the 
'Devil's Poor' and I contrast these pieces with the content of an appeal on behalf of an 
example of the deserving or 'God's Poor'' 0• Each segment is considered in terms of their 
visual and verbal messages and the production techniques employed by the programme 
makers. 
Good boys and slaves: four segments considered 
Case (1) The centre for homeless boys 
This piece of film lasting one minute fifty seven seconds was an appeal on behalf of a 
centre in Cork city which works with homeless boys. many of whom have addiction 
problems or have been imprisoned. In terms of production style, the segment used slow 
mournful music to emphasize the desperation of their lives. The visual imagery was 
composed of shots of a hooded male breaking into a car, a male youth s leeping rough 
and another with empty spirits bottles sleeping rough on a park bench. Later on, we 
were to see a male youth sniffing glu e and another shot of a homeless boy sleeping 
rough. These in1agt:~ wtre in stark contrast to others used in the film which featured the 
centre itself. those working with the youths and shots of these youths engaged in 
activities in carpentry and metal workshops. a bakery and in a residential treatment 
centre. Other images were of a young man speaking to camera in silhouette of his drug 
addiction and of the centre's director appealing for funds. The verbal messages of this 
piece of film are also interesting; mixing as they do the philosophy of the centre, the 
experiences of these youths in relation to drugs and drug abuse and the appeal for 
funds. The dominant verbal messages of this piece stressed the Christian ethos of the 
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centre: ·we don't regard them as good or bad, because there Is no such thing as a good 
or a bad boy. We are a ll brothers and sisters of Christ. He will probably never be a 
professor, but he will be a tradesman· (the centre's founder); the dangers of drugs: There 
was a fellah up in The Glen, he was sniffin' out of a barrel and he fell asleep like and his 
friends ran away and he never woke up' (young boy speaking to camera); and the need 
for funds: 'We're desperate for money. We have a very simple vision. Young people 
should not die because of alcohol and drug addiction' (centre's director). 
This piece of film is of interest in that it shows examples of activities (albeit set up for 
the purposes of filming) not normally seen on television such as glue sniffing, car 
stealing, and youths sleeping rough. It is also of interest in lhat it contains Images on 
the one hand of those who might be considered to be the 'DevU's Poor' engaging in 
'deviant' or 'anti-social' activity. They are however later rescued from such a 
categorization by being seen to have reformed from problems such as drug abuse and by 
being busy and industrious in the centre's workshops and bakery. Thus by the end of 
this short film the 'Devil's Poor' have become transformed into 'God's Poor' deserving of 
our charity and sympathy. 
Case (2) The personal experience of unemployment 
This piece of film was one of two which dealt with the experiences of the unemployed. 
Lasting just one minute twenty seven seconds, the segment told the story of the 
personal experience of one unemployed man who was involved with a resource centre for 
the unemployed. The segment used a song by folk singer Dolores Keane The Cotton Mill' 
which is about the impact of de-industrialization in a small town. Visually, lhe film 
consisted of images of dereliction in a post-industrial landscape, showing a disused 
ra!Jway line, broken down factory buildings. They also featured the unemployed man 
upon whose experience the piece was based. showing him at the unemployment 
resource centre, looking into shop windows at items he cannot afford to buy. These 
images were supplemented by others of the activities of the unemployment resource 
centre shot in slow motion. Visually then, the messages of this film segment were those 
of dereliction as a result of the decline of industry. the exclusion of the poor from being 
able to participate in a consumer society. but also of the deserving poor who are actively 
doing something about their plight through self-help actiVities. 
Verbally, the messages of this segment emphasize the notion of the 'dignity of labour·. 
the willingness of this man to engage in 'workfare'. the broader threat of unemployment 
to others and the important work being done by resource centres such as that featured 
in the film. The man featured in this piece states at the outset that unemployment is an 
unhealthy situation to be in and goes on to say that 'It's not about money ... wlth me I'm 
w1lling to work even for the money I collect on the dole'. It is, he tells us · ... unhealthy for 
me not to be working. I'm a healthier happier person when I'm working'. The exclusion 
which the unemployed experience not being able to fully participate in a consumer 
based society is also stressed. 'Even when I walk down the street, I don't look Into shop 
windows. there is no point. I'm never going to be able to purchase what's in the window'. 
The important self-help work of this and other centres Is also emphasized. These centres 
help build self-esteem and self-worth in contrast to the dole which takes self-respect 
away from you. 
This filmed segment has as well as its fund-raising function a number of olher 
important messages. It uses a clear example of a member of the deserving poor to 
articulate a story about the experience of unemployment. It stresses the dignity of 
labour as well as making it very certain that this man is not work shy or scrounging 
from the system. The fund-raising appeal function of this piece of film is structured 
around the activities of the unemployed who are seen to be doing something about 
their situation by attending classes and developing their skills. thus like the deserving 
poor of the homeless youths film discussed above, these people are deserving of our 
charity and help. 
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Case (3) Youth unemployment project 
The fiJm sequence which featured this Dublin based training project for the young 
unemployed was one minute twenty five seconds In length. In attempting to gel a set of 
messages across to the telethon audience, it used a soundtrack which featured the 
music of Galway rock band The Stunning singing 'Brewing Up A Storm'. The song's 
lyrics replete with social realism -'Honey if the truth hurts, don't look away, it's easy to 
pretend that life is a rosy bouquet' - as well as its chorus 'Brewing Up A Storm 
(repeated)' was used to underpin the messages of this film segmenl Visually. the film 
contained scenes of dereliction, boarded up flats, graffitied doors and walls suggesting 
perhaps that this community has been both abandoned by some of its own members 
and by the state. The images however quickly shift to show the viewers. unemployed 
youths who are busy and productive in a workshop setting. These shots then lead to 
some action footage where a hovercraft and a wind-surfer built by these youths are 
being driven along a beach at high speed. The final image is of a young boy appealing to 
the audience for funds for their project. 
Verbally, the segment sends out three messages, the need for funding, the lack of 
resources in communities where there is a high dependency on social welfare and the 
importance of projects like the one featured in the face of problems such as drug 
addiction and despair. The project's organizer alerts us to these issues in his interview. 
He says · ... in an area like this, where there is nearly eighty per cent unemployment...the 
bulk of families live on social welfare as their main source of Income. The kind of 
resources wouldn't be available in the community to allow the kids to experience these 
kinds of things' and 'Young people drift into the drugs scene through a sense of 
hopelessness. and again, projects like this can offer some chance that life isn't just a 
drab'. 
Case (4) A centre for autism 
This film segment lasting one minute thirty seconds was one of three segments which 
dealt with mental and physical handicap. All three invoked similar production 
techniques and images using appropriate music, showing those with mental and 
physical handicap in heroic poses but always shot in s low motion whilst their agents 
were filmed in 'real time' explaining their work and appealing for money. 
The appeal used a soundtrack consisting of Mary Black's song 'No Frontiers' 
suggesting perhaps the unlimited possibilities for these young autistics if funding 
(charity?) was made available. Visually, the piece consisted of a series of images of the 
centre's director explaining autism to a collection of images of lhe centre's clients. All of 
the ten shots of the autistic youths were shot In slow motion showing them in a variety 
of poses from working in the centre's garden. feeding animals, and active in the centre's 
workshops. The technique of using slow motion shots in this segment as well as the 
other segments which dealt with the physically and mentally handicapped is an attempt 
at creating a sense of pathos, appealing to the audience on an emotional level. In line 
with the arguments made earlier about the portrayal of lhe unemployed and homeless 
youths as 'doers'. deserving of our charity and sympathy. a similar set of techniques 
were adopted in portraying the autistic youths shown In this film. The audience were 
therefore offered images of these youths engaged in a variety of activities against all the 
odds stacked against them. 
Verbally. the piece contained a more hard hitting series of messages. The centre's 
director in speaking to camera asserted that · ... the more handicapped people in Ireland 
are, the more deprived they are of rights' adding that · ... young people with autism are 
the s laves of the twentieth century- they are forced to comply. they have no rights of 
their own. They are stripped of thelr dignity. They have no funds of their own. They are 
disenfranchised. and unless we start giving them that dignity back, we are doing 
nothing for our people'. 
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Discussion 
Telethon television is a hybrid form of programming which Is intertextual in make up 
combining as It does many different types of television programme such as the game 
show, quiz, and popular music programme. From a semioticlan's point of view there 
exists a wide range of often contradictory symbols and messages about those who are 
poor and in need." Taken as a whole, the particular programme which I have discussed 
here is replete with contradictory images and messages about poverty and need. We see 
images of de-industrialization and the retreat of capital mixed with images of companies 
offering cheques to alleviate need. More often than not the focus is on those who are 
helping the needy either as helpers/representatives or as donors to the collection. To 
vary somewhat Golding and Midleton's (1982) dellneation between God's and the Devil's 
poor. what in practice we see are the Angels who help those who are deemed to be needy 
and very little of the Devil's or undeserving poor. As mentioned earlier even those who 
might in the minds of the general public be a 'threat' undergo a quick catharsis and 
become examples of those who are worthy of our charity. 
Those who consider themselves to be pragmatists or those of a consensus oriented 
political persuasion might suggest that l have read too much into the meaning of 
telethon television. They might argue for Instance that (a) the telethon is after all better 
than nothing, and (b) the filmed segments only serve to convince the audience to put 
their hands into their pockets to give to people who are deserving of our assistance. I do 
not doubt the good will of (most) audience members for a second, but I believe firmly 
that there are a number of serious issues to be addressed in relation to this form of 
television programming. There is first of all the question of the entry of a publ1c service 
television station into lhe field of fund-raising and charitable activities. One might 
question the appropriateness of the media mopping up the poverty mess which the 
failure of other state agencies has caused. One might also ask whose interests does this 
kind of activity serve. The public in general including poor people? Does It serve more 
particularly the interests of the status quo? Would It not be better for television to spend 
an equivalent amount of time in looking at the real causes of such poverty problems? 
At best telethon television offers a mere twelve hours of attention every two years to 
only some poor people. In another context Elihu Katz (1980) writes of the sense of 
occasion during media coverage of events. This Is particularly lrut of U1e telethon where 
audience members are encouraged to participate directly in the making of the 
programme. But whilst 'everybody' as the programme's slogan suggests is encouraged to 
be involved, the reality Is that those who cannot afford to give are excluded. 
There are also specific Ideological Issues to be addressed. In this paper I have argued 
that there are dominant sets of messages emanating from the telethon: (1) television has 
a role to play in helping to solve social problems - the causes of such problems are 
however Ignored; (2) charity is seen as desirable and feasible in terms of the solution of 
poverty problems; (3) capitalism Is okay and individual companies and multi-national 
corporations have a role to play in either offering sponsorship or donations; no reference 
Is made to poor pay. working conditions or tax avoidance for example, all of which either 
directly or Indirectly can be responsible for inequality and poverty; (4) as a rule we only 
ever see God's or the Deserving Poor - In only one instance out of nine do we observe the 
Devil's or Undeserving Poor, but as I have argued above, these poor people whom we 
might otherwise dismiss become quickly transformed into those deserving of our help 
and charity. This form of television therefore perpetuates the notion that there are two 
types of poor. The audience are served the myth that charity is the correct answer to 
poverty and that the Deserving Poor are the ones to whom we should direct our 
attention. The opposite Is also true In that by defining who the 'real needy' are the 
remaining poor are not only ignored but also further demonized and excluded. These 
myths'1 therefore serve to underpin the status quo and are comforting for both the social 
and political systems and some audience members. By far the most disturbing 
dimension to this form of television Is the collective sense of denial that both the 
programme presenters, reporters. participants and the audience enter into by holding 
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onto the comforting notion that charity is the answer to poverty. Writing in an American 
context, Elayne Rapping (1983) has correcUy described this type of television as a form 
of black comedy. where despite the seriousness of the problems lurking ·out there' tn the 
real world of poverty and unemployment, broadcasters and audience members collude 
with each other to believe that charitable solutions are both feasible and desirable. This 
is particularly true in an Irish context. Marathon television programmes have In reality 
little to offer by way of solutions to the 300,000 unemployed or the one million poor. 
Note: This article Is based on a seminar which I gave as a visiting lecturer al the Centre 
Universilaire d'Etudes lrlandais de Paris. Universite de Paris In - Sorbonne Nouvelle. lnslltut du 
Monde Anglophone In May 1993. I wish lo thank the Erasmus organization for their support. 
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Making the headlines: Africa in 
the news 
Mary van Lieshout 
Introduction 
Familiar images of emaciated, dying children from Sudan and Somalia once again 
found the front pages of our national dailies and lhe headlines on the RTE Six-One 
News. Perhaps the authors of such footage and photographers of these pictures justifY 
capturing children in this way because they feel that showing the awful truth about 
those lives will do more good than harm, conVinced that invading the privacy of a dying 
indiVidual and his or her family is in some way 'worth it'. If that logic is correct why do 
these photographs bear such close resemblance to those of the mid-1980s coming out of 
Ethiopia? 
In fact, professionals working in a famine situation tell us regularly that fue starVing 
emaciated child. while an awful reality, is but the tip of the iceberg. Why is it fuen fuat 
the image consistently portrayed of Africa is of this helpless passive victim, often 
juxtaposed against a heroic white saViour? 
I believe the persistence of these images emanates from deeply rooted notions of 
white superiority. The 'concern' expressed hardly disguises the prejudice at work: the 
standard roles are filled , white saVing black, year after year, in country after country. 
This prejudice is fed on an endless diet of misinformation and stereotypes of Africa 
which are embraced and which reappear regularly. 
Making the news 
For the majority of us, a kind of journalistic zero-sum game governs our access to 
the Third World. This paper will look briefly at what events become news, and also at the 
perspective and messages inherent in news coverage of the Third World'. 
Galtung and Ruge (1973) long ago identified cultural factors that influence the 
transition of something from an incident to a news event. These include: a) reference to 
elite nations, b) reference to elite people, c) reference to persons, and d) reference to 
something negative. Benthall (1993) suggests two variables at work in securing coverage 
of 'disasters' commonly associated with the developing world : first, numbers of Victims, 
and second, personal relevance or proximity (geographical but also ethnic and economic 
disaster in a developed country always elicits m ore coverage per bead of victims than 
one in a less developed country). 
Extensive research recently carried out ln Britain on the quantity of Third World 
coverage available on British teleVision revealed that between 1989-1990 and 1991-
1992, overall documentary international coverage on the four UK terrestrial channels 
fell by thirty six per cent. (Cleasby n.d.) BBC's television documentary coverage of 
developing countries fell by thirty five per cent in the same time frame. Further, BBCl's 
peak time documentary coverage of Third World issues fell by more than half. In 
addition those stories which do get through the editor's offlce remain more or less the 
same. Reports on conflicts and disasters account for over sixty six per cent of the 
coverage of the Third World issues of BBC TV main evening news and its ITN rival. 
Moreover. both tend to feature a relatively narrow band of Third World countries. 
In the case of Irish coverage of famine in Africa, the prerequisites of Galtung and 
Ruge are met: the negative event criteria are clear, and famines quite obviously meet 
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Benthall's criteria of numbers of victims (any number of stories wlll refer to 'millions 
facing famine' and 'thousands dying per day'). But the coverage of famines also Includes 
other criteria: elite nations often appear as the EU. the US (wasting money. bureaucratic 
or inefficient) or more recently the UN (heroes or unsuccessful troops): elite persons 
appear as presidents. actresses clothed as UN ambassadors or any number of pollticians 
seeking status: persons appear In a variety of well known forms: black starving children. 
mothers with \vlthered breasts. and making a regular appearance are Irish volunteers 
working to save both Lhe mother and child mentioned above. The Irish volunteer also 
satisfies Benthall's criteria of personal relevance. Coverage of conflict and civil war. in so 
far as they gtve rise to food scarcity and distress. also quite easily meet the necessa,ry 
criteria to explain the regularity and success of such news Items. 
That the media regularly overlook the huge endeavours of local communities to 
address and correct their own problems is not surprising when viewed from Gal tung and 
Ruge's or Benthall's criteria of 'newsworthiness·. As Raklya Omaar of African Rights 
(1992) has pointed out: 
Do pictures of Somalia show herdsmen tending large flocks of well-
fed camels, or farmers cultivating ripening crops? Are we allowed to 
see clan elders negotiating a local cease fire, or the women who have 
turned their homes over to orphanages? 
The a lmost single-minded media focus on conflicts and disasters in Africa has a 
tremendous Influence on people's perceptions of that continent. A European-wide 
analysis of the news coverage of the famine gripping Africa In the mld -1980s revealed 
that negative Images of Africa were reinforcing stereotypes of a doomed and helpless 
continent which dated back to the colonial era (Van der Gaag and Nash 1987). This 
scenario has lead African historian. Roland Oliver (1991). to comment: 
Now It seems that, except for riots in South Africa (always portrayed 
with the same bobbing crowd scenes). we are presented only with 
clv11 war, famine ... with the same or similar pictures used over and 
over again. It Is not that scenes depicted are untrue. It Is that they 
represent such a small part of the truth. 
It Is true that Africa is the poorest continent on earth: It alone began the 1990s 
poorer than it entered t11e 1980s. Maternal and child malnutrition are on t11e rise as are 
illiteracy. poverty. and several once contained infectious diseases. Costs of education 
and healtl1 care are also escalating. But these facts rarely make the headlines. Nor do 
the stories of local heroes who address the problems in their own communities In these 
countries. Famine and starvation are of course the outcome of years of economic decline 
and are never a surprise lo local communities. Horrifying imagery may have its rightful 
place when it Is absolutely necessary to inform and is genuinely representative of a 
community's predicament. In fact. Western perceptions ofThird World poverty are often 
exaggerated (Benthall, 1993). Perceptions of constant famine. visible hunger and civil 
war. drawn largely from the news media and the fundraising agencies mean that when a 
true catastrophe occurs - such as the HIV epidemic which grips Africa today - It Is not 
perceived against a background of normality. 
What makes the news Is one thing; how these events are reported. the message 
inherent in the coverage, simply compounds the problem al hand. It could be argued 
that racism and prejudice are not at work when news stories are selected. It Is In the 
commun!caUon of such events that racism becomes obvious. 
The news coverage of famines. with the standard roles In silu, is so familiar now that 
one famine could be mistaken for another in anollier place and time were Jt not that 
relief agency personnel often wear insignia t-shirts and shorts and replace religious 
sisters. There is, as John Benthall describes, a folk narrative played oulln the coverage 
of disasters. There is always a hero, the expatriate worker, ambassador or foreign 
correspondent. who have come to sort out the villain. People are better villains than 
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poverty: thus, as Benthall points out, Pol Pot and the Cambodian crisis captured the 
Imagination of the pubHc for a lmost all of 1979. But where there is not a person to 
conquer. poverty and misfortune work. In folk narratives, there is always a donor as 
well: donors in folklore provide the hero with a magical agent to conquer the villain. In 
disasters, donors have a clear role: provide the hero with the means (i.e. money) to sort 
out the villain. There are also false heroes, less harmful than the real villain but a useful 
focus for excess anger In times of disaster. These can Include, of course. EU 
bureaucracy. UN inefficiency or Ineffective politicians. 
In the pursuit of our Ideal tale, the notion that the hero is always white and if 
possible used to Hve down the street leads journalists to walk past the real heroes and 
the real stories in disasters: those mothers. fathers and children who pull together and 
make It or fight a courageous battle against insurmountable odds. To maintain notions 
of white superiority, our heroes must remain white: the villains somewhere else. Slad 
Barre, Mengistu, tribes, factions, warlords. drought: the villainy of colonialism, of high 
street banks. the international financial institutions which we support which bring 
Third World economies to their knees, do not feature In this folk tale. Getting the story 
lo fit our notions of white and black. of death and dying, and heroic adventures often 
takes some doing. Rakiya Omaar ( 1992) denounced the conduct of film crews In Somalia 
hospitals: 
They rush through crowded corridors. leaping over stretchers. 
dashing to film the agony before it passes. They hold bedside vigils to 
record the moment of death. When the Italian actress Sophia Loren 
visited Somalla. the paparazzi trampled on children as they 
scrambled to film her feeding a little girl - three limes. 
Photographs are cropped, but names of victims and their permission to use their 
photographs are not sought, interviews with local people are rejected in favour of our 
hero, often now the Irish expatriate employed by a re!Jef agency. Reduced to nameless 
extras in the shadows behind Western aid workers and disaster tourists. the grieving. 
hurUng and humiliated human beings are not asked if they want to be portrayed in their 
degrading way (Wilson, 1993). 
At a seminar on refugee aid In Dublin in 1993, Dr. Ken Wi.lson of the Refugees 
Studies programme in Oxford commented that 'Africans have Increasingly come to be 
seen by Westerners as uniquely incompetent and violent, and generally unable to 
survive without "white saviours" ·. Indeed, in the survey of Images of Africa during the 
mid 1980s, when children in a school were shown a photograph of a smiling woman and 
her child in Burkina Faso. the majority of responses were that 'If they looked contented, 
we must have helped them' (Vander Gaag and Nash. 1987). 
That much research on this Issue has been done In Britain as it struggles with its 
colonial past and has to reconcile its media to an increasingly multi-ethnic, multi-
cultural public is not surprising. What does surprise Is that the relationship between the 
Irish media and the people of the Third World is so similar to that of a colonial nation: 
President Robinson holding the hand of a small black baby or. more symbolic yet. 
feeding a starving baby, an image long ago denounced by many relief agencies: the Irish 
volunteer who continues to Illicit massive amounts of aid playing on the stereotype of 
the white missionary. That these images remain prevalent in lreland suggests we have 
developed and now perfected a relationship with peoples of developing countries which 
is reminiscent of the colonizer with colonized and not one reflecting our history as a 
colonized nation. 
NGOs and guidelines 
Many development agencies have struggled with this Issue and some, including 
Oxfam, have developed guidelines on Images. The NonGovernmental Organizations 
Liaison Committee based In Brussels issued Image guidelines for use in education, 
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promotional and fundraJsing work (NonGovernmental Organizations Liaison CommJttee. 
1989). Many agencies do strive to meet these guidelines while many more ignore them. 
Further. some of the major European agencies (Oxfam included) are now discussing the 
possibility of Imposing their own image guidelines on television crews who make use of 
their facilities such as feeding centres to film a news report (Benthall, 1993). 
Guidelines for the media will be most effective when they emanate from within the 
media organizations. But guidelines will always be guidelines. Until the media, and the 
relief and developmen t agencies rid their practice and perspective of racist notions. 
guidelines will always be sidestepped and the racist message will continue. All agencies 
interacting with people of developing countries should be required as a first step 'to 
undertake anti-racist training and to ensure that such training Informs their promotion. 
fundraislng and media work. Another crucial step for media and development agencies 
in promotion work would be to hand the micr ophone over lo a local worker in any 
disaster situation and hand over the camera to a mother of a sick child. One wonders 
what the story would be then and who would play the role of villain and heroine. 
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'The French have got a great 
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(Ted Turner): Towards a 500 
channel world 
Raymond Snoddy 
Introduction 
Ladles and Gentlemen, good evening and thank you very much indeed for the honour 
and pleasure of being invited to give the second Annual Rathmines Media Lecture. First 
of all I owe you a necessary word of explanation for the strange title of this talk . 'The 
French have got a great culture- I've been to Versailles': Towards a 500 Channel World. 
It sums up rather well some of the themes I want to touch on tonight. 
I heard these words about French culture spoken durlng a supposedly serious 
interview last month. I was on a 24-hour visit to Atlanta. Georgia to interview Ted 
Turner. the man crazy enough to fly in the face of all conventional wisdom and launch 
cable news network - 24 hours a day television news by satellite. The CNN service is 
now broadcast on no less than thirteen satellites ringtng the globe, carrying in general a 
rather American view of the world. The only remaining places on earth where you are 
safe from CNN, Lou Dobbs and the remorseless, never ending headlines is Antartica and 
part of Greenland. 
I met Ted Turner on a difficult morning in the life of a media tycoon and his 
doubtless sincere interest In French culture arose in a particular context. The French. 
more mindful of cultural Imperialism than most, had just banned Turner's TNT /Cartoon 
network from French cable systems. Ted was puzzled. How could they do such a thing? 
How could they ban good wholesome entertainment - old tllms from the MGM library -
Gone with the Wind, even, and the very best Hollywood cartoons from Hanna Barbera? 
His first instinct was to get his staff to review all the films in the MGM library to see how 
many were made in London, how many had an Italian director, how many could 
somehow be made qualify for the euro-production quota. Then Ted Turner expressed 
hurt that someone who had admJred French culture. who had been to Versailles. could 
possibly be treated In such a way. 
The remark sums up for me lhe naivity. cynicism even of some Americans who sub-
consciously at least see European cultures as museum pieces. chandel!ers to be 
admired. But when the due respects have been paid then It is on with the serious 
business of making money, taking the American language. the American culture around 
the world with little thought about the repercussions on the great French culture or 
much more importantly the effects on cultures less able to defend themselves than the 
French. 
Technological Revolution 
My main purpose tonight is to issue a warning about a technological revolution that I 
believe will in retrospect be seen as perhaps the defining characteristic of the last decade 
of the twentieth century and the first decades of the next. The basic facts, the basic 
trends have become almost cliches. the Information age. convergence of technologies. 
Rupert Murdoch. who clearly could be one of the main beneficiaries of the new age -
and remember his only inheritance was a clapped out newspaper in Adelaide and that 
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his fortune was essentially founded on the naughty vicars and priests of the News of the 
World - expressed it rather well recently. Now separate major industries - computers, 
telecommunications, entertainment and television - are indeed converging into one giant 
industry which will be the third largest in the world. 
The evidence of rapid and dramatic change is everywhere and we are not talking 
futurology here. We are talking very much about the present or at the very most next 
year. TCI. the world's largest cable television operators. has already ordered the black 
boxes capable of handling 500 channels. I have been to the cable company in the New 
York borough of Queen's where they are already offering 150 channels. In December, the 
Hughes aircraft company is launching the first of two satellites which will be 
broadcasting 150 channels of television over the entire continental United States. Next 
month, Filmnet, the subscription film company of the Low Countries. will begin using 
digital compression. 
I hardly need to remind this audience of the enormous corporate forces now being 
unleashed. But if you have any residual doubt that the world of communications Is 
changing in a dramatic way look at the battle for Paramount Studios and the $22bn 
merger between Bell Atlantic, the US telephone company and TCI. It is however, a lot 
easier to point to the gro\ving evidence of convergence, of the potential hundreds of 
television channels that could soon become available than to try to work out what, If 
anything, it all means. What on earth has any of this to do with Glenroe, or Gay Byrne 
and the Late Late Show? 
I am not for a moment arguing that we are all inevitably heading for a homogenized 
international, Hollywood dominated culture and that public service broadcasters like the 
dinosaurs will pass away from lhe earth, no longer needed, no longer wanted. I most 
emphatically am saying, however. that traditional broadcasters will continue to face 
growing competition - videos and interactive games, virtual realty and CD ROMS as well 
just television channels - as the television set in the corner becomes more and more 
sophisticated and eventually turns into a computer before our eyes. The days have long 
since gone when broadcasters could Uke Lord Reith, the founding director general of the 
BBC. offer the public what he thought they ought to have rather than what they actually 
want to watch. For broadcasters, the key will lie in creativity- shifting power and money 
from the bureaucrats to the producers and directors - the people who might just come 
up with the ideas that will keep Viewers In a country like Ireland watching Irish-made 
programmes with Irish preoccupations. 
In the end , however, I believe there Is no escape from political decisions. Is 
broadcasting, and indeed the film industry. just a business like any other. subject to the 
free now of market forces and minimum regulation on matters of taste and decency? Or 
is it something more important than that, an integral part of national culture and 
identity - the place where a nation talks to itself? To be more specific, what sort of 
broadcasting system can a country of the size of Ireland reaUsttcally have and most 
important of all, how should it be paid for? 
Media at the turn of the century 
As you have already gathered, In this area there are many more questions than 
answers and f'd like to add another even broader one. What sort of media, print as well 
as electronic, will Ireland be cons uming at the turn of the century? Will much have 
changed? Having talked to many of the players involved I have no doubt at all that the 
scramble Is on to create integrated production and distribution chains that start In 
Hollywood and end in the transmission of new channels to every nation on earth. And 
some of lhe same people are just as interested in newspapers and electronic 
information. The truly inlernaUonal premier league players wtll be well known to you 
and in most cases, although sometimes they talk of international understanding and 
sensitivities for local cultures. their overriding interest is money and/or power and 
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influence. Apart from Ted Turner, they include Mr Sumner Redstone, chairman of 
Vtacom, the company that owns MTV, the pop music channel and Nickelodeon, the 
children's channel. Sumner Redstone is a particularly interesting character. An old 
fashioned Boston liberal who lives in a simple stone house even though he is a 
billionaire. Redstone wants to take his channels around the world but he also sees the 
need to be sensitive about local cultures although here unconscious assumptions play a 
role. No matter how great the understanding and the sensitivity - and in Sumner's case 
I believe it to be genuine - the economic imperative we are seeing al work here is that 
programmes are made and amortized in the saturated US market and then the jam is 
earned through export. Rupert Murdoch is taking a similar route and it is difficult to 
over-emphasize the enormity of what he has achieved in the past four years. 
I was there at 6p.m. on 6 February 1989 when four new channels were 
simultaneously switched on by Murdoch and he announced, to considerable derision, 
that a new age of broadcasting was born. The joke then was: what is the difference 
between the Loch Ness monster and Sky Television? Answer: more people have seen the 
Loch Ness monster. In the four years since its launch Sky Television has expanded to a 
system received in more than 3.5m homes in some form, earning operating profits of slg 
£2m a week and financially strong enough to take premier league football and other 
important sporting events such as the Frank Bruno world title defence away from 
terrestrial television. I shall get to a judgement on what Sky has achieved and is likely to 
achieve in a moment. 
The expansion, thanks to a merger with BSB, and despite difficulties with banks and 
$7bn of debt, has taught Rupert Murdoch an important lesson. It is that, with satellite 
television, first in wins the market. It is a lesson he plans to export around lbe world 
and the frrst step has already been taken with the purchase of the controlling 1nterest of 
the Star television system in Asia for $525m. Murdoch quite simply is broadcasting 
satellite television channels to no less than thirty eight Asian countries containing two 
lbirds of the world's population. He wants to take Sky News -a decent basic service, 
politically straight unlike some of his newspapers -and Sky Sports around the world. 
You will be relieved to know that Ruper t Murdoch does recognize that there are 
cultural and linguistic differences between India, China and Indonesia and he is already 
thinking about separate services for those parts of the world. But I am not at all 
convinced that Rupert Murdoch or any of the other would-be international media 
tycoons have really got to grips with the potential impact of what they are proposing to 
do. William Shawcross in his excellent book on Murdoch expressed the problem like this: 
It is the democratic righ t of millions of Americans to enjoy American 
culture. But what democratic decision is that being imposed upon 
older cultures in Asia, the Middle East and elsewhere? Are people 
real1y being offered more choices than before? 
The signs of Influence are already there from the export of programmes by more 
traditional methods than satellite. 
According to Murdoch the North African tribesmen, the Tuareg, postponed their 
annual camel caravan across the Sahara to watch an episode of DaLlas. Less apocryphal 
perhaps is the definitive true story about another international broadcaster with the 
BBC. A BBC Asian reporter with a little time on his hands decided to do a story about 
Burmese rebels in a mountainous region of the country straddling the border with 
Thailand. He found the tribesman in a clearing in the jungle and was astonished to hear 
the opening titles from the BBC world television news. Other stories come back from 
obscure presenters who find they are household names in remote valleys in Pakistan. 
Apart from the most ferocious military dictatorships, I see little chance of stopping, even 
if you wanted to, the spread of more and more international channels. Interestingly the 
Chinese appear to be at least trying to hold back the tide by requiring licences for 
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domestic satellite dishes and rapidly building cable networks - so much more 
controllable - In the major cities. 
Ultimately there is no way of blocking the endless flows of pictures and words 
because the footprint of satellites rarely coincides with the boundaries of most nation 
states. Murdoch says, for example, if his Star 1V is kicked out of Hong Kong after 1997, 
he could probably continue to run the service by sending the stgnal up to the satellite 
from Los Angeles but certainly from Australia. 
What actually is the point of all that communicating? What on earth is going to be 
shown on 500 channels that anyone would conceivably want to watch? And wlll 
humanity benefit as a result or are we all in danger, as the American social theorist NeiJ 
Postman has it, of 'amusing ourselves to deatb'? Postman takes a gloomy view of the 
effects of the onward march of entertainment, the surfeit of visual images and the 
blurring of the lines between polttics and show business. 
When a culture becomes overloaded with pictures, when logic and 
rhetoric lose their binding authority, when historical truth becomes 
Irrelevant, when the spoken or written word Is distrusted or makes 
demands on our attention that we are incapable of giving; when our 
politics, history. education, religion. public Information and 
commerce are largely in visual imagery, rather than words, then a 
culture is in serious jeopardy. 
I stopped in the middle of typing that paragraph not to draw breath because of the 
weight of words but because Classic FM, the new commercial classical music station was 
playing a 1916 recording of Enrico Caruso singing 'Santa Lucia'. 1 know it was words and 
music and not the visual Lmages that Postman was railing against but it was still a 
timely reminder that not all the outpourings of technology and the electronic media can 
be so easily dismissed or destructive of culture. How much poorer we would all be 
without the sound of Caruso in New York nearly eighty years ago or even more modestly 
David Frost and Millicent Martin for ever rattling out That Was The Week That Was'. 
I believe that overall th e opportunities presented for more choice, for more 
convenience, are on balance beneficial. I do not think there Is any chance of going back, 
however attractive and comfortable it might seem, to the days when television was new. 
when there was only a tiny handful of channels and the family gathered around the 
single set like an alternative hearth. It Is useful and fun to be able to select from a wtde 
range of channels - films, sport and news. It is interes ting to be able to watch the CBS 
evening news in your home as it goes out live in llie US. As a potential news junkie It Is 
great to have the ability to watch non-stop live coverage provided by CNN or Sky Sport 
on the really big news days such as the storming of the Russian parliament - to have a 
seat at history in the making. I would like to point out though that however dramatic 
those pictures were, and they were memorable, you got much more of a sense of what 
was going on from the Italian newspaper journalists who actually risked their lives by 
going Inside and meeting the plotters - an article well deployed across the front page of 
The IndependenL 
On a more trivial level the extra channels can quite simply give more time over to a 
particular sporting event than the traditional mixed channels that must serve all of the 
audience as often as possible. For instance. the BBC at least for the time being. does an 
excellent job covering the Wimbledon tennis championships but then top levd tennis 
virtually disappears off the BBC screens until next year. It is as if all the players 
disappear too even though we know they are playing world class tournaments week-in 
week-out. As a tennis fan I find It is a great boon to be able to watch the French or the 
US Open live on Eurosport, Sky Sport or even Screensport where the German 
commentary is not particularly intrusive. 
Satellite television can also play a significant role in easing the pain of emigration, 
whether permanent or temporary. There are channels already for the Turkish 
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Gastarbeiter in Germany. for Japanese managers in Europe and for the Chinese 
everywhere. There ought also to be a combined international RTE channel for the Irtsh 
abroad although I believe there are rights problems.' 
Here Is a clear example where the extra choice that satellite television can offer, far 
from merely being a vehicle for the homogenizing influence of an increasingly universal 
American culture, can actually underline and protect both the language and culture of 
internationally scattered minorities. Instead of half an hour a week of the BBC's 
valuable time early on Sunday mornings for Asian minorities, now they can have their 
own channel. You can even argue the opposite: that the possibility for ethnic minorities 
to control their own media could slow down assimilation. Apart from channels for ethnic 
minorities - and In culturally diverse countries like the US that could add up to a large 
number of channels - and extra choice. the new technologies offer greater convenience of 
viewing in the hope of generating greater revenues. 
In most scenarios now being planned at least sixty or seventy channels would be 
devoted to the top ten films, wilh no less than six or seven channels shoWing the same 
film with staggered start times, the viewer would never be more than fifteen or twenty 
minutes away from the start of a film - virtual video on demand. The real thing - the 
right to call up anything you want to watch at any time - is not all that far off either. 
British Telecom will decide next month whether to go ahead with a significant 
commercial experiment in the Colchester area of Essex sending a service down 
conventional telephone lines.2 I am assured by BT executives that they can send 
pictures better than VHS video recorder standard down conventional telephone lines at 
the same time as the line is being used for a conventional telephone conversation. For 
BT now facing increasing competition from cable television operators who have the right 
to offer telecommunication services there Is the enormous attraction of a possible new 
business and an existing network that goes into twenty three million homes in the UK. 
Other entrepreneurs are planning to offer video on demand by squirting a digitally 
compressed feature film from a sate!Ute to specially adapted video recorders in the space 
of ten minutes. You pay your money for two vieWings of the film. 
It is very easy for me to present to you layer upon layer of technological change and 
not jusl for television. Work is already advancing on the electronic newspaper, on the 
Individual newspaper that is tailored to your individual preferences. A computer 
Informed of my personal interests will tirelessly scan electronic data bases in the 
middle of the night and deliver my very own ·newspaper' to my personal computer for 
viewing on the screen or for printing out first thing on the morning. This coming 
Sunday, if I had such a newspaper I hope the first page would contain an article along 
the following lines: 'Les Ferdinand scores three in Queen's Park Rangers defeat of 
Manchester United'. 
The US newspaper group Knight Ridder earlier this month demonstrated the 
prototype of an electronic newspaper system called the Tablet - a fiat portable screen 
that can have the contents of one newspaper or many downloaded each night for the 
scrolling and reading wherever you are. The machine has convinced me above all else of 
one thing - that dead trees have a real and continuing future. 
More media, greater choice? 
What I am convinced of however is that the era of mass media will slowly give way to 
an era of more personal media, an era of greater individual choice. It will happen as 
always at the top end of the market first as a service to those who can pay a luxury 
media price and will concentrate on need-to-know information rather than the 
serendipity that is one of the prime joys of a good newspaper. (For instance, I did not 
know I wanted to know that if you put a compact disc in the freezer the sound quality 
was Improved. Our freezer now has a few experimental frozen discs at this moment!) 
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I believe absolutely in freedom of information. Within a framework of decency. 
accuracy and fairness such freedom Is more important than almost anything. One of the 
additional benefits of technology such as satellites and fax machines - surely with the 
video recorder one of the greater unsung. taken-for-granted technologies that needed no 
government to promote them - are that it is now virtually Impossible for governments to 
prevent their citizens getting access to what is beltlg written or thought or portrayed 
anywhere in the world. I cannot claim that the result of the vast quantities of available 
information is that intractable problems are always solved. All the information in the 
world , I fear, will not stop the IRA blowing up women and children visiting a fish shop or 
murderous members of the UVF shooting dustbin men going about their business. I 
only argue that free flows of Information and knowledge. preferably backed by freedom 
of information acts, are better than their absence and will tend on the whole to lead to 
more rational government. 
I look forward with enormous anticipation to see which way Michael D. Higgins - I 
am reliably informed a resolute opponent of section 3P when out of office- copes with 
the renewal of the restrictions now lhat he is minister responsible for broadcasting. As 
an uncompromising opponent of terrortsts everywhere I am nrmly convinced lhey do 
their cause so much more damage when allowed to try to justify it than through 
artificial prohibitions. Narrowly drawn rules on incitement to hatred might better 
suffice than blanket bans. At least section 31 is not quite so ludicrous as the UK 
equivalent. The art of lip synchronization, preswnably with the help of digital editing, is 
now so advanced that Gerry Adams is back to being as eloquent and polished again as 
he ever was. 
I hope I have convinced you that fundamental technical changes are now in train. 
But how deep and irreversible are the changes? I believe that the greatest single danger 
faced by public service broadcasters, certainly in the UK and Ireland. comes not from 
Rupert Murdoch but (rom foolish politicians of which there n ever seems to be any 
shortage. 
Last week I had the enormous privilege to sit through a session of the National 
Heritage Select Committee in the House of Commons questioning top executives from 
commercial broadcasting as part of their look at the future of the BBC. 
'Do you realize', said MP Michael Fabrtcant, 'that the Lncome of the BBC ts more than 
the gross domestic product of Iceland?' Well, be was close but actually the BBC takes 
about 1.5 billion pounds a year and Iceland manages more than four billion pounds. 
'Why are most of the ads on lTV rubbish?', inquired Toby Jessel. Some wondered 
whether the BBC should be prtvatized: others stated as a law of nature that this would 
be the last ever licence fee settlement. because of the dramatic changes I have been 
talking aboul. 
A quick glance at the official ratings in the UK is enough, I believe, to put this 
dramatic new world into some perspective at least for now. Yes. the new broadcasters 
have come from nowhere to take roughly a one third share of viewing in cable and 
satellite homes. But what Is most interesting to me is that the proportion has stayed 
roughly constant. give or take two or three percentage points even though the number of 
available channels has greatly Increased and will have reached twenty within the next 
few months. 
Could it be that, given the nature of the sort of channels provided by the BBC, lTV 
and Channel 4. this is going to be satellite's natural lot In life - an additional add-on 
service that people dip into from time lo time but is, at least for the foreseeable future, 
no substitute for the mainstream channels? In a recent week. for example, Nickelodeon 
managed average weekly viewing of only seven minutes, the family channel eight 
minutes a nd Ted Turner's TNT /Cartoon network twenty lhree minutes. By way of 
contrast. viewing of the BBC averaged nearly seven hours and lTV nearly eight and a 
half hours. It is also rather noticeable that the leading satellite channel, Sky One, with 
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average viewing of one hour fifty minutes is the channel that comes closest to a mixed 
gt:m:ral entertainment channel along traditional Lines. Among the second tier of satellite 
channels. the one that gets more than double any other Is UK Gold. which resembles the 
traditional mixed channels based on the libraries of the BBC and Thames television. The 
theory that satellite and cable is about targeted thematic channels is fine so long as you 
accept that niche audiences and subscription Is probably the only way to finance them. 
I a m not proposing any iron law of nature here - ln Germany for instance, In very 
different circumstances. since 1987 the public service share of viewing has dropped 
from 83.1 per cent to 46.5 per cent by last year. But it would be lnteresting would it not. 
if as more and more satellite channels arrived they merely continued to fragment the 
finite audience for those channels. 
I am reluctant to pontificate on the stale of broadcasting and the media in Ireland -
unaccountably I sWl cannot get RTE or the Ulster 1V news In Middlesex where I Jive -
an omission that I hope will be put right soon via digital compression. I would however 
strongly advise you to keep a very close watch on what is happening in the UK - and 
ignore most of it. You are In the fortunate position of being able to learn from some 
rather expensive mistakes. I would hope the Irish were too wise to even contemplate 
anythlng like the absurd competitive tenders for 11V franchises. 
The letter from John Major to the !'TV companies suggesting they should not move 
News aL Ten Is a classic example of the confusion in the minds of UK politicians over 
broadcasting- of the tradition of trying to have it both ways. market forces and control 
and Influence. A private conversation between a senior I'TV executive and a former 
broadcasting minister over the News At Ten underlined the dilemma. Why on earth did 
the Prime Minister intervene in a scheduling decision? Surely the 1990 Broadcasting Act 
was designed to open up 11V to market forces? 'Oh we don't do market forces any more,' 
said the former Thatcherite broadcasting mlnlster. 
There has been a sea-change in the political attitudes to broadcasting in the UK 
nowadays and few are happy to admit responsibility for the 1990 Broadcasting Act. The 
BBC feels itself very lucky that it was not first into the firing llne. Now the govemment 
will continue to make noises about efficiency but there is little sign that the privalizers 
are anything but the mad fringe. Ministers such as Michael Heseltine are starting to 
realize that this is an industry where the UK is internationally competitive, something to 
be encouraged for its exports rather than thrashed to within an Inch of its life. 1 would 
also suggest that a good hard look at the BBC over the past two years would repay the 
time. Look at the results of the millions spent on consultants and strategic analysis very 
carefully - and then throw il in the bin. Forget programme strategies that involve moving 
to higher ground, providing only what the market does not provide - a strategy for 
painting yourself inlo a corner if ever l heard one - being distinctive, innovative, high 
quality, no more derivative imports .. . but actually it is all much simpler than that. If you 
force people to pay a licence fee by law then all of the people all of the time have the 
right to expect something that interests them: the late Les Dawson as well as French and 
Saunders. Neighbours as well as Newsnighl, Noel Edmond's House Party as well as the 
Last Night at the Proms. 
The BBC has rather belatedly realized this very obvious truth. In the interests of 
greater efficiency. however. organizations like RTE could, if they are not doing so 
already. look al total costings of all programmes. Not the unnecessarily bureaucratic 
producer choice system of the BBC but more I would suggest Australian Broadcasting 
Corporation version- user pays. It is as simple as that. Al the ABC these days you have 
to pay for everything at the full cost, includlng studio and editing lime. Miraculously 
there has been an enormous increase in efficiency. more Australian programmes are 
being made from the same money and the ABC has greatly Improved its viewing figures. 
Likewise the move to independent production is a positive one above all else because 
fewer ideas are excluded although I suspect the Irish target of moving around twenty 
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percent Is not far off. As well as the in dependents. I would suggest you also need 
continuity of production centres of excellence and greater co-operation with the 
broadcasters of the North. I hear Michael D. Higgins has embarked on another review of 
broadcasting in ireland. l am tempted to say 1 am sure 1l will be as far -sighted and 
influential as the previous two reviews. It is very unusual for politicians to prevaricate 
and be indecisive. They are usually not that wise. But maybe now is th e time to start 
thinking about doing something - but not too much please. 
I note that RTE has not had a licence fee increase for four years. It is about time they 
did. That unfortunately is the real weakness in mixed licence fee/advertising channels. 
Politic:ans never keep their side of the bargain and find it politically easier to freC'.re the 
licence fee and increase the amount of advertising. This is a real mistake. A serious 
broadcasting organization should be seriously financed for cultural as well as industrial 
reasons. Encourage choice and competition by all means though both will be arriving 
anyway whether sought or not. I do believe however Lhat U1e best way of maximizing 
choice while protecting quality is to draw on three separate sources of funding and keep 
them as separate as possible - a 11cence fee for the public broadcaster. adver tising for 
commercial channels and subscription for the additional and valuable choice that cable 
and satellite can bring from all over the world for those who want to pay for it. 
The decline of public service broadcasters is not inevitable. though they must clearly 
adapt to changing circumstances. Indeed I would argue that. in a world where hundreds 
of channels are flying around. properly financed public service channels in small 
countries such as Ireland become more vital not less. And this is too important an issue 
to leave to politicians alone. Because broadcasting touches every life in a society, few 
topics could be more suitable for a thorough pu blic debate. The danger is Lhat through 
carelessness, or default the culture you will get will not be your own but the culture of 
Rupert Murdoch and Ted Turner. 
Note: Second Annual Lecture on the Media in Ireland, Dublin Institute of Technology. College of 
Commerce. Rathmines. 28 October. 1993. 
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J. Fiske Power plays, power works 
London: Verso, 1993. 323pp, stg£12.95 pbk. 
ISBN 860916162 
David E. Butler 
Two quotations. The first is fairly typical of the relativist reasoning underscoring 
John Fiske's book Power Plays, Power Works. The second passage is drawn from the 
latest in Tony Hillerman's series of Navajo detective novels Sacred Clowns (1993). In it 
he offers an account of an instance of reading against lhe grain of dominant meaning. 
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In 1985 ... a New York-based, Korean and Jewish owned company 
marketed a brand of sports shoe to inner-city Black and Latino men. 
The brand name was 'Troop'. Rapidly a rumor spread that il was 
owned by the Ku Klux Klan and that it was a strategy to use Black 
dollars to fund the Klan's operations ... The substance of the rumor 
was 'untrue' In the objective sense, but the knowledge of an invasive 
economics was a true part of the Black experience ( ... J These two 
ways of knowlng ... may not be equivalent in their relationship to 
those empirical data which form the base of scientific rationalism, 
but they are equivalent In the social truth of contemporary racism. 
(245-246) 
Then the telephone rang. 
'It's Janet,' the caller said. 'I got the impression the other day at the 
Navajo lnn that you wanted to talk to me about something? Was I 
right?' 
'Absolutely,' Chee said. 
·so I have an idea. Remember you telling me about that old movie 
that used Navajos as extras. and they were supposed to be 
Cheyennes but they were talking Navajo. and saying all the wrong 
things? The one that they always bring ba~k to that drive-In movie at 
Gallup? Sort of campy deal, like the Rocky Horror Picture Show?' 
'Yeah,' Chee said. 'Cheyenne Autwnn. A couple of my relatives are 
extras in it.' 
'Well, it's back again and I thought-· ( .. . J 
'We can talk after the movie,' Janet said. 
·or course. But they could have talked during the movie. And talking 
about the movie during the movie - celebrating the small victory of 
The People over the white man which the John Ford classic 
represented - was the reason Navajos still came to see it ( ... J 
Scenes came In which sombre-looking Cheyenne leaders responded to 
serious questions in sombre-sounding Navajo. When converted back 
Into English by U1e translator the answers made sombre sense. But 
they produced more happy bedlam among the audience and the 'What 
did he really say?' question from either Janet or Blizzard ... What h e 
really said tended to have something to do with the size of the 
Colonel's penis, or some earthy and humorous irrelevancy. Chee 
would sanitize this a bit or put the humour ln the context of Navajo 
customs or taboos, or explain that the celebratory honking was merely 
noting the screen appearance of somebody's kinfolks. (111-113) 
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Power Plays, Power Works is a study in applied post-structuralism. Three features 
identify it as post-structuralist. The key conceptual premise of the work is that grand 
motivating theories (like religion, market liberalism , historical materialism or 
psychoanalysis) which claim to provide totalizing social explanation, are necessarily 
incomplete because, in our increasingly heterodox societies, the veracity of any one 
(dominant) system of knowledge over another (subordinate) perspective invariably 
depends upon the power of its users to assert the 'truth' of its meanings. When you 
come to think about it, post-structuralists argue, as we can only know and describe the 
world in language (symbolic expressions of various types), these cultural processes 
actually constitute reality. 1n this fashion, as the above quotation shows, Fiske contends 
that meanings are effectively made in discourse. so much so that from an analytical 
standpoint the reader needs to grasp the primacy of discursive representation over 
material determination. On this view, the Navajo subversion of Cheyenne Autumn is as 
true as the Whlte narrative of conventional Hollywood westerns. (That this is a 
fictionalized instance of resistance should matter not at all to the likes of Fiske, for 
whom textual significance is as good as, arguably even better than, the real thing. From 
a conceptually similar stance, Baudrillard argued that the Gulf war had not happened 
because public knowledge of it derived from media interpretation.) Second (from 
Foucault) , in a set of extended case studies Fiske puts critical stress on the body as the 
principal site of the exercise of institutional control over transgressive subjects -
transgressive in the sense that they threaten 'the power-bloc'. Third (from Denida). 
Fiske accords a privileged role to a 'deconstructive' methodology as a way of cracking 
open the 'monofrontal' facades of orthodox social interpretations - notably of 
homelessness, popular pastimes and race relations - to the plurality of repressed points 
of view hidden below. 
Though appearing in the Verso imprint (formerly New Left Books), on the evidence of 
this text. the author of Power Plays, Power Works has no business regarding himself as 
politically progressive. Ruling out any future prospect of a politics of universal 
emancipaton, the final message of the book is to endorse (in a passage resonant of 
Nietzschean irrationalism) ethnic particularism and reverse racialism. Speaking in the 
cultured voice of a recent emigre. Fiske begins by detailing the inappropriateness of 
what he calls European theories, specifically Western Marxism, to cope with the diverse 
configuration of contemporary US society. Accused of unrefined Iogocentrism, or 
'monovocality' operating in a 'multimodal field' of social enquiry, Fiske caricatures 
materialist analysis of the structure/social agency duality, casting it in a dim light in 
relation to his own shiny, syncretic Foucauldian-Gramscian-Bakhtian model of 
understanding. Ugly neologistic formulations are presented to the reader as radical 
conceptual innovations when in fact the book's explanatory framework has about as 
much theoretical novelty as a sliced loaf. 
To recognize, as Hillerman has. that idiomatic knowledge and local histories of 
struggle against domination will predispose the socially marginalized and dispossessed 
towards subversive readings of mainstream perspectives (in Fiske's terms 'top-down 
imperialising power') hardly represents a revolutionary break-through in cultural theory. 
The complex effects of 'multi-accentuality' are long established in media studies 
research. Eager, above all, to loosen the 'bottom-up localizing power' of creative human 
agency from the determining influence of social structure (i.e. to decode texts counter to 
their preferred meanings), in my view Fiske greatly exaggerates the significance of these 
immaterial ·tactics of inversion, opposition, disruption and evasion'. 
For it is one thing to acknowledge the value and relief afforded by symbolic 
opposition to the suffocating power of orthodoxy, and to applaud instances of coded 
resistance as, at best. resources of hope. lt is quite another to interpret any and all 
signs of revolt against institutional authority as evidence of real gains against the ruling 
order. Navajo Indians watching a movie in the manner imagined by Tony Hillerman may 
well have the effect of illuminating a common experience of inequity, but textual 'reality' 
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of this kind cannot possibly overturn the official, cannibalized history of 'the Wesl' or 
change the underlying material forces that produced and confirm tt. 
And like a lot of resolutely anti-foundaUonallst theorizing. purism lurks not far away 
in the Flskean schema. Power Plays. Power Works claims to adequately take account of 
the social constraints of crosscutting ·mulUaxial' determination (by means of racial 
category. class. gender, age, geography and corporeality) where lesser theories dare not. 
Yet despite the purportedly 'heteroglossic' approach to selected cultural practices, when 
it comes to it Fiske's textual interpretations, of fandom or the viewing habits of homeless 
men for example, are decidedly univocal and homogenous. Freed from any material 
referent whatsoever, stgniflers float off into deconstructionist abstraction. Drawing also 
on methodologically spurious ethnographic surveys, Fiske's analysis of endzone dances 
by black American footballers , explained In terms of 'black expressiveness·. amounts to 
little more than racially essentialist tosh. 
Infantilism in homeless men as manifest In their illicit use of pornography is sad and 
in no sense empowering. The emasculated behaviour cited by Fiske would certainly be 
read as a form of inSolence against the Institutional authority of hostel management, 
and maybe for them it is a way of dealing with the degrading experience of poverty and 
indigence. But to promote these and other consumerist banalities as lethal pricks 
against what John B Thompson has described as the 'systematically asymmetrical 
relations of power' (Ideology and Modern Culture, 1990) inherent in the formation of 
contemporary capitalist societies is to divert critical attention from the causes of social 
inequity and the reproduction of those deflning relations of domination, not least as 
circulated in and through the media of public communication. In the closing paragraph 
of Power Plays. Power Works Fiske suggests that if 'localizing powers can hold off 
imperializing ones and gain tiny spaces against them ... they ... have demonstrated their 
ultimate undefeatability ... Over the long haul, weak powers prove stronger than strong 
ones, their strength lies in their endurance'. To my mind, in severing the relationship of 
correspondence between text and context, the author of these lines rrusrecognizes that 
while women and men may indeed make their own discursive histories, as C. L. R. 
James wrote in the preface to The Black Jacobins (1938), their freedom of achievement is 
limited by the necessities of their environment. To portray the limits of those necessities 
and the realisation. complete or partial, of all possibilities, that is the true business of 
the historian. 
M. Skovmand and K. Schroder (eds.) Media 
cultures: reappraising transnational media 
London: Routledge, 1992. 240pp, stg£35.00 stg£11.99 (pbk.) 
ISBN 0415 063841 ISBN 0415 06385X 
Richard Fitzsimons 
Leslie Fiedler, writing on one occasion about popular literature, irreverently 
suggested that many theorists operating within the cultural realm, secretly relished 
much of the material which they frequently rubbished In public. lmplicll In this 
approach Is the perception of popular culture as vulgar. something to be avoided in 
favour of the more elitist notions of highbrow culture. Each of the ten essays featured in 
'Media Cultures' attempts to address this approach and, by so doing, create a space 
within which our audiovisual culture may be interrogated in a less prejudicial manner. 
Skovmand and Schroder make no secret of their disillusionment with the work 
pioneered by Adorno and Horkheimer which undoubtedly treated popular culture as 
something to be avoided whenever possible, believing as they did that any enjoyment or 
pleasure which a mass audience might glean from such exposure would ultimately 
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prove to be oppressive. They suggested extreme caution . particularly regarding the 
effects of film and television, which they believed, allowed 'no room for Imagination or 
reflection on the part of the audience'. 
Media CuUures deals specifically with the benefits to be gained by an audience 
through its engagement with such 'lowbrow' material as game shows, cult movies and 
soap operas. Here, recent research In the area of reception theory is drawn upon and 
expanded. What emerges is a picture of diverse popular media audiences which are 
much more resilient to penetration by the dominant Ideology encoded within much of 
the output of the mass culture Industries than could ever have been imagined by the 
Frankfurt School theorists. 
The knowledge and sophistication which these groups bring to bear on the material 
presented to them, is frequently based upon the ethnic, social, cultural and religious 
backgrounds of the group. along w1th their level of experience of the programme 
material being presented to them. What emerges is a compelling argument which denies 
the existence of a passive, homogeneous audience, waiting patiently for their next dose 
of dominant ideology to be administered by those all powerful beings who control the 
means of media production. In its place, we are presented with a multiplicity of audience 
groupings who engage fruitfully with popular culture products in order to more sharply 
define their identities through processes of both identification and difference. 
Media Cultures develops its theses through three stages. FirsUy, the historical 
processes which have led to the establishment of the communication systems which 
generally predominate in Western societies are outlined and examined, with particular 
emphasis placed upon the difficulties which have emerged in accommodating the rights 
of the citizen within the sphere of public communications. Graham Murdock's paper 
'Citizens, consumers and public culture' tackles these issues with insight and clarity. 
Indeed, his analysis of the shortcomings of public service broadcasting and the potential 
benefits and pllfalls inherent in the commercial sector, set against the changing 
contours of the political Euromap should be closely scrutinized by all those in this 
country actively involved in setting the broadcasting agenda, whether through legislation 
or education. His suggestion that now Is an opportune Ume to 'embrace a philosophy of 
public communication based on the recognition of difference and the toleration of 
dissent' is one to which we should give great consideration. 
The second section of the book deals at some length with the question of both 
national and transnational media cultures, with particular emphasis on the Impact of 
American popular culture on cultural identity in both national and European contexts. 
Not surprisingly. the general consensus which emerges suggests that European fears of 
an impending deluge of American cullure are somewhat overstated. In fact, as David 
Morley argues, through the appropriation of Saussurean theory which suggests that in 
the realm of language, only differences exist, so. in a cultural context, Identity is wholly 
a function of differences within a system. European culture is thus constituted through 
its distinctions from American. Asian, Islamic cultures and so on. The overall 
Impression given is that American popular culture should not be regarded as some 
dreadful, all-devouring creature. waiting to destroy European culture for ever. 
Incidentally, il should come as no surprise, given the events surrounding the role of 
media products in the recent G.A.T.T. negotiations, that none of the contributors to 
Media Cultures are French. 
The third and final section of the book deals most specifically with the role of the 
audience and its engagement with popular texts. The three essays, dealing with the T.V. 
nction of Dennis Potter, the cult film and the thorny Issue of cultural value are by far 
the most interesting. stimulating and Inventive of the collection. Here we are presented 
with ideas which seriously and convincingly challenge the passivity of the audience. 
Here we find an audience who, through years of viewing experience and the availability 
of new technologies, VCRs, remote controls, etc. a re now starting to engage 1n an 
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interactive way With the materials presented to them. The future seems full of 
possibilities for the spectator and an exciting playing field for the cultural theortst. 
Media Cultures through its ten essays, provides an eye opening journey Into the 
future of media studies for those of us who emerged from the more traditional Marxist 
approach to the subject. Allhougli the playful sprtte of the postmodem flits through Its 
pages, this could hardly be deemed a bona flde haunting. Indeed, the bold. clear style 
which characterizes all of the contributions and the numerous references to cultural 
and national Identities would seem to suggest that a clear political agenda exists. Given 
the premise on which lhe book is based, perhaps the greatest compliment I can pay its 
editors, Is to descrtbe it as highly entertaining. 
B. Gunter and T. Viney Seeing is believing: 
religion and television in the 1990's 
London: John Libbey. 1994. 134 pp, stg£18.00 
ISBN 0 86196 442X 
Tony Fleck 
Gregg Dyke who left London Weekend Television in March 1994. ended a recent 
speech to the Royal Television Society by saying: 
And now I'm off to the Jobcentre with my P45. Here's my Jobfinder 
card: 'Bald, rtch, ex-chief executive In television industry. keen to 
meet similar, prefer to avoid anyone keen on religious programming. 
regulators and Conservative politicians. 
While I am not sure why Mr Dyke would want to visit a Jobcentre, for he departed 
LWf after it was taken over by Granada with share options worth £9m and Is strongly 
tipped to lead a bid for the UK's Channel 5, I have a good Idea why he dislikes rellgious 
programming and regulators - his avoidance of Conservative politicians is his own affair. 
ln the late 1980s. LWT wanted to shift Highway from its early Sunday evening slot - I 
suppose eventually lo abandon it altogether- and was stopped by the IBA afler 
consultation with the Central Religious Advisory Committee (CRAC) which advises the 
BBC as well as the IBA. Not that Highway was not bringing in the viewers . for It 
regularly produced audiences of between seven and eight rnilUon - at that time together 
with Songs of Praise some fifteen million viewers sat down to watch BBC and liTV every 
Sunday evening- but because the audience for Highway contained a large number of 
older people who were less attractive to advertisers. 
It was not until the demise of the IBA, as a result of Mrs Thatcher's ill-conceived 
Broadcasting Act of 1990. and the appearance of its successor the lTC, shorn of its 
regulatory power over Brttish commercial television. that Highway went the way of all 
flesh and lTV abandoned Its commitment to what was known as 'the closed pertod' or 
more popularly as 'the God Slot'. This was the forty five or sixty minutes each Sunday 
evening when both the BBC and its commercial rtval carried 'religious programming· and 
represented all that was lefl of John Reith's Intention as first Director General of lhe 
BBC that 'Sunday programmes should be framed with the day itself in mind without 
being dull -and they should not encroach on church hours'. As Andrew Mcintyre. 
Reith's most recent biographer polnts out: 
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The resull was a programme schedule that reproduced with almost 
eerte fidelity the unchanging pattern of Sabbath In the College Church 
manse thirty or forty years earlier. It began with a service which 
lasted from 9.30 till 10.45. There followed a lengthy pertod of silence, 
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broken at 12.30 by a sequence of talks and serious music (Bach 
cantatas were much favoured). A second service followed at eight in 
the evening, and then more music until the Epilogue at eleven. 
This pattern might have suited the church-going middle-class in the 1930s but for 
most of the radio audience it was one of complete boredom and as a result, Radio 
Luxemburg and Radio Normandie - the pop stations of the day - had their peek ratings 
each Sunday. Today, entertainment has almost triumphed on Sundays and religious 
programmes have all but disappeared from the evening schedules. However religion is 
still holding on, even if just by its fingernails, and the Broadcasting Act for the first time 
ever makes religion a mandatory programme category for 11V. So in a minimal way both 
the BBC and the commercial networks are still committed to religious programming in 
contrast to the four national US networks which carry little or no such material on 
Sundays or on any other day. 
Seeing is Believing is the latest in an extended series of monographs produced on 
varied television topics by the lTC and its direct predecessors the IBA and ITA and one of 
its strengths is being able to draw comparisons with previous surveys over the past 
thirty years especially Godwatching: viewers. religion and televiSion of 1988. In the 
present survey Barrie Gunter, the ITC 's Head of Resear ch and Rachel Viney, the 
Religious Broadcasting Officer. take stock of current attitudes towards religion and 
religious broadcasting in Britain and Northern Ireland. The research was carried out in 
two stages: first there was a series of 'focus group discussions' including believers and 
non-believers as well as religious/broadcasting professionals; while the second stage 
involved a UK survey of a representative sample of television viewers. Although I am 
usually allergic to statistical tables and percentages - like Lord Randolph Churchill 'l 
never could make out what those damned dots meant' - in this case I found the text 
reader-friendly, the tables clear and the findings intriguing for a so-called secular 
society. Of the sample, more than 70 per cent still describe themselves as Christian and 
of these two thirds claim to be either Anglican (40 per cent) or Roman Catholic (29 per 
cent): not so surprisingly more women than men said they were members of either 
church. The next largest church groupings were the Church of Scotland (5 per cent) and 
Methodist (4 per cent); while Muslims and Jews represented less than 0.5 per cent each 
to the Hindus' one per cent. However, despite the 73 per cent who identified themselves 
as Christian, when asked if they saw present day Britain as a Christian country, less 
than one in three replied 'Yes'. 
But what of religious broadcasting? First there is the apparently simple question of 
definition. To the professionals and regulators, religious broadcasting is that which fills 
designated 'religious' slots reserved in the schedules, although this does not mean that 
from time lo time drama or current affairs may not have a religious content. However, 
the viewing public takes a much narrower stance for to them programmes featuring 
worship or hymn singing are regarded as the essence of religious programming as well 
as people talking about and sharing their religious beliefs, a lthough there is also a 
general welcome for documentaries or plays which explore religious or moral themes. I 
am personally delighted that there Is wide-spread concern over Tele-Evangelists - an 
American import we could well do without - who are distrusted for their 'over the top' 
style, and general motivation. Programming on television was considered about right, 
although of those who disagreed, twice as many said there was 'too little' as 'too much'. 
The Image of religious television was seen by some as 'boring and old-fashioned' (30 per 
cent) while an almost equal proportion (2R per cent) r.onsiclered it 'thought-provoking or 
helpful'. Many felt that religious programmes catered in the main for those who could 
nol get to church through illness or infirmity although, as regular church goers are 
most frequent viewers, this would be a doubtful premise for programme makers to act 
upon. Other reasons for viewing were that religious programmes provided comfort (49 
per cent) and showed the background to other faiths (46 per cent). 
The research carried oul by Gunter and Viney confirms that programmes with a 
religious content and which meet a special need 'are accepted as part of television's 
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social function'. They are not an immediate tum-off, as many present decision makers 
in broadcasting who are driven by a market philosophy world claim, although It has to 
be admitted that the audience for praise and worship programmes is declining, - but not 
dramatically. Women watch more than men and the age profile is skewed towards age 
rather than youth. For viewers of minority faiths in Britain, who may express 
reservations about the emphasis placed on Christian beliefs. the main cause for concern 
Is how their own communities and religions are portrayed In general programming, news 
and current affairs and how this may affect opinions and attitudes in the towns and 
clUes where they live, work and play. 
The objectives of relJgious broadcasting in Britain as set out by CRAC and endorsed 
by the BBC, the lTC, I1V and Channel4 remain: 
• to seek to reflect the worship, thought and action of the principle religious traditions 
represented in Britain, recognjzlng that those traditions are mainly, though not 
exclusively, Christian; 
• to seek to presen~ to viewers and listeners those beliefs, ideas, issues and experiences 
in the contemporary world which are evidently related to a religious interpretation or 
dimension of life: 
• to seek also to meet the religious interests, concerns and needs of those on the fringe 
of, or outside. the organized llfe of the churches. 
The next ten years - before which time we can reasonably expect another lTC report -
will test whether these objectives remain valid, what with Lhe proliferation of satellite 
transmissions and cable systems and it becom1ng relatively easier for religious 
groupings to own, and cheaper to operate, their own channels. I would hazard a guess 
that religious television will have disappeared from the present commercial channels. 
and probably also from the BBC, by the early twenty first century and we may well be 
Into an era of narrow-casting as seems to have already happened in the United States -
each group preaching to its own converted - rather than the eclectic religious 
broadcasting reported tn this survey. Gregg Dyke will be deUghted but I know that John 
Reith would be appalled at the prospect. 
A. Millwood Hargrave (ed.), Broadcasting 
Standards Council: Violence in factual 
television. 
London: John Libbey, 1993. 160 pp, stg£12.50 
ISBN 0 86196 441 1. 
Muiris Mac Conghail 
John Simpson, Foreign Affairs Editor of the BBC, and for a Ume BBC Correspondent In 
Dublin, writes in his essay on Depleting Violence on Television 
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.. .It seems strange that people who go to the ctnema, perhaps with 
their twelve- or fourteen-year-old children, specifically to watch 
simulated acts of sadistic violence, or who sil al home and watch 
television actors in police uniform punch and kick their way to the 
conviction of criminals, should have any objections to watching 
images of the real thing; and yet those of us whose job it is to see 
these tbtngs in real llfe fmd ourselves going to ludicrous lengths to 
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avoid wounding the susceptibilities of very much the same people 
when they watch the news ... 
This is a central strand in the problem about Violence on teleVision. The factor which 
distinguishes television Viewing from cinema Viewing is the factor of location - the home, 
social, domestic and personal factors arising from that enVironment. 'You pays your 
money and takes your choice' Is the factor in relation to a Visit to the cinema: choice 
paid for at the box office. Viewers, In my experience have different attitudes to home 
television Viewing. One such attitude Is that although choice of Viewing can be got from 
the several channels available. the content and range of choice, including placement In 
the schedule, is not in the active control of the home viewer. 
Issues of the portrayal of violence are teased out in detail in the fourth of the series of 
Annual ReViews published by the British Broadcasting Standards Council which was 
established in 1988. Enl!Ued Violence in Pactu.al Teleuision, It Is the volume for 1993. It 
contains three elements: (i) the result of a quantitative study conducted by MORJ on 
attitudes to violence; (ii) a research report conducted by the Institute of 
Communications Studies at the University of Leeds amongst a number of ·ordinary' 
viewers who were enabled to act as their own editors (however I have reservations about 
the process which I outline later) on a selection of broadcast material relevant to the 
topic and to re-edit and fashion the material in the light of their own views and 
experiences: and finally (iii) commentaries from a group of professional broadcasters and 
academics. 
It is always difficult and can be dangerous to summarize detailed findings in 
research surveys of this kind and the editorial approach wisely avoids an easy 
classification of the results of the survey and research reports of the editing groups 
although there is a useful establishment of four main principles which seem to govern 
the response to violence on television. 
These principles arise from findings of the editing groups at Leeds (p.86 fO: 
1. Principle of closeness: Violence which relates to their own lives is likely to disturb 
Viewers more than other Violence. 
2. Principle of certainty: An act of Violence will shock less if the viewer understands 
what is happening in the violent scene - if the viewers know the outcome of what Is 
taking place. 
3. Principle of status: The greater the sympathy the Viewer has with persons who suiJer 
violence, the greater will the disturbance be to the viewer. lf the person who has suffered is 
seen to have a low claim to be regarded well then violent imagery will be tolerated. 
4. Principle of minimalism: Images of actual or real violence ought not to go beyond a 
point of graphic detail once the point which the Violence Is supposed to illustrate has 
been established. 
Most of these principles will be familiar to broadcasters and media scholars but it Is 
useful to have them drawn together under the four headings in this way and as a result 
of field and quantitative research. 
One of the general findings from the MORJ research survey was that two thirds of 
respondents thought that there was 'too much' Violence on television and this was a 
significantly higher proportion than those who thought that there was either ·too much" 
bad language (57 per cen t) or "too much' sexual activity (40 per cent). Violence was the 
issue mentioned by a significant number of respondents (55 per cent) as causing them 
more concern when considering each of the three areas of (I) sex; (ii) bad language and 
(Iii) Violence. Another of the general findings was that three quarters of the sample said 
that they felt that violence on television reflected the state of society in which they lived 
and 58 per cent of the sample said that they agreed with the statement that 'Violence in 
factual television makes people more ready to accept Violence in real life.· 
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In essence, lhe general findings confirm that viewers believed that increased 
exposure to violence on television 'created a feeling that violence was now more 
prevalent.' The last slatement Is a most interesting one for a broadcaster. Violence Is 
more prevalent. The survey findings in this report indicate that one of the attitudes to 
violence on television and effects on behaviour is that two thirds of the sample agreed 
with the statement that ·watching violence in factual programmes has made me behave 
more carefully.' Is that a beneficial consequence of public service broadcasting? Or has 
it 'made people unnecessarily afraid'? About half of the respondents felt it had according 
to the survey. 
The programme material dealt with by the editing groups at Leeds included Cops 
(SKY 1), a news item about a street brawl (Television South). Murder in Mind (serial 
killers), (Central Television), Crimewatch UK (BBC). World in Action ('Derus the Menace'} 
(lTV), The Eye of Storm (BBC) (which included well known sequences from coverage of 
the Vietnam War). and a BBC News report from former Yugoslavia (dealing with alleged 
atrocities 1n Bosnia). This edit process gave expression to the four principles referred to 
above. The groups used a method developed by Leeds that allowed them to edit for 
themselves scenes of factual violence. This enabled the researchers to observe the 
decision-making process in the choice between acceptable and non-acceptable violence. 
and also allowed for the members of the groups to be questioned in detail about their 
reasons for any re-edit where that occurred. 
The editing method employed by Leeds was developed as part of a project carried out 
on television coverage of the Gulf War. In that project. the editing groups were shown 
three versions of the same event as reported by several television news networks. as well 
as untransmitted material from a news agency. They were then asked to edit together 
their own (preferred) three minute version of the event. In the present study, the editing 
groups had the method explained to them and they discussed the general issue of 
violence. The programme material listed above was then shown to them, and at the end 
of each viewing, they could re-edit the material as 'they would like to see it'. They could 
cut material out or say what they would like to put ln. The editing was often carried out 
with the groups 'commenting on the process as the video editor carried out their 
instructions.· 
While the comments from the respondents are Interesting. I would have preferred If 
the respondents had carried out their own work on editing. The professional broadcaster 
might have learnt considerably more and the value of this approach wou ld have 
enhanced the Leed's research method. 
This project was carried out within Great Britain and only contains passing reference 
to Northern ireland whlch Is disappointing for irish readers from all disciplines. north 
and south. It would have been Interesting to have looked at the question of the 
prohibition by the UK Government of interviews with members of proscribed 
organizations in Northern Ireland and whether and how the principles outlined in the 
review of 'closeness' and 'status' would apply. 
While working in Northern Ireland on a series of radio documentaries for RTE How 
Do You Live Up There? from January to April 1994 my colleague Rodney Rice and 1 had 
an opportunity of meeting with a wide cross section of the members of the two 
communities and discussing with them,inter alia, aspects of violence. I follow with some 
extracts about television coverage which would seem to follow the four Leeds principles: 
(1) 'Community worker' (the Shankill). The reference here Is to the aftermath of the 
Shankill murders by the IRA and the protestant paramilitary murders at Kennedy Way 
and Greysteel: 
8 8 
We were so overcome with our own grief, we didn't really feel the 
Greysteel (murders). It didn't really sink in at the time. I think when 
it did sink in was the next week when we actually listened to 
commentators saying that there were nineteen or twenty people 
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killed in one week. I remember sitling in the house when the 
commentator said that -nineteen people killed in one week and that 
really shocked me - when the number of people killed in a such a 
short time - that really unnerved me, I felt saying to myself, how 
many more, how many is il going to be in two or three weeks ... 
(2) Catholic housewife (Cookstown): 
I can plod along.quite happily and push all this news to the back of 
mind until something happens around Cookstown. If you hear 
someone being shot in Belfast, Derry, whatever, its far away: it's like 
something happening in Bosnia- it annoys you for a few seconds but 
you can push down to the back of your mind. But when it happens 
in Cookstown and the surrounding district which has happened you 
get this enormous feeling of guilt. A few years back in a protestant 
estate there was a bomb placed there. the houses were wrecked. I 
mean your home is your home, you go into your own home, close 
your door. That is your home, you feel safe. I feel everybody should 
have that feeling. At the time the bomb went off, I felt guilty as if I 
had placed it there, I felt so terrible and that went on for weeks - I 
carried that guilt - even when they report it on the news I feel guilty. 
I have no time for violence ... If you hear that a few men were shot out 
the road,! have had a few friends that were shot- not friends -
friends of friends, that is when it gets to you, when its on your own 
doorstep. I feel people living around Belfast and Derry - these places 
- it's like a different world to the world which I live in ... even if you 
are driving through Belfast, we drove through there before Christmas 
and there was a house boarded up and the TV cameras were there 
and we went home and you would hear that someone had been shot 
at the night before. It was terrible because you had been past the 
actual house and it is different watching it on the 'IV screen than 
actually going past it. It was a normal road: there were sh ops on it. 
You thought those things should not happen in normal places. 
(3) Catholic teacher (Fermanagh) The effect on Southern viewers of violence in the 
North: 
But once the province got into violence and all the atrocities that 
happened, it got to the stage that we may as well have been out in 
the middle of the Atlantic Ocean here in Northern Ireland as regards 
the interests of the South. They just didn't want to know us and 
didn't want to get involved and didn't want to have anything to do 
with us and we would have felt that that generally was the case of 
people from the South. The .general comment you would have got 
was. how do you live up there? 
Violence in Pactual Television is a useful contribution to the literature on the subject. 
The broadcasters need to respond and begin to adopt a less defensive attitude to this 
kind of research and to respond by commentary and further analysis. All of this reminds 
me how little quantitative research has been done on broadcasting in Ireland. It is a 
question of funding and this is a matter which should be addressed primarily by the 
Minister with responsibility for broadcasting. His promised white paper on broadcasting 
can hardly be secure without having access to a body of Irish research material stmtlar 
to that provided for and by the authorities in the United Kingdom. 
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J. A. Walker Arts TV- A history of arts 
television in Britain 
London: John Libbey, 1993. 256pp, stg £17.50 
ISBN 0 861964357 
Brian O'Neill 
One of the interesting features that emerges from reading Arts 7V- A history of arts 
television in Britain is the reminder of just how influential and how good John Berger's 
Ways of Seeing was. Produced by the BBC in 1972 as a four part series. it and its best-
selling accompanying Penguin book have found their way into the reading lists and 
seminar rooms of Communications. Media and Visual Arts courses around the globe. 
This cannot be said of any other television arts series. r mention it here only because Its 
success as one of the key texts of early Cultural Studies also reminds one of the current 
crisis Ln arts broadcasting and how many of the conventions and techniques of arts 
discussion and disseJ?inaUon through the media have become problematic. 
This book, however, does have a fascinating history to tell and one which in a way 
mirrors the development of television itself from the 1950s on. An early pioneer of arts 
broadcasting at the BBC was J ohn Read, son of art critic Herbert Read. Read emerged 
from the documentary movement of the 1930s and with Grierson's assistance and 
Influence developed the notion of an arts documentary as a film profile of not only art 
works but also artists at work. Some readers will remember Monitor; the BBC open-
ended arts series that ran from 1958 to 1965, which acted as a veritable training ground 
for the British film industry with the likes of John Schlesinger, John Boorman and Ken 
Russell working under its presenter and editor Huw Wheldon. Wheldon handed over the 
editorship to a talented 'bright young man' Dr. Jonathan Miller whose more discursive 
and intellectual style In fact killed the programme. Monitor's long term replacement was 
Omnibus, still the flagship of BBC's arts programming and which over the years has 
vigorously pursued a policy of producing serious and intelligent arts television with a 
willingness to also be adventurous and to tackle popular culture on its own terms. It 
was joined in 1972 by Arena on BBC 2 which, relieved of the need to cover the major 
arts that Omnibus reviewed , could specialize and innovate by producing imaginative and 
memorable television on subjects as varied as the Ford Cortina, tbe Chelsea Hotel In 
New York and the different Interpretations of the popular song 'My Way'. The BBC by no 
means have had a monopoly of arts programming. Tempo, edited by theatre critic 
Kenneth Tynan, was lTV's first magazine programme about the arts. The South Bank 
Show has been produced continuously by Melvyn Bragg for Lwr since 1978 and has, 
like its counterpart on BBC. maintained its longevity by serving the 'parallel audiences' 
of those In the know and those who know little or nothing. 
A central part of Arts TV deals with the so-called pundit series: these are the 
expensive, prestige productions. the equivalent of the Illustrated lecture series on 
history of art, presented by authoritative and scholarly figures. Kenneth Clark's 
Civtlisation (1969) provides the model for this genre bul other notable examples include 
Ways of Seeing (1972). Shock of the New (1980). State of the Art (1987). Arl of the 
Western World (1990) and Sister Wendy's Odyssey (1992). The reasons for the demise of 
the genre are inherent In Its earliest and largest manifestation. Civilisation. 
Commissioned by the BBC as a showcase for colour television and shot over a three year 
period on 35mm film. it was a sumptuous and lavish celebration of Western European 
culture from the fall of the Roman empire to the age of industry. It was also, explains 
Walker. eurocentric, triumphaHst. patronizing, traditionalist. sexist, and bordering on 
racist in Its selective and exclusivlst approach to culture and ideas. It is against this 
background that Berger planned his media-literate and polltlcized Ways of Seeing which 
indirectly through its materialist reworking of art history and its exploration of the 
televisual processes of reproduction, and in some instances directly debunked the Clark 
approach to civilisation. The controversy did not end there and in 1988 Berger's one 
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time supporter Peter F'uller made a well-publlcized attack on the Influence Ways of 
Seei119 had on the attitudes and practice of contemporary art with a consequent re-
evaluation of the universal values that Civilisation offered. 
There has been a noticeable fragmentation in television's coverage of the arts from 
the mid- 1980s though hardly a diminishing of the amount of coverage or the Importance 
of the cultural for the prestige aspects of television schedules. The fragmentation, it 
must be admitted. Is not entirely centred on television; it has been accompanied by a 
pluralist recognition of the value of other cultures and forms of creativity. The 
contribution of Channel 4 to visual and formal innovation In arts documentary is 
acknowledged as also Is its influence ln broadening the subject matter and audiences for 
arts programming. But Intriguingly, Walker contends, the very proliferation of arts 
reviews, magazine programmes, arts discussions and televisual events on the whole 
cultural gamut from the popular to the exclusive while they have helped to create a huge 
audience for the arts simultaneously reduces their social importance. The debate on 
which this book concludes - 'posh' intellectual discourse on popular culture and the 
now more fashionable 'pop' discourse on posh culture (of which Civilisation was an early 
example) - is inconclusive and not entirely satisfactory. To a large extent U1is is where 
the subject matter of this history merges with the concerns of such disciplines as 
Cultural Studies and the study of television's role of mediation between culture and 
society . This misgiving aside, Arts TV presents a stimulating and well-researched 
account of a significant and important part of television history. 
J. N. Didie Aid for cinematographic and 
audio-visual production in Europe 
London: John Libbey 1993. 224pp, stg£30.00 
I SBN 0861 9 63970 
John G. Phelan 
The book aims to provide lhe reader with an overview of the various schemes offered, 
by European and some non-European countries. lo the audio visual industry. In this 
respect it undoubtedly succeeds, and will assist hard pressed producers to seek co-
production funding, particularly in lower budget filming. 
The table of contents lists twenty four European and four non-European countries. 
The format Is to present a brief synopsis of the history of each country's policy in 
relation to the audio-visual sector. Statistical information Is then given in relation to 
cinema, and finally details of the various schemes are described In reasonable detail. In 
addition. under the various appendices, there are listed many useful addresses and 
phone numbers, and other ·goodies' about the various European and International 
organizations. 
The only foreseeable flaw In this type of publication lies In its ability or Indeed 
inability to accurately reflect information on an ongoing basis. It will need to be updated 
yearly to ensure that It does nol fall behind actual events. In the light of the current 
GATI negotiations, specifically 1n relation to the audio-visual Industry, it certainly 
provides a detailed filofax of the monetary schemes available. and should further 
promote and encourage a greater awareness of the potential of production and 
distribution of European films. 
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N. Miller and R. Allen (eds.} It's live- but is 
it real? 
London: John Libbey, 1993. 128pp, stg£14.50 
ISBN 0 86196 370 9 
Brian Trench 
'We now go over live to our reporter in Sarajevo'- it adds an air of authenticity to 
news programmes. But when it comes to. for instance. comment on the latest diplomatic 
moves, it is a fraud. The reporter on a fire brigade mission to the conflict zone is less 
likely than the specialist in Geneva, Washington, New York or London to offer the kind of 
summary view which news programmes seek. Indeed, the newsroom may have had to 
feed lines to the reporter on the spot which are then fed back with the added impact of 
'liveness'. JournaliSts covering major conflicts often need to be briefed from base on 
what the news agencies are saying or to tune into the BBC World Service, before filing 
their Uve reports. 
The artifice of much lhat is presented as live and, therefore, immediate. might seem 
to offer itself as a central theme of a symposium on live broadcasting. The title of these 
proceedings of the 23rd University of Manchester Broadcasting Symposium indicate an 
awareness of such issues. But, lhe editors having summarily answered the title's 
question in the first paragraph of their introduction - no. it is not real. There is little 
further detailed, critical exploration of the techniques. 
The phone-in, now possible two-way and three-way between listeners, has become a 
staple of radio programming. But practices vary greatly as to the previewing of callers, 
the intervention by producers, and the use of delay mechanisms to allow a caller to be 
cut off. A simple contrast between RTE Radio l's Liveline and the late Michael Cleary's 
programme on 98FM demonstrates how the apparently unmediated, participatory, live 
programme can be angled to quite different audiences and purposes. On this potentially 
fruitful area of investigation and discussion the symposium was largely silent. 
It is at least irritating to find recorded the interventions of ·un-named respondent' 
and 'un-named M.Ed. student'. But the limitations of this work go further. The 
symposium fell in the week of the April 1992 general election in Britain. Rather than 
cancel the event, the organizers sought to integrate into their deliberations analyses of 
the live election nighl coverage. The result is mainly a rambling exchange of personal 
impressions. which may have been interesting for the participants but barely stands up 
to reproduction in print. 
The sharpest comment on the election night coverage comes in a contribution by 
lecturer and producer Andrew Curry, written some time after the symposium and in 
which Curry quotes The Observers television critic on a difference of policy between 
BBC and nv. 
Din1bleby and his savants were pondering the implications of just 
four results. while !TN had told us about eight. The BBC rationale for 
this delay is that results are only registered after their official 
declaration, whereas the shysters of lTN phone them in the moment 
the count is agreed. The Beeb's position is ludicrous and amounts to 
pandering to the municipal bores who make up the Returning Officer 
class, 
wrote TV critic John Naughton. And more might have been added too. on the 
orchestration of lhe declarations of results to meet the demands of live television. 
Andrew Curry's piece is one of three which were either written , or substantially 
revised, after the symposium. The most substantial essay on election coverage is by 
Professor Peter Golding and colleagues at the University of Loughborough, summarizing 
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the fmdlngs of an extensive sUJvey of election material in the press and on radio and 
television - and making no reference to issues of Uve broadcasting. 
Ivor Gaber has a valuable contribution on the seven types of pressure he discerns on 
political journalism - this Is a speech to the symposium, but, again. has nothing 
spectncally to do with live broadcasting. 
Elsewhere. Gaber says of a phone-in programme broadcast during the election 
campaign that it was live bul highly mediated; a dozen callers were selected from 50,000 
offering themselves. Where such selection does not take place, the result. says Gaber, Is 
dull, boring. repetitive. The problem with real people is that they are usually extremely 
boring,' he says. Gaber may. as he claims. have said this deliberately provocatively: but 
It seems certain that this view guides much that is done on RTE which purports to be 
live and to offer audience access. 
In his keynote address. John Tusa of BBC World Service recalls that all radio was live 
alone time. He decries the 'obsession with tidy editing and compact presentation' as he 
makes a plea for live, rolling news coverage. He notes: 
the great pretence of journalists is that all the news is of the same 
weight each day. that the world is in an identical atmosphere of 
crisis every day. that every headline story is worth as much as the 
previous day's headline story. 
As is so frequently the misfortune of those who deliver keynote addresses, the 
symposium participants perform In a different key. Tusa's remarks are focused on radio, 
lhc medium with the greatest potential for 'liveness'. Almost everything that follows -
reflecting the obsession of broadcasting analysts- has lo do with television. 
Glasgow University Media Group: Getting the 
message: news, truth and power 
(Ed. by J . Eldridge). London and New York: Routledge. 1993. 368 pp, 
stg£45.00, stg£12.99 (pbk.) 
ISBN 04 15 079837 ISBN 0415 07984 5 
Karl Erik Rosengren 
The title of the new book from the Glasgow University Media Group- Getting the 
Message: News, Truth and Power - elegantly summarizes the overall approach of the 
Group: an increased interest In the relationship between media messages and their 
recipients. combined with the old interest in the power-ridden relationship between 
news and truth. To this reader, Lhe chapters inspired by the new interest are more 
interesting than those inspired by the old ones, which smack too much of deja uu. After 
all, the 1976 and 1980 volumes of Bad News and More Bad News quite powerfully drew 
home the main message that media truth is the prisoner of power and Ideology -
especially. perhaps, to those who did not know it before. 
In their way, the Glasgow Group seem to have become lhelr own prisoners. They 
never showed much interest In research done outside their own group, and this 
tendency has hardly become any weaker. It is a quite legitimate task, of course, to draw 
a somewhat critical sketch of the development of media studies in Great Britain, as 
does, for instance, Howard Davis. But ll is somewhat surprising to find that the lack of 
empirical audience studies said to be found in British cultural studies is nol contrasted 
with the existence of such studies within cultural studies carried out in other parts of 
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the world - not to speak of the audience research carried out Within other scholarly 
traditions. 
Another characteristic of the group Is its tendency sometimes to produce rather self-
evident results. David Miller, for Instance. in his study of the 'Northern Ireland 
Information Service and the Media' (NISS) is able to demonstrate that 'the NilS 
recognizes and exploits the varying work routines of different groups of journalists'. He 
also documents in some detail that 'media outlets which cover all of the "United 
Kingdom" are more important' than other outlets. In addition, he arrives at the not 
entirely unexpected conclusion that 'information work for journalists from other 
countries involves additional tactics not used for British or Irish journalists'. In short, 
Mr. Miller has spared no efforts to 'explore the broad tactical way in which public 
relations techniques have been used by the NIO' (Northern Ireland Office) and the NUS. 
Small wonder that a group busy with producing such traiJ-blaztng results tends to 
become somewhat impatient. now and then, with other, less successful traditions of 
research, for instance, the 'uses and gratifications approach', or the 'many traditional 
attempts at "effects' studies" · said to be using a 'crude stimulus/response model'. We 
·reject such methods', they say, referring to Klapper's overview from 1960. without 
finding the time to refer to later attempts in the area, for instance, recent American and 
German uses and effects studies very cleverly drawing on modern social and CO!,'Ditive 
psychology. Similarly, under these circumstances, when trying to 'explain how exactly 
these different and sometimes contradictory messages are received and interpreted', 
they have not found it worth their while to heed all the detailed studies of. say, 
persuasion research. And when exploring 'the ways in which social interaction mediates 
audience understandings', they do not bother very much about, say, recent 
interpersonal communication studies, or the body of work sometimes called 
'lnter/medla' research. 
In contrast to the sometimes rather philistine run of the mill pieces. the really 
impressive parts of the book are the ones building on the technique originally developed 
by Greg Philo and later on used by other members of the group: the 'News Game·. A set 
of pictures taken from the media coverage of a particular topic is given to an audience 
group asked to play the role of journalist in producing a text related to the picture. This 
approach cnalJled the researchers to 'look at long-term processes of belief, 
understanding and memory'. Although a critical reader may entertain some doubts 
about the role of the researcher tn tl1e process. It is an innovating approach. and it 
seems to be able to produce results which could be linked. for instance, to the 
cultivation research undertaken by Gerbner and other American. European and Asian 
researchers (research which, for some reason, is not mentioned at all in the book). 
In all then: this is a book mixing trivial results with original approaches. The 
rambling introductory and concluding sections do not help very much. A basic problem 
of the Glasgow group seems to be its tendency to isolation and self-containment. which 
has left them with a baste inconsistency in their approach. visible in their half-hearted, 
almost journalistic way of comparing media reports with the phenomena reported upon, 
an approach which for decades has been used in a much more articulated way 
elsewhere (see, for instance. some articles in the Journal of Communication. 1986. 36[2]). 
In the long run, the combination of an objectivistic ontology and a subjectivistic 
epistemology characterizing the group may be a heavy burden. 
John Eldridge quotes one of the best books ever written about a war - Orwell's 
Homage to Catalonia - missing, however, the quotation most pertinent to the work of 
the group. As Eldridge himself observes. 'The comment that truth becomes the first 
casualty in time of war has now reached cliche status'. Here ts a better one, then, from 
the afterword written by Orwell in 1943: 
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the material is drawn from German sources. A British and a 
German historian would disagree deeply on many things, even on 
fundamentals. but there would still be that body of. as It were, 
neutral fact on which neither would seriously challenge the other. It 
Is just this common basis of agreement. with Its Implication that 
human beings are all one species of animal, that totalitarianism 
destroys. Nazi theory indeed specifically denies that such a thing as 
'the truth' exists. There is, for instance, no such thing as 'Science'. 
There is only 'German Science', 'Jewish Science', etc. The implied 
objective of this line of thought is a nightmare world In which the 
Leader, or some ruling clique. controls not only the future bul the 
past. 
Orwell did not mistake journalism for scholarship and research. His epistemology 
agreed with his ontology, and also with his anthropology. 
Y. Tasker Spectacular bodies: gender, genre 
and the action cinema 
London and New York: Routledge, 1993. 208pp. stg£11.99 
ISBN 0-415-0922 ~ -8 
Carmel Roulston 
As products of particular historical moments and as formed by and 
through a variety of political discourses. both popular cinema and 
academic cultural criticism can be included within a broad definition 
of culture. The faclthat the former tends to address a worklng-class 
dispossessed audience. whilst the latter has tended to be the 
privilege of the middle classes has sometimes led to the mistaken 
assumption lhat one can tell 'us' all we might want lo know about 
U1e ·other'. (Tasker, p. 6} 
In her introduction to this lively and detailed study of contemporary action cinema, 
Yvonne Tasker sets out a challenge to mainstream academic critical response to the 
genre. which she describes as both elitist and misguided. F'or many writers, these are 
'dumb movies for dumb people'; in particular, the action films of the J 980s, which had 
bigger budgets, bigger receipts and bigger bodies on display, were viewed as Hollywood's 
contribution lo the Reaganite reaction and the backlash against feminism. their 
popularity reflecting a worrying rightward shift in attitudes and values among the urban 
masses. Thus. in Tasker's view. critics and academics have 'pathologizcd' the audiences 
for these Immensely popular films, while failing to recognize their complexity or 
understand the sources of their popularity. 
F'or Tasker, lhe attempt to pin down the political meaning of popular rums such as 
action movies. which has resulted in their being received with contempt In academic 
circles, leads to a failure to understand the pleasures which audiences derive from 
them. While acknowledging lhe importance of commentary ttpon the lci eotogical or 
political content of films. she argues that such commentary can overlook ambiguities 
and conflicts wiU1in the film text and can fail to acknowledge the complexity of audience 
reactlons to the experience of enjoying them. Many academic critics, including feminist 
writers, examine U1e nan-alive content of films through a realist framework which 
measures the events of the film against whal is perceived to be the actual or probable 
·trutl1' of the siluaUon. Rambo. for example. has been condemned for presenting a false. 
right-wing, pro -American version of the events of the Vietnam war, compared 
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unfavourably to films such as Platoon., which are more 'truthful'. Likewise, feminist 
critics have expressed dtsappolntmenl with Thelma and Louise, judging its ending to be 
unrealistic because the women's inevitable deaths are not shown. Tasker argues that 
such criticisms are themselves biased and often miss the point of the films' appeal. In 
relation to Rambo, she argues t?at It may present the truth of Vietnam from the 
perspecllve of the socially and politically marginalized groups from whose midst the 
majority of those drafted were drawn, whose voice is not heard in the allegedly more 
progressive and 'truthful' versions. In this sense, Rambo is not only a film about 
Vietnam, but also about wider issues of ethnic and class relations in America. The 
refusal to show Thelma and Louise's dead bodies might be regarded as both a positive 
antidote to the unpleasant voyeurism in, for example, the work of David Lynch and as 
providing pleasure and uplift through fantasy, accepted as such by the audience. 
The principal theme of the book Is the discussion of 'the complex ways in which 
popular cinema affirms gendered identities while mobilizing identifications and desires 
which undermine the stability of such categories'. The action movies reflect conO!cls and 
anxieties over masculinity, offering a visual representation of dramas of power and 
powerlessness. They are a product of a culture in which male bodies have become 
commodified in particular ways, in which the equally fantastic stereotypes of 'the action 
hero' and 'the new man' have been offered up as role models by the advertising industry. 
They offer a means of settling such anxieties in fantasy, while enjoying the spectacle of 
the action and deriving pleasure from the eroticized bodies on display. The emergence of 
the 'action heroine', commanding the narrative. has given rise to considerable dispute 
among feminist film critics. Tasker sees such figures as reflecting a complex interplay of 
factors. including the effects of feminism and other social changes on representations of 
women and the eternal need for genres to be renewed by means of new plots and ideas. 
The introduction of dominant women characters, she acknowledges. can be problematic. 
The eroticization of the violence and the acceptance of masculine codes can be both 
ambiguous and troubling; however, the femme fatale, a similarly ambiguous figure. has 
attained critical respectability. 
It would be misleading to suggest that this book plays down the importance of 
studying the political or Ideological content of films: the book includes, for example. a 
discussion of black characters in the action cinema. pointing to the restricted range of 
roles available to black characters In such movies and to the prevalent sexual 
stereotyping of black male and female characters. Tasker also provides a discussion of 
the changing context of ownership and control in film culture. attempting to relate the 
investment In action movies to the video industry and the youth market. Her book is, 
however, above all a plea for recognition of the merits of a popular genre which for all its 
faults offers a variety of complex pleasures to an audience capable of enjoying and 
interpreting. What is missing, in all the careful discussion of dozens of films, is a sense 
of critical evaluation of the films, a comparison of good with better. using any of the 
criteria highlighted in the book. It may be significant that Yvonne Tasker chooses to end 
with a discussion of the films of Kathryn Bigelow. Transgressive, problematic, disturbing 
examples of action movies, but surely much more cull films than popular cinema. 
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